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INTRODUCTION

This Handbook has been produced to help the classroom teacher

make efficieh, use of tests. It contains discussions of the main

purposes tests can serve. It treats the principal kinds of testing

devices that seem to be especially useful for those purposes in the

context of foreign-language teaching. And it has a section (Chapter

V) on the interpretation of test results.

Much of what is contained in this Handbook is useful at all

levels of instruction and with people of all ages. Some testing

devices, however, are obviously not appropriate to children in ele-

mentary or even junior-high-school classes. The teacher should have

no difficulty making a judicious choice.

While most teachers have had some formal instruction in

their own undergraduate education in the general principles of

measurement, very few classroom teachers seem to have had any formal

instruction in principles and methods of testing in the specific

context of foreign-language teaching. Much of the general theoreti-

cal discussion contained in this Handbook will therefore be more or

less familiar to the reader. It is included here for several

reasons: to make the Handbook a self-contained unit; to remind the

reader of notions he may have forgotten; and to fill in gaps in the

reader's background. The reader will notice that certain topics

are treated in several different chapters. This repetition

is deliberate. In each case, one treatment is much mere thorough

ix



than the others; these latter are intended to serve as useful

contexts for discussion of other topics. A Handbook is, after all,

a reference work: the teacher should find at one place therein

whatever he needs to know about the topic he has looked up.

This Handbook is not complete. No book of this kind can

be complete. It may suffice for many teachers. It may inspire

others to exercise their imaF5nation and ingenuity. It may lead

still others to work through more technical expositions of some of

the topics treated here. Thos who have helped to prepare this Handbook

hope it will be useful in some way to all of their colleagues.



Chapter I

THE IMPORTANCE AND PLACE OF TESTING

IN THE FOREIGN-LANGUAGE PROGRAM

1.1 USES OF TESTS

1.1.1 Knowledge and skills can be tested in many ways and for many

reasons. By its very nature audio-lingual teaching in particular

requires a constant flow of information and encouragement of the

kinds supplied by regular and varied testing. It is useful to con-

sider tests as (1) measures of achievement, as (2) diagnostic instru-

ments, and as (3) teaching tools. The preparation of adequate instru-

ments to measure aptitude requires much time and effort of highly

qualified specialists. Teachers should not try to prepare their own, since

carefully prepared tests to measure language aptitude are readily available.
1

1.1.2 Measuring Achievement

One of the most common functions that tests serve is to measure

a student's achievement. Achievement tests establish for the teacher

a carefully selected sample of a student's performance.

1.1.3 Tests as Diagnostic Instruments

Tests constructed for diagnostic purposes are different from

1John B. Carroll and Stanley M. Sapon, Modern Language Aptitude
Test Form A (New York: The Psychological Corporation, 1958,

1559).

P.msleur Language Aptitude Battery (New York: Harcourt, Brace &
World, Inc., 1966) .

1
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tests designed specifically to measure language aptitude. Diagnostic

tests meet a continuing everyday need and are helpful to the teacher

throughout the course of instruction. From the results of a test, a

teacher can diagnose possible inadequacies in either his teaching or

his teaching materials. Careful inspection of an individual student's

paper will also often make clear what specific difficulties he is

having. The teacher can use such knowledge to improve his teaching

and the student's learning.

1.1.4 Tests as Teaching Tools

It can be argued that students can a;:tually learn in the process

of taking a test. Such is likely to be the case if the test challenges

the student to learn by analogy and discovery and leads him to try

to understand new notions as the test proceeds. Such tests not only

test what the student has learned. They help the teacher to decide

whether the student is learning how to learn language. Some items

can be included in each test for just this purpose; they may be very help-

ful for student and teacher alike in carrying on the foreign-language

program.

1.1.5 Collateral Problems and Benefits

1.1.5.1 The best tests serve several purposes simultaneously. Class-

room tests can provide a basis for assigning grades, for comparing

pupils with one another, for motivating learning; for directing learn-

ing, and for helping to improve instruction in other ways. Classroom

tests also serve students as a source of information about the objectives
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of the course and their own individual achievement. If a test

faithfully represents the major objectives of a course, preparing for

it and reviewing it after it has been administered will reinforce the

rest of the work of the course.

1.1.5.2 Testing also often confirms the evaluation which a good

teacher has already made of a student. If a test does not confirm the

teacher's opinion, several explanations are possible. The test itself

may be badly constructed; a consistent pattern of low scores for good

students or higt scores for weak ones, for instance, usually means

that the test itself is defective. The teacher's previous appraisal

may have been based on insufficient information. The item types chosen

may not have been used often enough 1:reviously for the students to

have become familiar with them; they may therefore have misunderstood

what was expected of them and have given incorrect answers, even

though they knew the correct answers. A teacher's day-to-day evalua-

tion of a student may be quite correct, but formal testing required

primarily to give the carefully measured results necessary for per-

manent records may not be enough to corroborate that appraisal.

1.1.5.3 The questions used in classroom tests provide students with

information about the aims of the course. They also direct the

students' effortetowards the acquisition of the specific facts and

skills needed to achieve those aims. When the teacher sets test

specifications and devises test questions to help him to judge his

students' progress toward particular goals, he may realize that those

goals have implications of which he was not aware.
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1111622aced Testing

The principle of spaced learning is that in foreign-language

teaching it is better to teach or drill a given item for two minutes

on ten different occasions than for twenty minutes at one time. How

is this principle related to testing? More frequent short tests

seem generally to be more effective than infrequent long tests. There

are a nuMber of reasons why frequent short tests are useful. If

students gradually become used to a variety of different types of

items on short tests, longer, more complex examinations are more

just and more reliable because the students are comfortable with their

'formats. By using frequent examinations, the teacher may diagnose

problems he can correct as he goes along. Frequent tests also insure

that most students will study regule.rly and diligently.

1.2 SPECIFIC TECHNIQUES

1.2.1 To determine whether students can make logical and well-chosen

changes in the dialogues they memorize, a simple method is to put on

the blackboard a series of phrases from which they are to select in

order to vary the dialogue. Pairs of students are asked to make

substitutions orally by selecting appropriate phrases from among

those listed on the blackboard. Each partner is obliged to adjust to

the accumulated variations and, in turn, to make substitutions that

fit the rest of the evolving conversation. With this technique, the

teacher not only tests the student's ability to read aloud but his

ability to understand what is said to him. Such a test teaches at

the same time as it tests.
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1.2.2 Impromptu Testing

The format of an oral test need not be rigid. The seemingly

unstructured nature of a test may be its best quality. For example,

the teacher may simply move about the room quickly, asking as many

short, quick questions as he can in ten minutes. These questions can

be varied but must stay, of course, within the student's range of

vocabulary and grammar. One problem which arises with this procedure

is that there is not enough time to grade the student's responses.

This difficulty can be overcome with a pre-taped test which will be

described below. (see 1.2.3.2).

1.2.3 Directed Responses

1.2.3.1 Another type of loosely structured oral test derives from

directed dialogue. The teacher instructs Student One to tell Student

Two to ask Student Three whether he has done, or will do, something

for him (Student One). It is important that all three students become

engaged in the exchange so that they all have to modify answers and

inflect verbs in various ways. Here, too, testing and teaching are

not easily separated.

1.2.3.2 Both of the techniques described in 1.2.2 and 1.2.3.1 have

the disadvantage of being difficult to grade because they happen so

quickly and because the teacher must therefore rely on his memory

when he records his evaluation of each student's performance. The

following arrangement largely overcomes this disadvantage. Pre-record

a large number of questions and statements that permit rejoinders.

Leave a pause after each question or statement long enough for a
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student to answer, then record a random number ("one", "two", etc.--

but in the foreign language) followed by another pause. Make as

many such items as necessary to test adequately all of the students in

the class. Assign numbers to the students especially for the test.

Play the tape, and have each student answer whenever his number comes

up; he must also write out his answer on the test sheet. The students

will be alert throughout the test since the numbers are recorded at

random. They will all formulate answers to all of the questions, even

though each individual student will actually have to answer only five

or six questions. The teacher is free to move about with grade book

in hand to make judgments and record grades. The student has

enough time to write out his answers, because no number is ever re-

corded twice in succession. The test papers can be collected and

used by the teacher to decide on an additional grade for writing.

1.2.4 Pattern Paragraph Practice

Students are better able to handle test items the more they

resemble in format the regular classroom presentation of the material

.1aeing tested. Items of a type familiar to the student have much

higher reliability than those that present material in a format the

student has never encountered. Suppose a class has been practicing

paragraph writing by replacing lexical items (nouns, verbs, etc.)

while leaving function words (prepositions, conjunctions, etc.) in-

tact, thereby adhering to the original grammatical structure of the

paragraph but altering its content. For practice in writing, the

instructions could be: "Copy the following short paragraph first as
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it is. Then rewrite it changing the underlined words to words of your

own choice that make sense and are grammatically correct within the

reconstructed whole." For test purposes: "Rewrite the following

paragraph, changing each underlined word to any appropriate word of

your choice."

1.3 'MOTIVATION

In addition to verifying assimilation of the material covered,

good tests motivate students to strive to attain certain objectives.

When he is taking a test, the student is at the peak of his powers of

attention and concentration. Some would argue that the teacher should

take advantage of this favorable situation and include some test

items which are clearly designed to lead the student to see new

relationships--which will lead him to learn something new. More

generally, it is clear that much of a student's best studying is done

when he is preparing for a quiz or an examination. This heightened

and sharpened effort can be focused directly on whatever the teacher

chooses to emphasize. The teacher need only be sure that the student

knows what to expect on the test: what material will be covered, and

what testing techniques will be used. Testing is one of the strongest

motivating forces available to the teacher; it is a force that can be

focused clearly on specific objectives. Short, frequent tests con-

centrating on one or two skills at a time will tend. to sustain a

relatively high level of concentration.
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1.4 GENERALIZATIONS

If the student does not know in advance exactly which uses of the

subjunctive, for example, will appear on a test, he will tend to study

the whole category. In a test of this type, however, the reliability

of the test might be open to question if it is too short or if there

are not enough items (approximately three) testing each specific point.

(Pairs of items permit more reliable judgments than single items. Sets

of three items are still more reliable than pairs.) For the most part

it is safe to say that if a student can conjugate properly three

regular verbs, he can conjugate any number of others, that if he can

write two correct contrary-to-fact sentences, he can write another,

etc. It also seems reasonable to conclude that if a student can write

an acceptable paragraph, he could write an acceptable composition. The

consistency of performance of a group of students also allows us to

generalize about the rank order of the group: the best student in the

class on one day is not likely to be the worst on the next.

1.5 LISTENING COMPREHENSION

1.5.1 Comprehension practice and tests can be conducted efficiently

by having the student listen to recorded material with which he is

unfamiliar either in the language laboratory or at home. His task

is to write out a given text, taking as much time as he needs to

transcribe it all as correctly as he can. In the classroom, the

teacher may have several students copy sections of the text onto

the blackboard in order to have the entire script readily available

for the whole class. The whole piece can then be carefully studied

F
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for meaning, grammatical difficulties, and orthography. It can also

be read aloud.

1.5.2 A text to be used for a comprehension test may be a pre-

recorded paragraph, dialogue, or narration with which the student is

expected to deal in almost this same way. He is limited, of course,

in the amount of time he can spend writing out what he hears. Such

a test is essentially a dictation. (The text can also be read aloud

by the teacher.)

1.6 A NOTE OF CAUTION

1.6.1 Teaching and testing are not so much alike that all testing

techniques should be used or can be used for teaching. While most

teaching techniques can be used for testing, the reverse is not true.

For instance, a good test should test everyone in a class. It must

challenge and indeed go slightly beyond the competence of the best

student in the class; otherwise, the limit of that student's ability

remains unknown. If we take this view, even one perfect paper means

that the test has not really measured the whole class. But a single

student does not invalidate the test as a good measure of the great

majority of the students in the class. It is dangerous always to

aim over the head of the best student; every student needs positive

reinforcement continually, or he may lose interest and momentum:

On the other hand, if a test item is so easy that every student answers

it correctly, it cannot discriminate between good and poor students.

Whenever the tester's purpose is to make such a discrimination, items
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of this kind are invalid. 2 Those same items, however, may measure very

successfully the achievement of a class. Individual test items are

valid or invalid as they measure or fail to measure what the examiner

wants to evaluate. (See Chapter IT.) In class we regularly provide

challenges to which the entire class can respond successfully. Such

drills teach and simultaneously permit the teacher to evaluate each

student's achievement. If they are carefully constructed, however;

and if the whole class has learned successfully the point at issue,

each student will respond correctly; such techniques are useful for

evaluating the students' performances, but they are not very useful

for ranking them. This is an example of a teaching technique that

can be used for testing for one purpose, but not for another.

1.6.2 The student must know precisely what material a test will cover

and what skills will be emphasized, but at the same time he should

understand that acquisition of a second language is necessarily a

cumulative process and that grammar covered at any given point in a

course naturally continues to be tested incidentally from then on.

There should be fre uent tests deliberatel recombining a number of

points. Some students who do well when the-class is working on a

particular topic may be unable to produce/those same structures

spontaneously at a later time. When this occurs on a test, the test

is useful for diagnostic purposes. The teacher should take informa-

tion of this kind into account in planning his course.

2Cf. validity: the extent to which a test measures what it
is supposed to measure.
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1.7 CONCLUSIONS

(a) Tests can be used to measure (1) aptitude, and (2) achieve-

ment; they can be used for (3) diagnostic and ( 0+) teaching

purposes.

(b) A good test will bear out what the teacher already knows

about most students' achievement.

(c) When a test does not confirm a teacher's earlier judgment of

a class or a student, it is especially useful as a diagnostic

tool.

(d) Tests can sometimes actually teach by imitation, by induction,

or by analogy.

(e) The principle of spaced learning applies equally well to

testing. Frequent, short tests are more reliable, more

productive, and fairer to the students than infrequent long

ones. But both shorter and longer, more comprehensive tests

should be used.

(f) Many teaching techniques are also excellent for testing.

(g) Short tests are reliable if they contain enough items on

each point tested.

(h) Comprehension practice is often neglected.

(i) Tests can be a powerful means with which to motivate students

to strive to reach specific objectives.

(j) Grading oral production can be made easier by the use of a

simple tape-recorded test.
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Chapter II

PLANNING THE CLASSROOM TEST

2.1 WHAT TO TEST

2.1.1 A test is a sample of a student's work. Because it is gen-

erally not possible to cover in a test everything that a student

has been taught, a test contains a selection from among all of the

questions that he might possibly have been asked on specific topics.

This sample should enable the teacher to generalize about the student's

progress or achievement in the total nrea from which the sample is

drawn. Therefore, before the teacher begins to compose a test, he

should have clearly in mind the purpose the test is to serve, the

specific language skills and content areas that are to be measured,

and the emphasis he wants to put on various aspects of achievement.

If these factors are not taken into account in preparing a classroom

test, there is a serious risk that the test may provide a dangerously

misleading picture of the students' progress.

2.1.2 If the teacher writes and assembles test items without a clear

plan, he may overemphasize language skills and content areas in which

items are easy to construct, simple to administer, and easy to grade,

or in which he himself is especially interested even though they may

not reflect accurately what has been taught in class.

2.1.3 Ideally, in planning a test the teacher should specify the

language skills and content areas to be measured and the relative

emphasis to be assigned them in much the same way as do the publishers

of standardized tests. Setting the specifications for a test need
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not, however, be an especially elaborate process, although for

major examinations it is more exacting than for simpl: quizzes.

Sometimes all that is needed is a simple list of topics that must

be included to provide a representative sample of the language skills

and content areas to be covered in the test together with an indica-

tion of their relative importance.

2.1.4 The teacher must decide when to test, what kinds of'items to

use, how many of each to include, how the test should be given, who --

should score it, whether or not the scores should be corrected. for

guessing, and what the student's grade will mean.

2.2 WHEN TO TEST

2.2.1 All tests should serve a useful purpose. Tests should not

be given just for the sake of testing; they should not be used as

instruments of punishment; and they should not be given to free the

teacher to attend to other tasks.

However, the testing schedule is frequently regulated by the

school's fixed schedule for marking and reporting grades. Some

teachers test only at the end of the marking period. Others give

full-period tests every four, six, or eight weeks, or at the com-

pletion of major units of study. Teachers who make use of tests

for instructional purposes give short tests frequently; for instance,

some use unannounced quizzes to motivate students to do their

assignments carefully and on time.

2.2.2 Frequent tests have several advantages. Both teacher and

student are kept better informed about the student's progress; the
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teacher has a larger number of observations on which to base grades;

the effectiveness of the teaching of specific topics is evaluated

before it is too late to correct misconceptions. However, tests

can be too frequent; the student can easily be led to expend too

much effort preparing for tests for the sake of grades.

2.2.3 The time within the school day when a test can be given

is usually predetermined by the school schedule. In any case, there

is very little evidence supporting preference for any particular

day or hour for testing. It is only sensible, however, to avoid

scheduling tests on the morning after an evening affair like a school

dance or for the hour following an exciting activity like a football

rally.

2.2.4 If possible, it is desirable to schedule end-of-year tests

before the closing of school so that the teacher can discuss the

test results with the students. Unfortunately, many final-examina-

tion schedules do not allow time for students to find out what ques-

tions they missed or why they missed them.

2.3 TYPES OF TEST ITEMS

2.3.1 The relative merits of essay questions and objective items

have been much debated. Neither type of item is inherently superior

to the other. The important questions are (1) whether a type of

item serves the purpose of the test, and (2) how well an item is

constructed.

1.
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2.3.2 Essay Questions

The essay question requires the student to develop answers from

his own knowledge without benefit of suggested possibilities, and to

express the answer in his own words. When a test is concerned with

cultural information, the content of literary works, or literary

analysis, essay questions are clearly appropriate. Essay questions

can be prepared easily. They can often simply be written on the black-

board. Essay questions very largely eliminate guessing. Essay

questions can serve to measure complex abilities when students are

required to describe, explain, compare, contrast, analyze, criticize,

interpret, or generalize. Unfortunately, however, many essay questions

do not measure such abilities. All too often students are asked

merely to state, in continuous prose, facts or information that they

are supposed to have learned. (At early and intermediate stages of

language study, it is wholly appropriate, of course, to ask the

student simply to state facts or opinion in straightforward prose.

More complex tasks should be reserved for advanced courses.) Essay

questions may be stated so ambiguously or in such general terms that

it is difficult to decide whether the student has really treated the

topic.

2.3.3 The principal disadvantage of the essay question is the un-

reliability of the scoring of the answer. One reason why it is

difficult to achieve reliability in scoring answers to essay ques-

tions is that teachers differ greatly in their judgments. Such

differences of opinion are usually due to the simple fact that

teachers can easily judge a paper very differently if their criteria
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are very different. The teacher's judgment may even be influenced

by how a paper looks--the easier the paper is to read, the higher

the grade assigned! The teacher's judgment may be influenced by the

"halo" effect: he may tend to mark a student according to pre-

conceived notions of the student's ability or of the general ability

of the class as a whole. The "halo" effect may also operate from

question to question: the quality of the answer to the first question

may affect the scoring of the answers to subsequent questions. Finally.

teachers frequently correct tests after a long school day, even late

in the evening, and their scoring may therefore be directly affected

by real fatigue.

2.3.4 There are two other limitations to essay questions. First,

there is the possibility of inadequacy of sampling when only a few

items are included in a test to cover a large body of material.

Second, each essay question on a test represents a large part of

the total score, Therefore, the effect on the total score of a

single unsatisfactory essay is necessarily much greater than that of

one or a few short items in a large number.

The student is frequently allowed to choose one of a number of

topics on which to write. If students are to he compared with one

another, a choice among essay questions should not be permitted,

because, unless the questions are equated for difficulty, it is

difficult to judge how well the students who chose to answer ques-

tions 1, 2, and 4, for example, would have done had they chosen to

answer questions 3, 5, and 6 instead. It also sometimes happens that

the better students attempt the more challenging questions and write
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less acceptable answers than do the less able students who choose to

answer the easier questions.

2.3.5 Objective Questions

Objective items have at least four advantages:

1. Since they permit the teacher to sample a greater variety

of areas in a relatively short time, the student's

strengths and deficiencies are more likely to reveal

themselves.

2. They can be reliably scored; if the items are unambiguous

and the test has been properly keyed, scoring errors will

be clerical errors rather than errors of judgment.

3. They are more easily scored and, therefore, scoring time

is reduced. (They can often be scored by the students

themselves.)

4. They lend themselves rather readily to item analysis.1

(Consequently, over's period of time, the teacher can

assemble a file of items by keeping from each test the

questions that actually discriminate well.)

2.3.6 The greatest limitation of objective questions is that they

are difficult to construct if they are to test more than sheer memory.

4.

Objective questions, especially multiple-choice items, can test most

of the higher intellectual abilities and skills that can be measured

by essay questions. But, because the construction of objective items

that do measure more than memory requires much time and considerable

1F6r an explanation of item analysis, see Chapter V.
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ingenuity, teachers are likely to be content with questions that

test only knowledge of facts--sometimes very trivial facts.

2.3.7 A second limitation of objective questions is that they lend

themselves to guessing on the part of the student. Guessing can be

controlled by correcting for guessing, but correction for guessing

is difficult for teachers to apply and there is ultimately no way

to differentiate between answers that are wrong because the student

has merely guessed and those that are wrong because the student has

answered in good faith but on the basis of misinformation.

2.3.8 Four types of objective questions are especially common in

foreign-language teaching: completion, true/false, matching, and

multiple-choice. All of these types can be useful if the items are

well composed. They are all easy to use in classroom tests and a

large number of them can be administered in a relatively short time.

2.3.9 There is no reason why a variety of item types cannot be

used in the same classroom test; the decision must depend on the

purpose of the test. When more than one item type is used, however,

items of the same type should be grouped so that the student is not

confronted with frequent changes of directions.

2.4 LENGTH OF TESTS

2.4.1 How long a test should take depends on the purpose that the

test is to serve. EXcept for special examinations, most longer

classroom tests are limited by the length of the regular class

period. (In general, however, the longer the test, the more reliable

the scores.)
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2.4.2 The classroom test should be deliberately planned so that most

students have time to attempt all questions as they work at their

normal speed. Anxiety is likely to be accentuated when there is

pressure to work fast.

2.4.3 The number of objective questions that can be answered in any

given length of time depends upon the questions and the work habits

of the individual students; the fastest student in the class may

finish a test in half the time that it takes the slowest student to

finish it. For multiple-choice and completion items, many teachers

find that most students can complete about 50 questions in 40 minutes;

true/false and matching questions can often be answered at the rate

of two per minute. It must be emphasized, however, that each

objective item type is very flexible; much depends on the use the

teacher makes of it. One teacher may regularly write short items of

one type that students can answer quickly while another may use the

same type but write items that take much longer to answer. The length

of time required for essay questions depends in large measure on

the complexity of the questions. The teacher can write out an

acceptable answer to each essay question and multiply his time by at

least three to estimate the time his students will need. If in doUbt,

the teacher should take the whole test himself, reading every question

through completely and conscientiously writing out appropriate answers;

he will then be better able to estimate the amount of working time

that will be required by the students.

The student's experience of tests increases in proportion to

the length of time he has spent in school. The more experience of

1
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this kind he has had, the faster he can work. The elementary-

school child cannot be expected to take tests as long as those

administered at the junior-high-school level; tests administered to

junior-high-school students should be shorter than those administered

to students in the senior high school, etc.

2.5 RELATIVE DIFFICULTY OF TESTS

2.5.1 The level of difficulty of a test should also be largely

determined by the purpose that the test is to serve. An achievement

test may be relatively easy; a test that is to be used primarily for

grading purposes should be moderately difficult; a test that is to

be uFed to isolate the most able students should be difficult.

215.2 In composing a test of minimum essentials, the teacher need

not deliberately strive for a great range of difficulty; rather, he

may use a large number of questions that he hopes will be answered

correctly by the great majority of his students so that he can be

sure that they have mastered those essentials and so that he can

identify the few students who have not, for whom he must plan special

remedial work. In general, such tests are not very effective in

discriminating among the various. levels of achievement from highest

to lowest.

2.5.3 If, on the other hand, a test is to be used to identify

students who may be eligible to compete for special awards or to

enroll in accelerated classes, etc., the teacher will need to use

more difficult questions that can be answered correctly by com-

paratively few students.
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2:1:13. On end-of-unit tests, mid-term tests, or final examinations,

it is important to be able to rank students in the order of their

level of achievement. For tests of this type, many teachers like

to use a few very easy items to encourage the poorer students, a

few very difficult items to challenge the better students, and many

items of moderate difficulty. It must be clearly understood, however,

that in the last analysis it is desirable for all students to do well

on all tests. If they do, there will be few C's, D's and F's, but

the students will know the material they have studied. The teacher

must beware lest he be carried away by considerations of grading.

He must not deliberately go looking for students whom he can classify

as 1222.) Research has shown that students react so differently to

individual items that it is not necessary to vary the difficulty of

items deliberately. In most cases, the more reliable and more valid

tests are those in which all items are close to the 50 percent level

of difficulty: i.e., each item is answered correctly by about 50

percent of the students but the variability of the students them-

selveS-in. their responses to individual items is so great that a

wide range of scores results.

2.6 FORMAT

2.6.1 Certain aspects of the format of a test need to be determined

when the test is planned. The teacher must first decide whether the

test will be presented orally or In written form. Stimulus material

for tests of listening comprehension is presented orally, but it is

best to present the responses in written form if they are of the
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multiple-choice type and each item has more than three choices.

Speaking tests may have both oral and written stimuli, but the

responses will be given orally, of course. Objective tests of

reading and writing must obviously be presented in written form.

2.6.2 Since legibility, attractiveness, and economy of space are

important, tests should be typed rather than hand-written. Responses

for multiple-choice items should be listed vertically rather than

horizontally whenever possible. If the answers are to be recorded

direct1), on the pages of the test, the spaces provided for the

answers to objective questions should be placed conveniently both

for the student and for the teacher when he comes to score the

paper. If a simple answer sheet can be designed for use with a test,

the time required for scoring will be greatly reduced. It is

important that items be grouped by types to keep to a minimum the

number of different sets of directions. Items should also be grouped

by content within each item-type, and arranged from easy to difficult

within the test as a whole as well as within each major subdivision

of the test; such an arrangement of items makes it easier for the

teacher to analyze student performance for diagnostic purposes.

2.6.3 For essay tests, wherever different amounts of credit are

allowed for different questions or for different parts of a single

question, the credit to be allowed should be decided when the test

is planned and should be clearly indicated at appropriate places on

the test. The question is frequently asked: If objective questions

are specifically designed to have different degrees of difficulty,

should not, correspondingly different amounts of credit be given for
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them? For practical purposes, even though such differential

weighting of objective questions might be desirable, assigning

appropriately different amounts of credit is a complex process

and the process of scoring such a test is complicated and time-

consuming.

2.6.4 Finally, the teacher may use a variety of media as bases for

test items: pictorial material shown with an opaque projector or

art overhead projector, films, filmstrips, models, demonstration

performances, etc. The availability of materials of these kinds

can influence the choice of item types and the way in which they are

presented to the students.

2.7 SCORING

2.7.1 Every test should be planned so that it can be scored as

reliably as possible. For objective items scoring is easy if the

items are all well constructed and if the key is correct. For

essay tests scoring is more complicated; the task is simplifiedl

however, if the questions themselves limit the student's freedom

of response, if the teacher has a clear notion of the responses he

will allow, and has decided exactly how much credit to give for each

separate part of the test.

While most classroom tests are scored by the teacher,

some tests (especially shorter quizzes or tests of objective type)

can be scored by the students if they are closely supervised.

For objective tests, scoring is straightforward: answers are

either right or wrong. For essay tests, in which subtle
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judgments are involved, the teacher necessarily bears the whole

burden of responsibility.

2.7.2 Because essay tests are difficult to score reliably, some

people consider it desirable to have more than one teacher judge a

student's work. Arrangements can sometimes be made to have each

student's test scored by two different teachers; the two scores can

then be averaged. There is no guarantee, however, that this pro-

cedure will really reduce the ultimate subjectivity of the grade;

it does make it more probable that the final score is reliable.

When all teachers working at the same grade level collectively

develop and give the same tests at the same time, it is possible to

have each item or set of items scored by a different teacher; the

final grade for each student then depends on the judgments of a

number of teachers rather than on the judgment of a single teacher.

2.7.3 For the teacher who relies on his own judgment alone in grad-

ing essay questions, the following suggestions may help him achieve

more reliable scores:

1. Before scoring the first paper, have a clear notion of

the answers you will allow for each question and of the

weight you will give to each of the various elements in

the answer.

2. Score all answers to a particular question before going

on to the next question.

3. Grade without knowing the identity of the student when-

ever possible.

4. Use categories rather than percentage grades (i.e., use
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119 B, C, D, F, or 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 or Excellent, Good,

Fair, Poor, Failing, etc.,--rather than 87, 76, 64,

and the like).

2.7.4 The teacher can tell about the reliability of his on scoring

if he grades a set of essays without recording his grades on the

papers themselves and then rescores tiled after an interval of time

and compares the two sets of results. (For this purpose, it is

especially important to grade each paper without knowing whose it is.)

2.7.5 These suggestions may make the scoring of essay questions

look simple. It is not. The scoring of essay questions in foreign-

language tests is very complicated. Among other things, the teacher

must decide how much importance to give to language and how much to

content. He must also decide whether he should grade language and

content separately. If he does grade them separately; how shall he

combine the two grades to arrive at a single grade?

2.8 CORRECTION FOR GUESSING

2.8.1 Correction for guessing is intended to reduce to zero the

chance score2 of the student taking a test on which he makes a

choice among responses.3 A correction for guessing is applied in

2Chance score: the score that can be obtained by guessing alone.

3The formula for the correction for guessing is R -1 = Score,

where R represents the nadber of right responses, W represents
the number of wrong responses, and n-1 represents 1 less than
the number of choices. Thus, the formula for scoring a five-
choice multiple-choice question is R - W/4 = Score, and the
formula for scoring a true/false test is R - W/1 or R W = Score
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the scoring of many standardized tests; however, it is not really

necessary to correct for guessing for most classroom tests. If

every student tries to answer all the questions on a classroom test

the rank order of scores will not be changed by correction for

guessing.

2.8.2 Some would argue, nevertheless, that occasional correction

for guessing on objective classroom tests at least acquaints students

with the effects that such correction may have on the score; the

experience may be useful to them when they come to take standardized

tests that are corrected for guessing.

2.9 DETERMINING A PASSING SCORE

2.9.1 We know that we cannot always write tests of the same diffi-

culty. We know that we cannot estimate the difficulty of the

questions in a test precisely enough to define a passing grade (or

any other cut-off score) before the test has been administered.

Therefore, the scores on any test must be scrutinized care-

fully and adjusted in terms of the performance of the whole group

before they are interpreted or reported. Teachers must not be

afraid to adjust test scores; if the scores are unexpected, the

fault may lie with the teacher or the test rather than with the

students.

2.9.2 It is the teacher who is responsible for measuring student

achievement day by day and week by week. That measurement must

be as reliable and as valid as he can make it. If a test is care-
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fully planned, the task of writing the items and assembling them

is very explicit, and reliable and valid measures do result.
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Chapter III

THE CONSTRUCTION OF TEST ITEMS

3.1 ESSAY QUESTIONS

3.1.1 In composing essay questions, the teacher should be especially

careful (1) to state the question itself unambiguously, and (2) to

specify clearly within what limits the topic is to be treated, so

that the student's efforts are clearly focused on a concrete task,

and so that different students' essays on a given topic can be com-

pared with one another.

3.1.2 Among the abilities which can be tested effectively by using

carefully written essay questions are the following:

(1) to compare and contrast (people, events, objects, etc.);

(2) to develop and defend an opinion;

(3) to discern and explain a cause or an effect;

(4) to summarize;

(5) to analyze complex phenomena into their component parts;

(6) to give examples to illustrate rules, principles;

(7) to criticize the adequacy, relevance, accuracy, of a

given statement, assertion, opinion;

(8) to reason inductively or deductively.

3.1.3 The beginning or intermediate student can be asked to write

more or less lengthy and complex pieces of prose according to his

ability; he can be asked, for example, simply to state clearly and

straightforwardly certain information he is presumed to possess, or
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to describe accurately a person, object or place with which he is

familiar, etc.

3.2 OBJECTIVE ITEMS

3.2.1 Multiple-Choice Items

3.2.1.1 A multiple-choice item may take several forms: (1) it

may be a direct question followed by several possible answers;

(2) it may be an incomplete sentence (called the stem) followed by

several possible completions; or (3) it may be a problem, a graph,

a diagram, etc., followed by several statements. The student may

be asked to select the one choice that is correct, the one that is

incorrect, or the one that is best. These three kinds of answers

combined with the three item forms give the test constructor nine

possibilities. Beginners are usually more successful at writing

questions than at composing items consisting of stem and completions.

Multiple-choice items can be used to measure the student's

ability to discriminate, interpret, analyze, make inferences, and

solve problems. It is sometimes argued that multiple-choice items

are inherently weak in that students are required merely to recognize

and judge proposed solutions, interpretations, or distinctions;

such items are weaker, it is contended, than others in which the

student is required first to recall possible answers and then to

select the correct one. Others argue that the kinds of problems

posed by multiple-choice items come much nearer to real life than

do those of any other type of test question. They contend that

are rarely called upon to provide all possible solutions to a problem
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and then choose among them; rather, several alternative possible

solutions are frequently apparent and the essential prdblem is to

identify the best or correct solution. Studies have shown that the

ability to recall correct solutions correlates highly with the

ability to recognize correct solutions; it seems justifiable, there-

fore to continue to make widespread use of carefully constructed

multiple-choice items.

Critics of multiple-choice items often base their criticism

on the assumption that such items can test only facts or definitions.

In practice, such criticism is too often justified: the teacher who

uses multiple-choice test items frequently finds it easier to write

only items of this type. It takes more time, imagination, and

ingenuity to develop test items that measure a student's ability to

interpret, to draw inferences, to aprly knowledge, or to think

critically. Multiple-choice items can be written, however, to test

these abilities with great subtlety. Carefully written multiple-

choice items provide high validity and reliability and they are

easy to score.

3.2.2 Construction of Multiple-Choice Items

3.2.2.1 Three general difficulties are encountered in the con-

struction of multiple-choice items: (1) the language of the item

must be clear and unambiguous; (2) the answer must be unquestionably

correct; and (3) the distractors must be attractive to those students

who do not possess the knowledge or understanding necessary to re-

cognize the correct answer.
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3.2.2.2 Here is a list of specific points that the teacher should

bear in mind as he writes multiple-choice items:

(1) The directions should tell the student explicitly whether

more than one answer is possible and whether he is to select the

correct answer or the best answer.

(2) The stem or question should be worded simply and under-

standably. Use words appropriate to the subject matter and to the

group being tested. Be as succinct as possible. The solution to

the question should not depend upon the student's ability to under-

stand unnecessarily complicated language.

(3) Each item should pose one question; do not test two or

more points in a single item.

(4) Each item should be independent of all other items in

the same test. Students should not be able to select the correct

answer to one question because of information gleaned from another

item, and they should not be penalized several times for missing

one item: if a student misses one item he will also miss all others

that depend on it.

(5) The choices should be as short as possible. Words re-

peated in each of the alternatives can usually be added to the

stem; a question can often be reworded to simplify the responses.

(6) The best distractors are based on common mistakes made

by the students. Excellent distractors can often be derived from

wrong answers to essay questions and completion items.

(7) Use four or five choices whenever possible. This re-

duces the chance that the student will guess the correct answer.
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Use the same format throughout a test.

(8) Al]. distractors should seem equally plausible to the stu-

dent who does not know the correct answer or cannot arrive at it

logically, (If, for example, two of four alternatives are obviously

wrong, the question becomes a true/false item: one of the remaining

alternatives is the correct answer.)

(9) It is best to use random order for the positions of the

correct answers. Students are quick to perceive patterns or apparent

patterns.

(10) Do not make the correct response consistently longer or

shorter than the distractors. (It often happens that the teacher

makes the correct answer more detailed than the others.)

(11) If plausible distractors are difficult to find, use

another type of item.

(12) In using stems that are incomplete sentences, write the

item so that the missing part of the sentence is to be added at the

end rather than at the beginning or within the sentence.

3.2.3 True /False Items

Many teachers believe that true /false items are the best type

of item to measure easily and accurately the student's knowledge of

specific facts.

3.2.4 Construction of True/False Items

y.4.1 Here are some important considerations that the teacher

should bear in mind when he prepares true/false items:
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(1) If the answers are to be indicated on the test paper

itself, have the student circle the proper response. (A common

practice is to require the student to write T or F, t or f, / or -,

or / or 0, for true and false, respectively. It is often very

difficult to distinguish between such marks, especially when era-

sures are permitted.)

(2) State each item clearly and specifically.

(3) A true/false item should deal with a single definite

topic. Whether the item is to be judged true or false should de-

pend upon an important aspect of that question.

(4) In a two-part item, the crucial element should come at

the end. The first part should set the problem. (For example, in

an item designed to evaluate students' understanding of the effect

of a given cause, put the effect first.)

(5) Use approximately equal numbers of true items and false

items.

(6) Avoid words that give irrelevant clues to the answer.

Such words (called specific determiners) enable the student to answer

correctly without possessing the specific knowledge in question.

(Studies have shown that in the great majority of cases, sentences

containing such words as always/ al, never, 202, am, etc., are

most often false, while statements with such moderate words as

220., Ea, often, generally, etc., are most often true. If you are

careful to balance the number of true and false statements contain-

ing terms of these kinds, the "determining" effect will be greatly

reduced. Wherever possible, it is best to avoid such words altogether.)

.
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(7) Use quantitative rather than qualitative language wherever

possible. (Terms such as large, many, important, better, etc., should

be avoided. Such expressions. are ambiguous and have very different

values for different individuals.)

(8) In typing up the final copy of a test double -space true/

false items. (If true/false questions are written too close together

they can be hard to read and confusing to answer.)

(9) Avoid. compound statements consisting of two or more

essentially independent parts. (If one part is true and another

false, the statement is neither wholly true nor wholly false. The

student cannot mark such an item true or false unless he is given

specific directions for marking items which are only partially

true. Often in such items each part really deals with a separate

problem. In such cases the question should be broken up into two

items, each dealing with a single fact or idea.)

(10) Avoid double negatives. (Students who know the infor-

mation involved in a question may be confused unnecessarily by

double negatives.)

(11) Do not use word-for-word statements extracted from

textbooks, syllabi, lecture notes, etc. (Often, when such state-

ments are taken out of context, they are ambiguous. A true/false

item that presents a significant fact or a generalization in a new

context is less likely to test mere recall.)

3.2.5 Modified True/False Items

A. The effect of guessing on true/false items can be reduced
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by increasing the number of possible answers to the question.

Instead of asking the student to choose between true or false,

he can be asked to choose among three possible answers: true,

uncertain, or false; correct, partially correct, or incorrect;

agree, undecided, or disagree; etc.. Such a device reduces to one

in three the chance that the student will guess the correct answer

and it provides more information than the standard true/false form.

B. The corrected true/false item is a modification designed

to reuuce guessing and to direct the attention of the student to

the crucial element in the statement. The crucial element of the

statement is underlined. The student is directed to pay attention

to this key word or phrase and to use it UE the basis on which to

decide whether the statement is true or false. If he decides that

the statement is false, he must then correct it by substituting an

appropriate word or phrase for the underlined crucial element so

that the statement is true. This form implies two possible scores

for each item: one point for a correct answer without appropriate

correction and two points for a correct ar3wer with appropriate

correction. Since items of this type take more time than simple

true/false items, fewer of them can be used in a given time.

C. A third modification also reduces guessing and increases

information, but at the expense of increased difficulty in grading:

the standard true/false form is used, but the student is also re.

quired to state, in a few short sentences, why the statement is true

or false. Scoring can be adjusted to cover all possibilities.
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3.2.6 Matching Sets .

3.2.6.1 Matching sets provide a convenient way to measure knowledge

of series of facts, principles, relationships, or interpretations.

Matching sets usually consist of material arranged in two columns:

the items in the first column provide stimuli and the items in the

second column serve as responses. The student's task is to select

the one response which is most closely related to each stimulus.

3.2.6.2 Matching sets may be thought of as condensed series of

multiple-choice items. A matching set with six pairs of related

terms can be used to measure the same thing as six separate but

related multiple-choice items. These six items would require many

more words and more time for the student to read and answer the

questions.

3.2.6.3 The principal advantage of matching sets, therefor, is

their ability to measure quickly the student's ability to discriminate

among several similar items as they are related in a given way.

Matching sets are relatively easy to write, but they are often very

poorly conceived. Nevertheless, ease of construction is also one

of the major advantages of matching sets. Other advantages are

their applicability to many different kinds of subject matter, their

comparative freedom from guessing effect, and their minimal depend-

ence on the student's reading ability or reading speed.

3.2.6.4 Major disadvantages of matching sets are that it is easy

to fall into the habit of composing items of this type that over-

emphasize mere recall, and that it is easy to give inadvertent clues
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to the correct answers.

3.2.7 Construction of Matching Sets

Many of the precautions mentioned in the discussion of the

construction of multiple-choice and true/false test items are

equally applicable here (use simple, clear statements, be grammati-

cally consistent, define the problem clearly, avoid giving clues,

etc.). The following additional considerations should be borne in

mind in writing matching sets:

(1) The stimulus column should be on the left, the response

column on the right. Each of the terms in the left-hand column

should have a number (each of them is a separate item). The items

in the right-hand column should be lettered. When no separate answer

sheet is used, have the student place his answer to each item in a

space to the left of the number of the item. The use of a number

for each stimulus and a letter for each response simplifies direc-

tions.

(2) It is important that the items listed in each of the

columns be homogeneous. If the terms listed in the response column

are not homogeneous, the student may be provided with clues which

will help him to match the terms in the two columns. The items are

then proportionately easier. The selection of the correct term

should depend on the student's knowledge of the relationship being

tested rather than upon his ability simply to eliminate incorrect

answers. (If the items are heterogeneous, there is also the possi-

bility that the student may discern a relationship other than the
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one the examiner intends; he can then argue that his answers are

also correct.)

(3) In writing matching sets in which the student is to match

single words with long definitions, names of persons with quotations,

or other single words or short phrases with long phrases, put the

long phrases (definitions, quotations, etc.) in the stimulus column

and the single words or short phrases (names, dates, etc.) in the

response column. This arrangement reduces the amount of time re-

quired to answer the question; the student rereads the shorter rather

than the longer list of elements to make his choice.

(In matching sets involving terms and definitions, the student

is usually given the definition and he must select from among a

number of possibilities the term it defines. Many teachers prefer

to give the student the term and ask him to choose a definition; for

this purpose the order suggested above must obviously be reversed:

the short element- -the term--appears in the left-hand column and the

longer elements--the definitions - -in the right-hand column.)

(4) To reduce the effect of guessing, the response column

should contain a few more elements than the stimulus column. The

extra elements should be homogeneous with the other response ele-

ments, if they are to serve as effective distractors.

(5) Experience has shown that the stimulus column should

not contain more than ten elements. In instances where many more

homogeneous stimulus and response items are possible and desirable

on a test, it is best to divide them into a number of matching sets.

By decreasing the reading time this reduces the time needed to locate
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the correct answer.

(6) To enable the student to work efficiently, the items in

the response column should be placed in some logical order. For

example, dates should be listed chronologically; names or places

should be listed alphabetically, etc. A logical order enables the

student to scan the list quickly to see whether the name or term

he has in mind is among those listed. A random order of elements

merely increases reading difficulty unnecessarily.

(7) All parts of a matching set--the directions and the

stimulus and response columns--should be on the same page. The

student should not have to turn the page to match stimulus items

with response items. This increases the difficulty of taking the

test and may actually decrease the efficiency of the test item for

measuring purposes.

3.2.8 Because it is difficult to write matching sets to measure

more complex mental abilities, most matching sets in practice test

knowledge of correlations between events and dates, events and places,

individuals and events, individuals and (quotations, or other specific

facts. More imaginative uses of matching sets require the student to

match causes and effects, principles and applications, situations and

judgments, or problems and solutions. The student-can also be-asked

to match places or events and locations on a map, descriptions or

names and parts of a piece of equipment shown in a picture, etc.
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Chapter IV--FRENCH

PREPARING TEST ITEMS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

4.1.1 It is not easy to amass a large repertoire of effective test

items. In addition to the difficult task of writing understandable

instructions and credible distractors, the teacher must worry con-

stantly about how the test fits what he has taught. In foreign-

language work, it is often desirable for a test to sample all the

language skills; testing devices must be used which are appropriate

to each skill. We hope that the teacher will find the following

sections helpful in making his own test items. This manual claims

neither novelty nor completeness. We have tried, first, to be

explicit about the essential elements of successful foreign-language

tests and then to organize them into a useful working outline accom-

panied by concrete examples.

4.2 THE ESS a ELEMENTS OF A TEST

4.2.1 There are three basic sets of elements in any language test:

(1) the language skills, (2) specific testing devices, and (3) the

particular language areas to be tested.

4.2.2 The Lamar Skills

4.2.2.1 Teachers generally recognize four fundamental skills:

(1) listening comprehension, (2) speaking, (3) reading, and (4)

writing. In audio-lingual programs, listening comprehension is con-
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sidered to have primacy over the others. The position taken is

that one cannot speak, read or write meaningfully in a language

without being able to understand that language. The other three

skills are also interrelated, but it is not clear that speaking

is as important for reading and writing as listening comprehension

is for all of them. Even in the native language, the reading skill

is often--perhaps always--more highly developed than the ability to

write.

4.2.2.2 Tests must take into consideration which specific skills

are to be evaluated. When the reading skill has been the main

concern of the course, for instance, tests should not emphasize

listening comprehension; in audio-lingual programs, which generally

begin with listening comprehension and speaking, reading and writing

should not be tested in the early stages of instruction.

4.2.2.3 Of the four 'skills, listening comprehension and reading

are easiest to evaluate objectively. The difficulties inherent in

testing speaking and writing are readily apparent; with listening

and reading it is a comparatively simple matter to, control the stu-

dent's responses, but it is difficult to do so when the student is

to react orally or in writing. Judgment of spoken and written

responses involves much personal interpretation by the teacher. The

burden of grading and administering oral-response tests makes them

unwieldy; although written answers are somewhat easier to grade,

they are just as difficult to control as spoken responses. Having

a number of teachers grade written responses may actually increase
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the degree of subjectivity, although some experts disagree.
1

4.2.3 Testing Devices

4.2.3.1 The most commonly used devices in foreign-language testing

are: (1) multiple-choice items, (2) completion items, (3) matching

sets, (4) true/false items, (5) translation, (6) dictation, and items

involving (7) expansion, (8) transformation, and (9) substitution.

The last three are especially useful to test speaking and writing.

Of the other devices (see Chapter III), true/false items and trans-

lation are the ones most often debated. It is very difficult to

phrase a true/false item so that it is clearly and unquestionably

true or false but not transparently so. Translation has several

shortcomings. Using translation from the native language into the.

foreign language to discover the student's control of specific

problem areas (the subjunctive, for example, in French) is ineffective

in cases where the student can find an alternate possibility (the

infinitive, for example). Although translation from the foreign

language to the native language is easier to control, its effective-

ness is also somewhat limited because the student can usually find

clues to the meaning of the phrase or word to be translated in language

1
See, for example, The Measurement of Writing Ability by Fred
Godshalk, Frances Swineford and William Coffman, College Entrance
Examination Board, New York (1966). The articulation of norms
for written composition differs from language to language. For
an illuminating discussion of procedures, see How the French Boy
Learns to Write by Rollo Walter Brown, Harvard University Press
717A reprinted by the National Council of Teachers of English
(1963).
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features (context, word. order, etc.) other than the specific feature

being tested. Therefore, unless the teacher can control quite

strictly the context of a particular word or phrase, it is difficult

to determine the student's actual command of the matter being tested.

Extensive use of translation is obviously subject to attack in any

curriculum that consciously emphasizes direct use and knowledge of

the foreign language with as little .recourse as possible to the

student's native language. Perhaps translation is more accurately

a specialized skill than a testing device. There is certainly no

proof that the ability to understand, speak, read, and write a

foreign language also guarantees the ability to translate freely

between that language and one's own language. Indeed, in institutions

with a sound foreign-language program designed for specialists,

translation is often taught in a separate course to which students

are admitted only after they have demonstrated a command of the other

skills.

4.2.3.2 Multiple-choice items (i.e., choice of one correct answer

from two or more possible answers) and matching sets are easy to

control since variation in answers is strictly limited. To be

effective, multiple-choice items must have distractors which are

sufficiently similar to the correct choice to attract the student

who does not really know what the correct answer is. Incorrect

answers can reveal the individual student's problems. For example,

a wrong choice, on an item testing listening comprehension, between

le ton and le temps, l'amant and la main may be symptomatic of a
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general inability to distinguish nasal"-Vowelphonemes from one

another. By increasing the number of possible answers, the teacher-------

can gain more information about the individual student's weaknesses and

needs.

4.2.3.4 There are two ways of constructing matching sets: (1) the

same number of items may be supplied in each of two columns, or (2)

more items may appear in the column from Itich the 'answers' are to

be selectd, thereby leaving a residue when the answers have been

chosen. In either case, matching is a type of interlocking multiple

choice. Guessing/ however, can be a factor in both matching and

multiple-choice items. A formula for penalizing random choices can

be used; it should be explained to the students in an effort to dis-

courage them from making irresponsible guesses.

4.2.3.5 Expansion items test the student's knowledge of the con-

struction of sentences in the foreign language. The student may be

asked to expand a sentence in a number of different ways. In the

following example, he is being tested on his knowledge of the posi-

tioning of adjectival modifiers in noun phrases:

Instructions:

Sentence No. .1:

Insert:

Answer:

Sentence No. 2:

Insert:

Answer:

In each of the following sentences insert
the word you are given:

Les femmes 4taient arrivees.

jolies

Les jolies femmes dtaient arrives.

Les dames causaient.

distingudes.

Les dames distingudes causaient.
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4.2.3.6 Transformation items are particularly suited to evaluating

writing. The student is given instructions and a model; for example,

- she is given a sentence with a verb in the present tense to be changed

to a past tenses...25 sentences follows with the verb in the

present tense which. the student is toZHange-tr, the past. Trans-

formation items can be written to test more complex matters

making active sentences passive, inserting subordinate clauses into

simple sentences to make complex sentences, etc. It is always ad-

visable to furnish a model item as part of the instructions.

4.2.3./ In substitution items, the student is asked to replace a

word, part of a word, or phrase with another:

Instructions: Replace the underlined words with others
which are equally correct.

Sentence: Je me Buis lave les mains.

Possible Answer: Je me suis lave la figure.

4.2.3.8 Dictation is a well-known device in foreign-language
1

instruction. However, it is difficult to grade straight dictation.

The teacher must decide how to sort out and weight each student's

individual errors,. One way to avoid many problems is to give the

student a partially filled-in answer sheet. As the teacher reads the

dictation, the student writes in only what has been omitted from the

text he has before him. The blanks may become more numerous as the

student progresses in his ability to take dictation. Dictation has

traditionally played an important role in the teaching of French.

It is most useful as a testing device, to test the student's ability

to understand oral French and his knowledge of French orthography.
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4.2.4 The Language Areas

4.2.4.1 The third basic set of elements involved in the preparation

of foreign-language tests, the language areas to be tested, is the

least clearly defined and by far the largest of the three. Opinions

about the relative importance of various language areas differ widely.

4.2.5 Contrastive Analysis

12111 The student's native language is carefully contrasted with
...

the foreign language he is studying because it is believed that the

language learner will make numerous predictable errors when he in-

correctly transfers the habits he has acquired in his native language

to the language he is studying. In other words, the learner tends

to express himself in the foreign language in terms of the rules of

the language he already knows. He will automatically assume that

whatever is not clearly different in the foreign language is the

same as in his own language. A thorough knowledge of the differences

that exist between the two languages can therefore help the teacher

to anticipate problems.

4.2.5.2 A foreign-language test could well consist very largely of

items on the areas where the two languages differ. If the teacher

knows, for example, that French grammatical gender is different from

English gender, he can expect gender to be a problem for the English-

speaking learner and may therefore devote a large proportion of his

testing to gender in the early stages of instruction.

4.2.5.3 Wherever the native language of the student has a feature

which is lacking or simpler in the foreign language, the problem is
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relatively easy to solve. Where French has n'est-ce pas, for

example, English has a far more complicated set of expressions. As

a result, the English-speaking student of French has to learn one

invariable expression while the French - speaking. student of English has

to learn to use correctly the set of English expressions aren't we,

couldnIt we, etc.

4.2.5.4 Both the contrasts and the ways in which we state them de-

pend on.the theoretical premises we employ in our contrastive analysis.

We suggest the following outline as a good guide to the arrangement of

basic language matters:

Phonology (Sound System)

a. phonemes (distinctive classes of sounds)

b. distribution of phonemes (including diphthongs and
consonant clusters)

c. intonation (pitch changes in the voice to indicate
statements, questions and emotional coloring)

II. Morphology (Formation of Words)

a. morphemes (the basic units of grammar)

b. inflection (changes in words according to number,
person, case, etc.)

c. derivation of words (formation of new words by com-
pounding or by the addition of prefixes and suffixes)

III. Syntax (Arrangements of Words in Larger Constructions)

a. phrases

b. clauses

c. sentences
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4.2.6 Vocabulary

The size and nature of a student's vocabulary is obviously

important in language teaching. Various word counts exist,2 but

there is surprisingly little agreement about what words should be

taught at each level of language instruction. However, since the

teacher must test vocabulary, he should select vocabulary items as

shrewdly as he can to test those items that seem most useful. The

studies carried out in France to select vocabulary for Le Francais

fondanental and related courses, have yielded sophisticated vocabu-

lary lists that the teacher will find useful in making up vocabulary

tests. For purposes of classification, idioms should be included in

'vocabulary'. It is also often useful to group words into families

or general categories.

4.2.7 Style

Speakers of French make systematic use of a number of different

styles of discourse of varying degrees of formality and impersonality,

both orally and in writing. Some distinctions In style affect even

basic grammatical forms. Such is the case with the several past tenses,

both indicative and subjunctive, choice among which is governed to some

extent by considerations that are properly stylistic. At least the

most important distinctions of style are treated in most language

2An interesting study has been done for English at Brown Univer-
sity (see the forthcoming publications Computational AnalEEELof
Present Day American English, edited by Henry Kucera and W. N.
Francis). In a text of 1,014,235. words, there were only 50,457
different words; 42,540 of these occurred only ten times or less.
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texts and should be tested.

4.2.8 Literature

A
Literature is generally considered an essential part of foreign-

language instruction. In audio-lingual programs literature is not

ignored; rather, it is not treated until students can read with some

1 ease and with sensitivity to literary values. The choice of specific.

literary selections usually varies, of course, from teacher to teacher

and from class to class, although in some instances detailed syllabi

1
specify the texts to be read in a given course.

4.2.9 Culture

There is no generally accepted, useful definition of culture in

the context of foreign-language teaching. Culture is understood either

in a narrow sense, meaning understanding of the literary and artistic

values general among the educated speakers of a language, or it is

extended to include the whole way of life and the history of a people,

the geography of the land they live in and their political, religious

and social institutions. Teachers seem to agree, however, that culture

is an essential part of language instruction and that they should test

their students on it.
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4.2.10 A Brief List of Language Areas

The following list of language areas is offered:

(1) distinctive sound classes (Phonology) 4e:g., the vowel
sounds in 111, L5 lu);

diphthongs and combinations of vowels and /w/ or /j/
(e. g., puis, oui, oie travail);

( 2 )

( 3)
--

consonant clusters (e.g., consonant /1/ or /r/ in final
position: 12E2211) titre, aimable, mufle);

(4) statement intonation (e.g., the even pitch level in French);

( 5) Question intonation (e.g., Va -t -il a Paris? vs. Qui va
Paris?);

(6) basic grammar units (e.g., h vs. de, avoir and gtre as
soxiliaries);

(7) inflectional procedures (e.g., verbal inflection);

(8) derivation (e.g., nouns of agent derived from verbs);

(9) phrasal syntax (e.g., the positioning of adjectivest
un pauvre home, un homme pauvre);

(10) clausal syntax (e.g., use of subordinate clauses introduced
by 3.1]2; etc.);

(11) sentence syntax (e.g., sequence of tenses);

(12) vocabulary (including both single words and idioms like
avoir faim);

(13) style (e. g., use of certain past tenses in formal styles);

(14) literature (names of well-known writers, reading selections);

(15) culture (accepted ways of speaking in specified social
situations, ways of addressifig officials, etc.).

The list is open; additional features can be added to it and the

ones given can be made more detailed.
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1 WORKING OUTLINES FOR TEST WRITING

The skills and various testing devices have been arranged on

the following chart:

Chart No. 1: Skills and Testing Devices

I

Skills Testing Devices

MC CO MA T F TR DIC EX T SUB RA

Listening
Comprehension X X X X

Speaking X X X X X X X

Reading X X X X X X X

Writing X X X X X X X

Key: MC - multiple choice
CO - completion
MA - matching
T/F - true/false
TR - translation

DIC - dictation
EX - expansion
T - transformation
SUB - substitution.
RA - reading aloud
X - effective use

An examination of the chart leads to some general observations on

the appropriateness of particular testing devices to specific skills:

(1) Generally speaking, completion items are hard to control.

In order to assure objectivity, completion items must be restricted

to absolutely unambiguous possibilities. (Visuals can be useful

for this purpose.)

(2) Ambiguity is a major problem in true/false questions.

The teacher should be especially cautious in his use of ungrammatical

sentences which the student is to identify as "incorrect." Just as

correct stimuli appear to reinforce learning, incorrect stimuli may
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create uncertainty where the student is well prepared.

(3) The use of translation to test all four skills is open

to question. Problems arise in restricting translation so as to

test only specific points. Translation can also be considered a

distinct skill; as such, it, too, can be tested by a number of de-

vice .q, such as multiple choice, completion, matching and true /false

items.

(h) Expanef-on and transformation items are useful devices

for testing speaking and writing, but they are inappropriate de-

vices for testing the receptive skills of listening and reading.

It is reasonable to suppose that some testing devices are

more suitable than others, to pupils of different ages. In the

absence of evidence from controlled experimentation, the individual

teacher must rely on his own judgment.

4. .l Chart No. 2, combining language areas and skills, is a check

list for the preparation of test items. By filling it with actual

test items of different kinds, the teacher can achieve a broad

coverage of language problems. The following samples illustrate

item composition. Each item is numbered in cross reference to

Chart No. 2.
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: Language Areas and Skills

Language Areas Skills

Listening
Comprehension Speaking Reading Writing

Sound Classes
(Phonemes) (1)0 (2)

Diphthongs
(and longer
chains of vowels)

Consonant Clusters

Statement Intonation (3), (4) (4)

Question Intonation (3), (4) (4;

GrammaphemesrUnits
(7) (5)(Mor) .(5)

Inflection (6)

Derivation (8) (8)

Syntax: phrases (10) (10) (9)

Syntax: clauses (10) (10)

Syntax: sentences (11)

Vocabulary (13) (17) (12)

Style (14)

Literature (15)

Culture (16)
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4.3.2 Sample Test Items

(1) Language Area: Sound discrimination (Phonology)

Skill: Listening comprehension

Testing Device: Multiple choice

Instructions: Listen to the following sets of three words
each. One word of the three is different from
the other two. Indicate by circling on your
answer sheet whether it is a, b, or c which
is different from the other two.

Student hears:

1. a. bon
b. beau
c. bon

2. a. pan
b. pan
c. pas

3. a. plein
b. plein
c. plane

Student sees on answer sheet:-------

1. a b c

2, a b c

3. a b c

Answers:

1.

2.

3.

b
c

c

Comment:

Sets of words of this kind can be adapted easily to test

the student's ability to make phonologically essential distinctions

in speech.
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(2) Language Area: Sound discrimination

Skill: Listening comprehension

Testing Device: True/False

Instructions: You will hear several pairs of words or ex-
pressions. Indicate on your answer sheet by
circling s or d to indicate whether these pairs

. are the same or different.

Student hears:

1. Je me leve. Je me lave.

2. Ii s'appelle. Il eappelle.
3. C'est un bon chien. C'est un beau chien.

Student sees on answer sheet:

1. s d
2. s d
3. s d

Answers:

1. d
2. s

3. d

Comment:

Ia this context s means It is true that they are the same'

and d means 'It is false that they are the same; they are

different.'

(3) Language Area: Intonation

Skill: Listening comprehension

Testing Device: True/False

Instructions: Look at the following expressions. Add a
question mark or a period to each one as you
hear it.

Teacher reads: (The pupil's text is not punctuated.)

1. Moi aussi (falling intonation)
2. Tu y vas (rising intonation)
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3. Que fait-il (falling intonation)
4. Moi aussi (rising intonation)
5. Tu y vas (falling intonation)

Answers:

1. Moi aussi.
2. Tu y vas?
3. Que fait -i1?

4. Moi aussi?
5. Tu y vas.

Comment:

This item tests intonation and involves listening comprehension

skill. The student is being asked to make a simple binary decision:

if the sentence is interrogative ("True") he adds a question

mark; if it is not ("False"), he adds a period.

(4) Language Area: Intonation

Skill: Speaking

Testing Device: Transformation

Instructions:

Student hears:

Make a question out of each of the following
statements without adding or changing any words.

1. Vous allez au cinema.
2. Il part.
3. Le repas est terming.

Answers:

(falling intonation)
(falling intonation)
(falling intonation)

1. Vous allez au cinema? (rising intonation)
2. Il part? (rising intonation)

3. Le repas est terming? (rising intonation)

Comment:

This item involves listening comprehension as well as the

ability to use intonation patterns.appropriately.
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Skill:

Testing Device:

Instructions:
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Basic grammar

Writing

Transformation

Rewrite the following sentences, using pronouns
for the underlined words and making any other
changes necessary.

Example: Je donne eeLEE.uaonlelivr.

Je le lui donne.

1. Il met le cahier dans le tiroir.
2. Donnez du lait au chat.
3. Nous parlons de ces livres a nos amis.
4. Elle envoie lalemasi,Lesiarents.
5. Je vais expliquer la le on.
6. Ne dites pas la v rit Jeanne.

Answers:

1. Il l'y met.
2. Donnez -lui -en.

3. Nous leur en parlons.
4. Elle la leur envoie.
5. Je vais l'expliquer.
6. Ne la lui dites pas.

Comment:

This item tests grammar (use and position of object pronouns).

It involves reading. It could be administered orally to test

listening comprehension and speaking. In scoring this item, one

point might be given .for each correct pronoun and a second point

if it is correctly placed.

(6) Language Area: Verb inflection

Skill: Speaking

Testing Device: Transformation

Instructions: Listen to the following o..:bs, then change them
from the plural to the sinjular.



Student hears:

1. ils partent
2. its rompent
3. elles descendent
4. elles dorment

Answers:

1. it part
2. it rompt
3. elle descend
4. elle dort

Comment:

This item tests grammar (verb inflection). This item could

be reversed; it would then be more difficult because the pupil

would have to supply the correct final consonants.

(7) Language Area: Basic grammar (tenses)

Skill: Listening comprehension

Testing Device: Multiple choice

Instructions: Circle one of the following words: hier,

aujourd'hui, or demain, to correspond to the
time of each of the statements you will hear.

Student hears:

1. J'ai mange une pomme.
. 2. Il est malade.

3. Nous arriverons h dix heures. (or: Nous allons arriver
h dix heures.)

Student sees on answer sheet:

1. hier aujourd'hui demain
2. hier aujourd'hui demain
3. hier aujourd'hui demain

Answers:

1. hier
2: aujourd'hui
3. demain

1.
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Comint:

This item incidentally involves reading.

(8) Language Area : Derivation

Skills: Writing /Reading

Testing Device: Completion

Instructions: Fill in the blanks to complete the following
sentences:

Example: L'epicier et 1'
travaillent dans une epicerie.

L'epicier et l'epiciere travaillent
dans une epicerie.

1. Le et la
dans une blanchisserle.

2. Le
une

Answers:

=11=11011 travaillent

et la boulangere travaillent dans

1. b3anchisseur
blanchisseuse

2. boulanger
boulangerie

Comment:

This item may be administered orally to test listening

comprehension and speaking.

(9) Language Area: Phrasal syntax

Skill: Writing

Testing Device: Transformation

Instructions: Change all nouns to the feminine, making any
other necessary changes.

1. Ce bon acteur est mon ancien dieve.
2. Les japcnais sont tres sportifs.
3. Son fiance est couturier.
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Answers:

1. Cette bonne actrice est mon ancienne dieve.
2. Les japonaises sont tr&s sportives.
3. Sa fiancee est couturi&re.

Comment:

This item might be scored by giving one p.-int'for each

correct noun change, one point for each correct adjective

change, and one point for each correct change of any other kind.

(10) Language Areas: Clausal syntax/Phrasal syntax

Skills: Speaking/Reading

Testing Device: Reading aloud

Instructions: Read the following sentences with normal intona-
tion.

1. NOUS AVONS DEUX AMIS.
2. IL Y A TROIS BEURES QU'ILS ATTENDENT.

Answers:

1. Nougavons; deuCamis.
2; TroiCheures; ilq:attendent.

Comment:

This item 'pests the student's ability to recognize phrases

and clauses as units and to make liaisons as required by the

internal structure of such combinations.

(11) Language Area: Sentence syntax

Skill: Speaking

Testing Device: Transformation

Instructions: Repeat each of the following sentences; give
its corresponding interrogative form and
negative form.

3
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Student hears:

1. Tu as un crayon.
2. Ii mange des /rites.
3. Nous prenons une.glace.

Answers:

1. As-tu un crayon?
Tu. tiles pas de crayon.

2. Mange-t-il des fritos?
Il ne mange pas de (rites.

3. Prenons-nous une glace?
Nous ne prenons pas de.glace.

Comment:

This item incidentally involves reading.

Language Area: Vocabulary

Skill: Reading

Testing Device: Multiple choice

Instructions: In each of the following items, circle the letter
of the expression which would least change the
meaning of the sentence if substituted for the
part of the sentence that is underlined.

1. Je regrette, Madmie, mais Monsieur le directeur est
actuellement en vacances.

a. en ce moment
b. vdritablement
c. enfin
d. assurdment

2. J'ai Bien aimd la confdrence d'hier soir.

a. la lecture
b. le discourr,

c. la communication
d. la reunion

Answers:

1. a
2. b
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(13) Language Area: Vocaoulary

Skill: Listening comprehension

Testing Device: Multiple choice

Instructions: Write on your answer sheet the letter of the
expression which most reasonably completes each
of the statements you hear.

Student hears:

1. Dans la cave on ne voit pas Bien.

a. Elle est vieille.
If. Elle eat grande.
c. Elle est sombre

2. En France, la distance est mesurde

a. en metres.
b. en kilometres.
c. en miles.

3. Cet homme travaille toute la journde dans un atelier
d'usine.

a. C'est un ouvrier.
b. C'est un paysan.
c. Crest un sculpteua%

t) .

4. .Cet homme travaille dans un magasin.

a. C'est un professeur.
b. C'est un boulanger.
c. C'est un employ&

5. Cet homme travaille dans le bloc operatoire d'un
h8pital.

a. un cihirurgien.

b. C'est un ingdnieur.
c. C'est un cordonnier.

Student sees:

1. a b c

2. a b c

3. a b c

4. a b c

5. a
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Answers:

1. c

2. b
3. a
4. c

5. a

(14) Language Area: Style

Skill: Listening comprehension

Testing Device: Multiple choice

Instructions: You will hear sets of three utterances each.
Circle the letter corresponding to the most
polite utterance of the three.

Student hears:

1. a. Pardon, Monsieur. Pouvez-vous me dire quelle
heure ouvre le magasin?

b. Pardon, Monsieur. Pourriez-vous me dire b. quelle
heure ouvre le magasin?

c. Pardon, Monsieur. A quelle heure ouvre le magasin?

2. a. Asseyez-vous, s'il vous plait.

b. Veuillez vous asseoir, s'il vous plat.

c. Voulez -vous vous asseoir, s'il vous plait?

3. a. Vbudriez-vous mlexpliquer ce prdblbme?

b. Voulez -vous m'expliquer ce probleme?

c. Expliquez-moi ce probleme.

Answers:

1. b
2. b
3. a

Comment:

This item tests style; it tests the student's ability to

recognize a proper fit between language and social situation.
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(15) Language Area: Literature

Skill: Writing

Testing Device: Completion

Instructions: Complete each of the following sentences.

1. Dans le Tartuffe, Molibre satirise
2. Dans le Bourgeois Gentilhomme, Moliere satirise

3. Dans 1;7714.71guses Ridicules Moliere satirise

Possible Answers:

1. l'hypocrite reiigitmx
2. le nouveau riche
3. les fausses savantes; la preciosit6

Comment:

This item tests knowledge of specific facts of literary

works. Note that the student has a certain latitude in filling

in the blanks. The teacher must accept any answer that is both

factually and linguistically correct; he may decide to give

part credit for correct information but faulty French or for

acceptable French expressing inaccurate information.

(16) Langua&e Area: Culture

Skill: Listening comprehension

Testing Device: Multiple choice

Instructions: Circle on your answer sheet the letter
corresponding to the expression that most
appropriately completes each sentence.

Student hears:

1. La France est bornde au sud par

a. l'oc6an Atlantique.
b. la mer Mdditerrande.
c. la Manche.
d. le Finisterre.
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2. La Seine se jette dans

a. l'Atlantique.
b. le Pas de Calais.
c. la Mdditerrande.
d. la Manche.

Bordeaux est situe sur

a. la Garonne.
b. la Loire.
c. le BhOne.

d. la Satne.

4. Les montagnes qui foment une pantie du massif
central sont

a. les Alpes.
b. les Pyrendes.
c. les Vosges.

d. les avennes.

Answers:

1. b
2, d
3. a
4. d

Comment:

These items test culture in the broad sense. The student

has only numbered series of letters on his answer sheet (1. a,

b, cl d) and the teacher reads (one time only) each stem and

the four choices corresponding to it. For any listening test,

the teacher should write on the blackboard the large capital

letters A B C D and point to each letter as he reads the

corresponding choice. Items of this type can also be used in

written form to test read.:*a:A)
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(17) Language Area: Vocabulary

Skill: Speaking

Testing Device: Transformation and completion

Instructions: Answer each question in French.

Student hears:

1. Dans une boucherie, qu'est-ce qu'on achbte?

2. Dans une boulangerie, qu'est-ce qu'on achbte?

3. Dans une charcuterie, qu'est-ce qu'on achbte?

Comment:

Items of this type involve listening comprehension. They

test knowledge of specific vocabulary and the student's

ability to transform part of the question into part of his

answer. Since the teacher will usually want to grade his

students' responses with some care, it is best to tape-record

the students' answers so that they can be played back several

times. Items of this sort are very time-consuming for all

concerned, but they yield so much information for the attentive

teacher that they are well worth the effort they require.

1

I

21
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Chapter IV--GERMAN

PREPARING TEST ITEMS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

4.1.1 It is not easy to amass a large repertoire of effective test

items. In addition to the difficult task of writing understandable

instructions and credible distractors, the teacher must worry con-

stantly about how the test fits what he has taught. In foreign-

language workl it is often desirable for a test to sample all the

language skills; on such a test testing devices must be used which

are appropriate to each skill. We hope that the teacher will find

the following sections helpful in making his own test items. This

manual claims neither novelty nor completeness. In Chapter IV, we

have triedl first, to be explicit about the essential elements of

successful foreign-language tests and then to organize them into a

useful working outline accompanied by concrete examples.

4.2 THE ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF A TEST

4.2.1 Mere are three basic sets of elements in any language test:

(1) the language skills, (2) specific testing devices, and (3) the

particular language'areas to be tested.

4.2.2 The Language Skills

4.2.2.1 Teachers generally recognize four fundamental skills:

(1) listening comprehension, (2) speaking, (3) reading, and (4)

writing. In audio-lingual programs, listening comprehension is
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considered to have primacy over the others. The position taken is

that one cannot speak, read or write meaningfully in a language

without being able to understand that language. The other three

skills are also interrelated, but it is not clear that speaking is

as important for reading and writing as listening comprehension is

for all of them. Even in the native language, the reading skill is

often -- perhaps always - -more highly developed than the ability to

write.

4.2.2.2 Tests must take into consideration which specific skills

are to be evaluated. When the reading skill has been the main con-

cern of the course, for instance, tests should not emphasize listen-

ing comprehension; in audio-lingual programs, which generally begin

with listening comprehension and speaking, reading and writing should

not be tested in the early stages of instruction.

4.2.2.2 Of the four skills, listening comprehension and reading

are easiest to evaluate objectively. The difficulties inherent

in testing writing and speaking are readily apparent. With listen-

ing and reading it is a comparatively simple matter to control the

student's responses, but it is difficult to do so when the student

is to react orally or in writing. Judgment of spoken and written

responses involves much personal interpretation by the teacher; it

is difficult to restrict the student to only one correct response.

The burden of grading and administering oral-response tests makes

them unwieldy; although written answers are somewhat easier to

grade, they are just as difficult to control as spoken responses.
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Having a number of teachers grade written responses may actually

increase the degree of subjectivity, although some experts dis-

agree.
1

4.2.3 Testing Devices

4.2.3.1 The most commonly used devices in foreign-language testing

are: (1) multiple-choice items, (2) completion items, (3) matching

sets, (4) true/false items, (5) translation, (6) dictation, and items

involving (7) expansion, (8) transformation, and (9) substitution.

The last three are especially useful to test speaking and writing.

Of the other devices, true false items and translation are the ones

most often debated. It is very difficult to phrase a true/false item

so that it is clearly and unquestionably true or false but not trans-

parently so. Translation has several shortcomings. Using translation

from the native language into the foreign language to discover the

student's control of specific problem areas (the subjunctive, for

example, in German) is ineffective in cases where the student can

find an alternate possibility (the infinitive, for example). Al-

though translation from the foreign language to the native language

is easier to control, its effectiveness is also somewhat limited

ISee, for example, The Measurement of Writing Ability by Fred
Godshalk, Frafices Swineford and William Coffman, College Entrance
Examination Board, New York (1966). The articulation of 1107ms .

for written composition differs from language to language. For
an illuminating discussion of procedures, see Howl-the French Boy L7
tearni to Write by Rollo Walter Bithm, Harvird'UhiVeraitY.Press
TM), reprinted by the National Council of Teachers Of English

(1963).
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because the student can usually find clues to the meaning of the

phrase or word to be translated in language features (context, word

order, etc.) other than the specific feature being tested. Therefore,

unless the teacher can control quite strictly the context of a particu-

lar wora or phrase, it is difficult to determine the student's actual

command of the matter being tested. Extensive use of translation is

obviously subject to attack in any curriculuin that consciously em-

phasizes direct use and knowledge of the foreign language with as

little recourse as possible to the student's native language. Perhaps

translation is more accurately a specialized skill than a testing

device. There is certainly no proof that the ability to understand,

speak, read, and write a foreign language also guarantees the ability

to translate freely between that language and one's own language.

Indeed, in institutions with a sound foreign-language program designed

for specialists, translation is often taught in a separate course to

which students are admitted only after they have demonstrated a

command of the other skills.

4.2.2:2 Multiple-choice items (i.e., choice of one correct answer

from two or more possible answers) and matching sets are easy to

control since variation in answers is strictly limited. To be

effective, multiple-choice items must have distractors which are

sufficiently similar to the correct choice to attract the student

who does not really know what the correct answer is. Incorrect

answers can reveal the individual student's problems, A wrong choice

between Mutter and Matter or wurden and warden in German, for example,

may mean that the student needs more practice in distinguishing

I



short u from short it. By increasing the number of possible answers,

the teacher can gain more information about the individual student's

weaknesses and needs.

4.2.3.4 There are two ways of constructing matching sets: (1) the

same nudber of items may be supplied in each of two columns, or (2)

more items may appear in the column from which the 'answers' are to

be selected, thereby leaving a residue when the answers have been

chosen. In either case, matching is a type of interlocking multiple

choice. Guessing, however, can be a factor in both matching and

multipd.:-choice items. A formula for penalizing random choices can

be used; it should be explained to the students in an effort to dis

courage them from making irresponsible guesses.

4.2.3.5. Expansion items test the student's knowledge of the con-

struction of sentences in the foreign language. The student may be

asked to expand a sentence ina number of different ways. In the

following example, he is being tested on his knowledge of the proper

word-order of declarative sentences that begin with an adverb:

Instructions: Insert at the beginning of each of the following
sentences the word you are given:

Sentence No. 1: Ich lese das Buch.

Insert: Jetzt

Answer: Jetzt lese ich das Buch.

Sentence No. 2: Wir fahren nach Minden.

Insert: Am Mittwoch

Answer: Am Mittwoch fahren wir nach MUnchen.
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4.2.3.6 Transformation items are particularly suited to evaluating

writing. The student is given instructions and a model; for example,

he is given a sentence with a verb in the present tense to be changed

to a past tense. A series of sentences follows with the verb in the

present tense which the student is to change to the past. Trans-

formation items can be written to test more complex matters such as

making active sentences passive, inserting subordinate clauses into

simple sentences to make complex sentences, etc. It is always ad-

visable to furnish a model item as part of the instructions.

4,2.3.7 In substitution items the student is asked to replace a

word, part of a word, or phrase with another:

Instructions:

Sentence:

Replace the underlined words with others
which are equally correct.

Ich habe mir die Hande gewaschen.

Possible Answer: Ich habe mir. das Gesicht gewaschen.

4.2.3.8 Dictation is a well-known device in foreign-language

instruction. However, it is difficult to grade straight dictation.

The teacher must decide how to sort out and weight each student's

individual errors. One way to avoid many problems is to give the

student a partially filled-in answer sheet. As the teacher reads the

dictation, the student writes in only what has been omitted from the

text he has before him. The blanks may become more numerous as the

student progresses in his ability to take dictation.

4.2.4 The Language Areas

4.2.4.1 The third basic set of elements involved in the preparation

of foreign-language tests, the language areas to be tested, is the
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least cleatly defined and by far the largest of the three. Opinions

about the relative importance of various language areas differ widely.

4.2.5 Contrastive Analysis

4:212t1 The student's native language is carefully contrasted with

.

the foreign language he is studying2 because it is believed that the

language learner will make numerous predictable errors when he in-

correctly transfers the habits he has acquired in his native language

to the language he is studying. In other words, the learner tends

to express himself in the foreign language in terms of the riles of

the LoLguage he already knows. Aa will automatically assume that

whatever is not clearly different in the foreign language is the

same as in his own language. A thorough knowledge of the differences

that exist between the two languages can therefore help the teacher

to anticipate problems.

'4';2.5.2 A foreign-language test could well consist largely of

items on the areas where the twn languages differ. If the teacher

knows, for example, that German grammatical gender is different from

English gender, he can expect gender to be a problem for the English-

speaking learner and may therefore devote a large proportion of his

testing to gender in the early stages of instruction.

11.2.4.2a Wherever the native language of the'student. has a feature

which is lacking or simpler in the foreign language, the problem is

2
Cf. he Contrastive-Structure Series (German - English)

published by the University of Chicago Press, Charles A.
Ferguson, General Editor.
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relatively easy to solve. Where German has nicht wahr2, for example,

English has a far more complicated set of expressions. As a result,

the English-speaking learner. of German. has to learn one invariable

expression while the German-speaking student of English has to learn

to use correctly the set of English expressions aren't we, couldn'tr
we, etc.

4.2.5.4 Both the contrasts and the ways in which we state them de-

Pend on the theoretical premises we employ in our contrastive analysis.

We suggest the following outline as a good guide to the arrangement of

basic language matters:

I. 11222212gE (Sound System)

a. phonemes (distinctive classes of sounds)

b. distribution of phonemes (including diphthongs and
consonant clusters)

c. intonation (pitch changes in the voice to indicate
statements, questions and emotional coloring)

II. Morphology (Formation of Words)

a. morphemes (the basic units of grammar)

b. inflection (changes in words according to nudber,
person, case, etc.)

c. derivation of words (formation of new words by com-
pounding or by the addition of prefixes and suffixes)

III. Syntax (Arrangements of Words in Larger Constructions)

a. phrases

b. clauses

c. sentences
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4.2.6 Vocabulary

The size and nature of a student's vocabulary is obviously

important in language teaching. Various word counts exist,3 but

there is surprisingly little agreement about what words should be

taught at each, level of language instruction. However, Since the

teacher must test vocabulary, he should select vocabulary items as

shrewdly as he can to test those items that seem most useful. For

purposes of classification, idioms should be included in 'vocabulary'.

It is also often useful to Jgroup words into families or general

categories.

4.2.7 Style

Speakers of*German make systematic use of a number of different

styles of discourse of varying degrees of formality and impersonality,

both orally and in writing. Some distinctions in style affect even

basic grammatical forms. Such is the case with the forms of polite

and familiar address, for example. At least the most important dis-

tinctions of style are treated in most language texts and should be

tested.

4.2.8 Literature

Literature is generally considered an essential part of foreign-

language instruction. In audio-lingual programs literature is not

3An interesting study has been done for English at Brown Univer-
dti (see the forthcoming publication, Computational Arialyees of
Present Day American English, edited by Henry Kucera and W. N.

Francis). In a text of 100141235 words, there were only 500457
different words; 421540 of these occurred only ten times or less.
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ignored; rather, it is not treated until students can read with some

ease and with sensitivity to literary values. The choice of specific

literary selections varies, of course, from teacher to teacher and

from class to class.

1.0 Culture

There is no generally accepted, useful definition of culture

in the context of foreign language teaching. Culture is understood

either in a narrow sense, meaning understanding of the literary

and artistic values general among the educated speakers of a language,

or it is extended to include the whole way of life and the history of

a people, the geography of the land they live in and their political,

religious and social institutions. Teachers seem to agree, however,

that culture is an essential part of language instruction and that

they should test their students on it.

4.2.10 A Brief List of Language Areas

The following list of language areas is offered:

(1) distinctive sound classes (phonology) (e.g., the vowel
sounds in 118E, 222:1 lam; etc.);

(2) diphthongs and other combinations of vowels (e.g.,
laufe, haft, ruhe).

(3) consonant clusters (e.g., /mpf/ in Strumpf);

(4) statement intonation;

(5) question intonation;

(6) basic grammar units (e.g., vtm/aus sein/stehen/liegen);

(7) inflectional procedures (e.g., declension of adjectives);

(8) derivation (e.g., formation of compounds', etc.);
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(9) phrasal syntax (e.g., the positioning of prepositions:
nach Berlin, meinerMeinungiadet);

(10) clausal syntax (e.g., word order in subordinate and
coordinate clauses);

(11) sentence syntax (e.g., sequence of tenses);

(12) vocabulary (including both single words and idioms like
Hunger, Hunger haben);

(13) style (e.g., very formal expository prose);

(14) literature(names of well-known writers, reading selections);

(15) culture (accepted ways of speaking in specified social
situations, ways of addressing officials, etc.).

The list is open; additional features can be added to it and the

ones given can be made more detailed.

A,3 WORKING OUTLINES FOR TEST WRITING

The skills and testing devices have been arranged on the

following chart:

Chart No. 1: Skills and Testing Devices

Skills Testing Devices

MC CO MA T/F TR DIC EX T SUB RA EC

Listening
Comprehension X X X X X X

Speaking X X X X X X X

Reading X X X X X X X

Writing X X X X X X X

az: MC - multiple choice
CO - completion
MA - matching
TIF - true/false
TR - translation
DIC - dictation

EX - expansion
T. - transformation
SUB - substitution
RA - reading aloud
EC - extended composition
X - effective use



Here are some useful general dbseryations on the appropriateness

of particular testing devices to specific skills:

(1) Generally speaking, completion items are hard to control.

In order to assure objectivity, completion items must be restricted

to absolutely unambiguous possibilities. (Visuals can be useful for

this purpose.)

(2) Ambiguity is a major problem in true/false questions.

The teacher should be especially cautious in his use of ungrammatical

sentences which the student is to identify as "incorrect." Just as

correct stimuli appear to reinforce learning, incorrect stimuli may

create uncertainty where the student is well prepared.

(3) The use of translation to test all four skills is open to

question. Problems arise in restricting translation so as to test

only specific points. Translation can also be considered a distinct

Skill; as such, it, too, can be tested by a number of devices, such

as multiple choice, completion, matching and true/false items.

(4) Expansion and transformation items are useful devices for

testing speaking and writing, but they are inappropriate devices for

testing the receptive skills of listening and reading.

It is reasonable to suppose that some testing devices are more

suitable than others to pupils of different ages. In the absence of

evidence from controlled experimentation, the individual teacher must

rely on his own judgment.

41_11 Chart No. 2, combining language areas and skills, is a check

list for the preparation of test items. By filling it with actual

test items of different kinds, the teacher can achieve a broad
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coverage of language problems. The following; samples illustrate

item composition. Each item is numbered in cross reference to

Chart No. 2.

Chart No. 2: Language Areas and Skills

Language Areas Skills

Listening
Comprehension Speaking Reading

-

Writing

Sound Classes
(Phonemes)

(1) (4) (4)

Orthography (14) (3) (3) (14)

Consonant
Clusters

(4) (4)

Grammar Units
(Morphemes)

(2) (2) (6)

,..

Inflection (5) (5)

Syntax:
phrases

(11)

(11)

Syntax:
clauses

(10)

(10)

Syntax:

sentences
(9)(10)

(12)(13)
(9)(10)
(12)(13)

Vocabulary (7)(8)

Style (13) (13)

Literature (15)

Culture (16)
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4.3.2 Sample Test Items

(1) Language Area: Sound classes (Phonemes).

Skill: Listening comprehension

Testing Device: Multiple choice

Instructions: You will hear an utterance. On your answer
sheet circle the number of the utterance you
heard.

Student hears: eine Kirche

Student sees: 1. eine Kliehe

2. eine Kirche
3. eine Kirsche,

Answer: 2

Comment:

This item tests sound discrimination, in particular;

the distinction between i and II and ch and Bch* it also

involves the reading skill.

(2) Language Area: Basic grammar

Skills: Listening comprehension/Speaking

Testing Device: Substitution /Transformation

Instructions: Repeat the sentences making substitutions
required as illustrated in the example.

Example:

Student hears: Der Vater spricht mit seinem Sohn. (Mutter)

Answer: Die Mutter spricht mit ihrem Sohn.

Student hears:

1. Das Kind ruft seine Mutter. (seine Schwester)
2. Der Student macht seine Arbeit. (die Studenten)
3. Sie schreibt mit ihrem Kugelschreiber. (wir)

Answers:

1. Seine Schwester ruft ihre Mutter.
2. Die Studenten machen ihre
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3. Wir schreiben mit unserem Kugelschreiber.
or: Wir schreiben mit unseren Kugelschreibern.

Comment:

This item tests noun-pronoun congruency (case, number,

gender).

(3) Language Area: Orthography

Skills: Reading/Speaking

Testing Device: Reading aloud

Instructions: Read the following sentences aloud:

1. Das ist ein Schiff.
2. Er hat eine tiefe Stimme.
3. Er verlor die Sprache.
. Er hat ein Skelett.

Answers: (Scorer scores only pronunciation of the. underlined
portions.)

1. Schiff
2. Stimme
3. arache
. Skelett

Comment:

This item tests association between sound and written symbol.

(4) Language Areas: Sound classes/Consonant clusters

Skills: Reading/Speaking

Testing Device: Reading aloud

Instructions: Read the following sentences aloud:

1. Er 'hat, sein Buch vergessen.
2. D60 Obst war in der the.
3. Wir fahren mit der Strassenbahn.
. Er kauft ein Pfund Apfel.

Answers: (Scorer scores only the pronunciation of the under-
lined portions.)
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1. Buch
2. abst, TUte
3. Strassenbahn
4. Pfund, Agel

Comment: 1

This item tests association between sound and written

symbol and the pronunciation of difficult consonant clusters

and vowels.

(5) Language Area: Inflection

Skills: Listening comprehension/Speaking

Testing Device: Transformation

Instructions: Make the following sentences plural.

Example:

The student hears: Das Auto fahrt langsam.

The student should answer: Die Autos fahren langsam.

The student hears:

1. Der Vogel singt.
2. Das Kind ist eingeschlafen.
3. Noch immer hart man das komische Gerdusch.

The student should answer:.

1. Die \Rigel singen.

2. Die Kinder sind eingeschlafen.
3. Noch immer Fort man die komischen Gerausehe.

Comment:

This item tests the transformation from singular to plural

forms (article, adjective; noun, finite verb).

(6) Language Area:. Basic grammar

Skill: Reading

Testing Device: Multiple choice
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Instructions: Circle the pronoun which correctly replaces the
underlined word.

Ursula gab Helmut das Buch.

a. ihr
b, ihn
c. ihm
d. ihnen

Answer: c

(7) Language Area: Vocabulary

Skill: Reading

Testing Device: Multiple choice

Instructions: Choose the itym which can be substituted for
the underlined word without changing the
meaning of the sentence.

Das bekommt man hier nicht.

a. kommt
b. kauft
c. kriegt
d. kennt

Answer: c

Comment:

This item tests synonyms.

(8) Language Area: Vocabulary

Skill: Reading

Testing Device: Multiple choice

Instructions: Choose the best item to complete the following
Sentences:

1. Die Strassen sind so schlecht, dass die Luft ganz
ist.

a. regnerisch
b. neblig
c. staubig
d. verschneit
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2. Reichtum ist das Gegenteil von

a. Demut
b. Hochmut
c. Armut
d. Mut

Answers:

1. c

2. c

Comment:

These items test (1) adjectives and (2) antonyms.

(9) Language Area: Sentence syntax

Skills: Writing/Reading

Testing Device: Transformation

Instructions: Write a complete sentence using the following
words in the order given. Make all necessary
changes and add what is needed.

Example: Er / reisen / oft / in / nAchst / Stadt

Answer: Er reist (reiste) oft in die nIchste
Stadt.

Mein / Jung / Sohn / fahren / gern / sein / Fahrrad

Answer:

Mein junger (AIngster; Aingerer) Sohn fahrt gern mit
seinem Fahrrad.

Comment:

This item tests grammar, in particular, a sentence syn-

thesis from pronominal, adverbial, adjectival, verbal, and

nominal base forms; it also involves transformation, and the

reading skill.
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(10) Language Areas: Sentence syntax/Clausal syntax

Skills: Writing/Reading

Testing m122: Transformation

Instructions: Rewrite the following two sentences as a
single sentence starting with the underlined
wards. Add any words that may be necessary.

Der Mann rief seinen Hund. Er wollte nach Rause gehen.

Answer:

Der Mann rief seinen Hund, weil er nach Hause gehen wollte.

or: Der Mann, der nach Hause gehen wollte, rief seinen Hund.

or: Der Mann rief seinen Hundl denn er wollte nach Hause gehen.

(11) Language Area: Phrasal syntax

Skills: Writing/Reading

(12

Testing Device: &Tension

Instructions: Rewrite the sentence, incorporating into it
the adjective you are given:

Ekample: Ich kaufe die Karte. (billig)

Answer: Ich kaufe die billige Karte.

Ich ziehe mir den Rock an. (dunkel)

Answer:

Ich ziehe mir den dunklen Rock an.

Language Area:

Skills:

Sentence syntax

Writing/Reading

Testing Device: Transformation
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Instructions: For each of the following, write a question
asking for the information given in the under-
lined part of the sentence.

Example: Die Blither liegen unter dem Tisch.

Answer: Wbrunter,liegen die Blicher?
or: Mb liegen die Blither?

1. Sie denkt an die schften Feiertage.
2. Du sollst mit Tinte schreiben.
3. Sie gehen heute mit Otto spazieren.

Answers:

1. An was denkt sie?
or: Woran denkt sie?

2. Mit was sollst du schreiben?
or: Vomit sollst du schreiben?

3. Mit wem gehen sie heute spazieren?

Comment :.

There may be more than one possible question format in

each instance.

(13) Language Areas: Sentence syntax/Style

Skills: Writing/Reading

Testing Device: Extended composition

Instructions: Write a short paragraph in German using the
answers to each of the following questions
as a guide.

Das TelefongesprAch

1. War rief Sie an?
2. Warm wollte der Betreffende mit Ihnen sprechen?
3. Welche Auskunft gaben Sie ihm?

Comment:

This item tests grammar and vocabulary, and sentence formation

within the complex context of an extended prose composition.
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(14) Language Area: Orthography

Skills: Listening comprehension/Writing

Testing Device: Dictation

Instructions:. Write the following words:

Student hears:
Meister Strasse
Minster Gasse
Muster Nase
Mast Glas
Messe nahe

Sahne

Comment:

This item tests spelling; in particular, it tests the

correct use of consonants and vowel symbols in combination to

indicate vowel quantities.

(15) Language Area: Literature

Skill: Reading

Testing Device: Multiple choice

Instructions: Who wrote the following? Circle the letters
corresponding to the correct answers:

1. Geist der Goethezeit

a. Fairley
b. Korff
c. Morris
d. Bielschefsky

2.. Lenore

a. Schiller
b. Klinger
c. Burger
d. Goethe

Answers:

1. b
2.
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Comment:

This item tests retention of specific facts of literary

history.

(16) Language Area: Culture

Skill: Reading

Testing Device: Multiple choice

Instructions: Circle the letter corresponding to the
correct choice.

1. Approximately what dates delimit the period of Old
High German?

a. 300 - 750
b. 750 - 1100
c. 1100 - 1350

2. The German Federal Republic is made up of several:

a. Staaten
b. Lhnder
c. Provinzen

Answers:

1. b
2. b

Comment:

These items test specific items of culture.
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Chapter IVITALIAN

PREPARING TEST ITEMS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

4.1.1 It is not easy to amass a large repertoire of effective test

items. In addition to the difficult task of writing understandable

instructions and credible distractors, the teacher must worry con-

stantly about how the test fits what he has taught. In foreign-

language work, it is often desirable for a test to sample all the

language skills; on such a test, testing devices must be used which

are appropriate to each skill. We hope that the teacher will find

the following sections helpful in making his own test items. This

manual claims neither novelty nor completeness. In Chapter IV, we

have tried, first, to be explicit about the essential elements of

successful foreign-language tests and then to organize them into a

useful working outline accompanied by concrete examples.

4.2 THE ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF A TEST

4.2.1 There are three basic sets of elements in any language test:

-(1) the language skills, (2) specific testing devices, and (3) the

particular language areas to be tested.
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4.2.2 The Language Skills

4.2.2.1 Teachers generally recognize four fundamental skills:

(1) listening comprehension,. (2) speaking, (3) reading, and (4)

writing. In audio-lingual programs, listening comprehension is con-

sidered to have prtmacy over the others. The position taken is that

one cannot speak, read or write meaningfully in a language without

being able to understand that language. The other three skills are

also interrelated, but it is not clear that speaking is as important

for reading and writing as listening comprehension is for all Of them.

Even in the native language, the reading skill is often--perhaps

always- -more highly developed than the ability to write.

4.2.2.2 Tests must take into consideration which specific skills are

to be evaluated. When the reading skill has been the main concern of

the course, for instance, tests should not emphasize listening com-

prehension; in audio-lingual programs, which generally begin with

listening comprehension and speaking, reading and writing should not

be tested in the early stages of instruction.

4.2.2.3 Of the four skills, listening comprehension and reading are

easiest to evaluate objectively. The difficulties inherent in test-

ing writing and speaking are readily apparent. With listening and

reading it is a comparatively simple matter to control the student's

'responses, but it is difficult to do so when the student is to react

orally or in writing. Judgment of spoken and written responses in-

volves much personal interpretation by the teacher; it is difficult

to restrict the student to only one correct response. The burden of
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grading and administering oral-response tests makes them unwieldy;

although written answers are somewhat easier to grade, they are just

as difficult to control as spoken responses. Having a number of

teachers grade written responses may actually increase the degree

of subjectivity, although some experts disagree.'

4.2.3 Testing Devices

4.2.3.1 The most commonly used devices in foreign-language testing

are: (1) multiple-choice items, (2) completion items, (3) matching

sets, (4) true/false items, (5) translation, (6) dictation, and items

involving (7) expansion, (8) transformation, and (9) substitution.

The last three are especially usefUl to test speaking and writing.

Of the other devices, true/false items and translation are the ones

most often debated. It is very difficult to phrase a true/false item

so that it is clearly and unquestionably true or false but not trans-

parently so. Translation has several shortcomings. Using translation

from the native language into the foreign language to discover the

student's control of specific problem areas (the subjunctive, for

*example, in Italian) is ineffective in cases where the student can

find an alternate possibility (the infinitive, for example). Al-

1
See, for example, The Measurement of Writing Ability by Fred
Godshalk, Frances Swineford and William Coffman, College Entrance.
Examination Board, New York (1966). The articulation of norms
for written composition differs from language to language. For
an illuminating discussion of procedures, see How the French Boy
Learns to Write by Rollo Walter Brown, Harvard University Press
T1915) , reprinted by th:-' National Council of Teachers of English
(1963).
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though translation fran the foreign language to the native language

is easier to control, its effectiveness is also somewhat limited

becalise the student can usually find clues to the meaning of the

phrase or word to be translated in language features (context, word

order, etc.) other than the specific feature being tested. Therefore,

unless the teacher can control quite strictly the context of a particu-

lar word or phrase, it is difficult to determine the student's actual

command of the matter being tested. Extensive use of translation is

obviously subject to attadk in any curriculum that consciously em-

phasizes direct use and knowledge of the foreign language with as

little recourse as possible to the student's native language. Perhaps

translation is more accurately a specialized skill than a testing

device. There is certainly no proof that the ability to understand,

speak, readl and write a foreign language also guarantees the ability

to translate freely between that language and one's own language.

Indeed, in institutions with a sound foreign-language program designed

for specialists, translation is often taught in a separate course to

which students are admitted only after they have demonstrated a

command of the other skills.

4.2.13.2 Multiyae-choice items (i.e., choice of one correct answer

from two or more possible answers) and matching sets are easy to

control since variation in answers is strictly limited. To be

effective, multiple - choice items must have distractors which are

sufficiently similar to the correct choice to attract the student

who does not really know what the correct answer is. Incorrect



answers can reveal the individual student's problems. A wrong choice

between fato and fatto 'or eopia and cues, in Italian, for example,

may mean that the student needs more practice in distinguisbina

single from double consonants. By increasing the number of possible

answes, the teacher can gain more information about the individual

student's weaknesses and needs.

4.2.3.4 There are two ways of constructing matching sets: (1) the

same number of items may be supplied in each of two columns, or (2)

more items may appear in the column from which the 'answers' are to

be selected, thereby leaving a residue when the answers have been

chosen. In either case, matching is a type of interlocking multiple

choice. Guessing, however, can be a factor in both matching and

multiple-choice items. A formula for penalizing random choices can

be used; it should be explained to the students in an effort to dis-

courage them from making irresponsible guesses.

4,2.3.5, Dmsion items test the student's knowledge of the cm-

struction of sentences in the foreign lanouage. The student may be

asked to expand a sentence in a nuMber of different ways. In the

following example, he is being tested on his knowledge of the position-

ing of adjectival modifiers in noun phrases:

Instructions: In each of the following sentences
insert the word you are given:

Sentence No. 1: Le ragazze sono venute.

Insert: belle

Answer: Le belle ragazze sono venute.
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Sentence Eb. Gli studenti hanno studiato.

Insert: intelligenti

Answer: Gli studenti intelligenti hanno studiato.

4.2.3.6 Transformation items are particularly suited to evaluating

writing. The student is given instructions and a model; for example,

he is given a sentence with a verb in the present tense to be changed

to a past tense. A series of sentences follows with the verb in the

present tense which the student is to change to the past. Trans-

formation items can be written to test more complex matters such as

making active sentences passive, inserting subordinate clauses into

simple sentences to make complex sentences, etc. It is always ad-

visable to furnish a model item as part of the instructions.

4.2.3.7 In substitution items, the student is asked to replace a

word, part of a word, or phrase with another:

Instructions: Replace the underlined words with others
which are equally correct.

Sentence: Na sono lavato le mani.

Possible Answer: Ni sono lavato la faccia.

4.2.3.8 Dictation is a well-known device in foreign-language

instruction. However, it is difficult to grade straight dictation.

The teacher must decide how to sort out and weight each student's

individual errors. One way to avoid many problems Is to give the

student a partially filled-in answer sheet. As the teacher reads the

dictation, the student writes in only what has been cmitted from the

text he has before him. The blanks may become more numerous as the

student progresses in his ability to take dictation. Dictation has,
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however, only limited utilit in teaching Italian.

4.2.4 The Language Areas

4.2.4.1 The third basic set of elements involved in the preparation

of foreign-language tests, the language areas to be tested, is the

least clearly defined and by far the largest of the three. Opinions

about the relative importance of various language area differ widely.

4.2.5 Contrastive Analysis

4.2.5.1 The student's native language is carefully contrasted with

the foreign language he is studying2 because it is believed that the

language learner will make numerous prediciable errors when he in-

correctly transfers the habits he has acquired in his native language

to the language he is studying. In other words, the learner tends

to express himself in the foreign language in terms of the rules of

the language he already knows. He will automatically assume that

whatever is not cleatly different in the foreign language is the

same as in his own language. k thorough knowledge of the differences -

that exist between the two languages can therefore help the teacher

to anticipate problems.

4.2.5.2 A foreign-language test could well consist largely of

items on the areas where the two languages differ. If the teacher

knows, for example, that Italian grammatical gender is different from

2
Cf. the Contrastive Structure Series (Italian-English)
published by the University of Chicago Press, Charles A.
Ferguson, General Editor.
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English gender, he can expect gender to be a problem for the English-

speaking learner and may therefore devote a large proportion of his

testing to gender in the early stages of instruction.

4.2.5.3 Wherever the native language of the student has a feature

which is lacking or simpler in the foreign language, the problem is

relatively easy to solve. Where Italian has a non a vero, for

example, English has a far more complicated set of expressions. As

a result, the English-speaking learner of Italian has to learn one

invariable expression while the Italian student of English has to

learn to use correctly the set of English expressions aren't we,

couldn't we, etc.

4.2.5.4 ;Both the contrasts and the ways in which we state them de-

pend on the theoretical premises we employ in our contrastive analysis.

We suggest the following outline as a good guide to the arrangement of

basic language matters:

I. Phonology (Sound System)

a. phonemes (distinctive classes of sounds)

b. distribution of phonemes (including diphthongs and
consonant clusters)

c. intonation (pitch changes in the voice to indicate
statements, questions and emotional coloring)

II. Morphology (Formation of Words)

a. .morphemes .(the basic units of grammar)

b. inflection (changes in words according to number,
person, case, etc.)

c. derivation of words (formation of new words by com-
pounding or by the addition of prefixes and suffixes)
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III. Syntax (Arrangements of Words in Larger Constructions)

a. phrnser

b. clauses

C. sentences

4.2.6 Vocabulary

The size and nature of a student's vocabulary is obviously

important in language teaching. Various word counts exist,
3
but

there is surprisingly little agreement about what words should be

taught at each level of language instruction. However, since the

teacher must test vocabulary, he should select vocabulary items as

shrewdly as he can to test those items that seem most useful. For

purposes of classification, idioms should be included in 'vocabulary'.

It is also often useful to group words into families or general

categories.

4.2.7 Style,

Italians make systematic use of a number of different styles

of discourse of varying degrees of formality and impersonality,

both orally and in writing. Some distinctions in style affect even

basic grammatical forms. Such is the case with the forms of polite

3An interesting study has been done for English at Brown Univer-
sity (see the forthcoming publication, Computational Analyses of
Present Day American English, edited by Henry Kucera and W. N.
Francis). In a text of 1,014,235 words, there were only 50,457
different words; 42,540 of these occurred only ten times or less.
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and familiar address in Italian, a language which has more than one

equivalent to the English "you." At least the most important dis-

tinctions of style are treated in most language texts and should be

tested. For example, the student should be taught to recognize the

stylistic incongruity of a combination like ciao, professore as well

as he does in its English equivalent so long, professor!

4.2.8 Literature

Literature is generally considered an essential part of foreign-

language instruction. In audio-lingual programs literature is not

ignored; rather, it is not treated until students can read with some

ease and with sensitivity to literary values. The choice of specific

literary selections varies, of course, from teacher to teacher and

from class to class.

4I2. 2 Culture,

There is no generally accepted, useful definition of culture in

the context of foreign language teaching. Culture is understood either

in a narrow sense, meaning understanding of the literary and artistic

values general among the educated speakers of a language, or it is

extended to include the whole way of life and the history of a people,

the geography of the land they live in and their political, religious

and social institutions. Teachers seem to agree, however, that culture

is an essential part of language instruction and that they should test

their students on it..
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4.2.10 A Brief List of Language Areas

The following list of language areas is offered with examples:

(1) distinctive sound classes (phonology) (e.g., the vowel
sounds gma, de', di, do);

(2) diphthongs and longer combinations of vowels (e.g., al,
del, vuoi);

(3) consonant clusters (e.g., /sb/ in sbaglio);

(4) statement intonation (e.g., the falling pitch levels in
Italian):

(5) question intonation (e.g., Vai a Roma? versus Vai a
Boma.);

(6) basic grammar units (e.g., di/dA, essere/stare);

(7) inflectional procedures (e.g., verbal inflection);

(8) derivation (e.g., formation of diminutives, etc.);

(9) phrasal syntax (e.g., the positioning of adjectives:
un uomo povero);

(10) clausal syntax (e.g., use of clauses introduced by
AT/ etc.);

(ii) sentence syntax (e.g.; sequence of tenses);

(12) vocabulary (including both single words and idioms
like 2010 aver fame);

(13) style (e.g., use of WA in written Italian);

(14) literature (names of well-known writers, reading
selections);

(15) culture (accepted ways of speaking in specified social
situations, ways of addressing officials, etc.).

The list is open; additional features can be added to it and the

ones given can be made more detailed.
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4.3 WORKING OUTLINES FOR TEST WRITING

The skills and testing devices have been arranged on the

following chart:

Chart No. 1: Skills and Testing Devices

Skills

CO MA

Testing

T/F TR

Devices

DIG EX T SUBMC

Listening
Comprehension X X X

Speaking X x X
...

X

Reading X X x

_

X

Writing X X X X X

&v. MC - multiple choice
CO. - completion

MA - matching
T/F - true/false
TR - translation

DIC - dictation
EX - expansion
T - transformation
SUB - substitution
X - effective use

An examination of the chart leads to some general observations on

the appropriateness of particular testing devices.to specific skills:

(1) Generally speaking, completion items are hard to control.

In order to assure objectivity, completion items must be restricted

to absolutely unambiguous possibilities. (Visuals can be useful

for this purpose):

(2) Ambiguity is a major problem in true/false questions.

The teacher should be especially cautious in his use of ungrammatical

sentences which the student is to identify as "incorrect." Just as

correct stimuli appear to reinforce learning, incorrect stimuli may
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create uncertainty where the student is well prepared.

(3) The use of translation to test all four skills is open

to question. Problems arise in restricting translation so as to

test only specific points. Translation can also be considered a

distinct skill; as such, it, too, can be dested by a number of de-

vices, such as multiple choice, completion, matching aild true/false

items.

(4) Expansion and transformation items are useful devices

for testing speaking and writing, but they are inappropriate de-

vices for testing the receptive skills of listening and reading.

It is reasonable to suppose that some testing devices are more

suitable than others to pupils of different ages. In the absence

of evidence from controlled experimentation, the individual teacher

must rely on his own judgment.

4.3.1 Chart No. 2, combining language areas and skills, is a check

list for the preparation of test items. By filling it with actual

test items of different kinds, the teacher can achieve a broad

coverage of language problems. The following samples illustrate

item composition. Each item is numbered in cross reference to

Chart No. 2.
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Chart No. 2: Language Areas and Skills

Language Areas Skills

Listening
Comprehension Speaking Reading Writing

Sound Classes
(Phonemes) (1)

i .

Diphthongs
(and longer

(7)

Chains of vowels)

Consonant Clusters (2) .

Statement Intonation (8)

Question Intonation (3)

Grammar Units
(Morphemes)

.

(15)

Inflection . (9)(4) (4)

Derivation (16)

Syntax: phrases (11)

Syntax: clauses (5) (5) . (5)

Syntax: sentences (12)

Vocabulary (6) (13)

Style (17)

Literature (18)

Culture .(10) (14)

ri
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LISSELpzale Test Items

(1) Language Area: Sound classes (Phonames)

Skill: Listening comprehension

Testing Device: Multiple choice

Instructions:

Select the word you will hear from the following possi-

bilities: A. callo, B. calo, C. caglio

(Teacher then says: calo.)

Comment:

Contrastive analysis of Italian and English reveals that

the Italian phonemic contrast between single and doUble con-

sonants can be difficult to learn for speakers of English. Two

of the three possible answers (cello and calo) exemplify this

contrast. The third possibility (caglio) serves as a plausible

distractor. Other items of this kind can be worked out easily:

/p/ - hp/ (cOpia - coppia), /s/ - /ss/ (casa - cassa), etc.

(2) Language Area: Consonant clusters

t_ Skill: Listening comprehension

Testing Device: Matching

Instructions:

Match the words in column A with those having the same

initial sound in column B. Model words: specchio, sbaglio.

(The teacher reads these two words aloud carefully.)

Column A Column B

1. =who a. sblocco

2. stesso b. spesso

3. snello
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Answers: 1 -a, 2-b, 3-a.

Comment:

It is well known that English-speaking students have

difficulty combining [z] with voiced consonants in word- initial

position in Italian. The matching device enables the teacher

to determine if the student has been able to perceive the

correct pattern of distribution of [s].and [z].

(3) Language Area: Question intonation

Skill: Listening comprehension

Testing Device: Multiple choice

Instructions.07.
Select the sentence that is most likely to follow the model

sentence in normal conversation. Model sentence: Enrico donne?

(pronounced with the normal rising question intonation in. Italian).

Choices for answers are: A. No, si L alzato. B. Non mi alzo.

C. Lo saprb. D. Hai fame? Answer: A.

Comment:

A common question intonation pattern in Italian does not

require word inversion. In this'item the student is tested

primarily on whether he is able to distinguish a question from

a statement.

(4) Language Area: Inflection of verbs

Skills: Writing/Speaking.

Testing Device: Completion

Instructions:

Complete the sentences with the appropriate future form
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of the indicated verbs.

1. Giovanni la lezione. (studiare)

2.

e
I miei amici a scuola. (andare)

3. Noi lo stasera. (vedere)

Answers: 1. studiera
2. andranno
3. vedremo

Comment:

Items of this kind test the student's ability to produce

correct forms in specific contexts. It is reasonable to sup-

pose that the student could speak whatever he can write, al-

though hesitation might be more obvious in speech.

(5) Language Area: Clausal syntax

Skills: Listening comprehension/Writing/Speaking

Testing Device: Multiple choice

Instructions:

Choose the sequence that correctly completes the sentence

that you will hear. Teacher says: Era impossibile the . . .

Students then choose from the following: A. venga, B. venisse,

C. venite, D. a venuto.

Comment:

Although all the choices are real verb forms,, only B is

grammatically correct in this context. The student must both

hear the stem accurately and choose the form to complete it.

(6) Language Area: Vocabulary

Skill: Listening comprehension

Testing Device: True /False
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Instructions:

Listen to the'following statement and indicate whether it is

true or false: Andare sinonimo di venire. A. True, B. False.

Comment:

Sets of antonyms or synonyms should be clear, especially

in elementary and intermediate instruction. Questions of this

sort can be gradually made more subtle as the students' knowledge

of Italian grows. The difficulty of using true/false is evident.

Nevertheless,, it is a useful device to test the student's range

of vocabulary and his knowledge of families of words.

(7) Language Areas: Diphthongs and Triphthongs

Skill: Speaking

Testing Device: Transformation

Instructions:

Following the pattern of sapere/sai, pronounce the to form

of the following verbs: essere, andare, avere, potere, volere.

Comment:

Since the teacher is concerned here with how well the

student can pronounce the diphthongs /ei/ and /ai/ and the

triphtbong /uoi/, the grammatical change is made as Obvious as

possible. The student may say the forms directly to the teacher

or record them on tape.

(8) Language Area: Statement intonation

Skill: Speaking

Testing Device: Transformation
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Instructions:

On the model of: 'Gli piace it vino?/Gli piace it vino.,

change the following questions to statements: Studia l'italiano?

Vai a Roma?

Comment:

.Grammatical change is avoided in order to focus on the

student's.ability to produce the statement intonation.

Language Area: Inflection

Skill: Speaking

Testing IREL22: Transformation

Instructions:

Change the verb in the following sentences to the future

tense. Model: Studio l'italiano. - Studierb l'italiano.

1. Canta la canzone.

2. Fa it suo lavoro.

3. Leggiamo it nuovo libro.

Answers: 1. Canter& la canzone.

2. Fare it suo lavoro.

3. Leggeremo it nuovo libro.

Comment:

The sentences may be given to the student orally, or he

may read them from a sheet and say the answers aloud. If the

teacher varies the person and the verb (as in this case); two

possible errors must be anticipated: tense and person. Items

of this kind can be more complicated; for instance, they can

involve correct sequence of tenses in subordinate clauses, etc.
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(10) Language Area: Culture (social institutions)

Skill: Writing

Testing Device: Completion

Instructions:

Write a short and socially appropriate rejoinder to the

following:

1. Edamoci del tu.

2. Sono lieta di fare la Sua conoscenza.

3. Buon pranzo!

Possible answers: 1. D'accordo.

2. Il piacere mio, Signora.

3. Grazie, altrettanto.

Comment:

This item involves only one facet of the many-sided com-

posite that is culture. The student is being tested on his

ability to react to expressions that fit commonly encountered

situations. Some latitude in the answer will have to be alloiged

by the teacher (omission of "Signora" in answer to No. 2, for

example), but no answer should be allowed which would be

inappropriate in the social circumstances implied by the context.

(11) Language Area: Phrasal syntax

Skill: Reading

Testing Device: Matching

Instructions:

Match each relative clause in Column B with its antecedent

in Column A:
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Column A Column B

1. Dovlb it signore a. la quale voleva comprare it
caffb?

2. E'venuta la signora b. it quale voleva parlarmi?

Answers: 1-b, 2-a.

Comment:

The student is tested on his ability to maintain gender

across phrasal boundaries.

(12) Language Area: Sentence syntax

Skill: Reading

Testing Device: Matching

Instructions:

Match the clauses in Column B with those of Column A to

make coherent sentences:

Column A Column B

1. Se avro abbastanza a. ti avrei comprato un bel
danaro regalo.

2. Se avessi abbastanza b. ti comprerb un bel regalo.
danaro'

Answers: 1-b, 2-a.

Comment:

The student is being tested on his ability to recognize

appropriate sequences of tenses in complex sentences.

(13) ILaglia26281:24 Vocabulary

Skill: Reading

Testing Device: Multiple choice0110
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Instructions:

Select the expression which best completes the question.

1. Sai

a. . it professor Marino
b. la Francia
c. nuotare

2. Conosci
=111=1111MEMINIIIV

a. l'Italia
b. pattinare
c. cucire

bene?

Answers: 1-c 2-a.

Comment:

The distinction between sapere and conoscere is being

tested in context.

(14) Language Area: Culture (Music)

Skill: Reading

2212211g Device: Matching

Instructions:

Match the operas in Column A with the names of their

composers in Column B.

Column A Column B

1. Lucia di Lammermoor a. Pergolesi

2. La Serva Padrona b. Puccini

3. Suor Angelica c. Donizetti

4. l'Amico Fritz d. Bellini

5. Norma e. Mascagni

Answers: 1-c, 2-a, 3-b, 4-e, 5-d.



Comment:

Matching is a well established device to test factual

knowledge. Other devices could have been used here; different

types of items could render the recall of the facts more or

less difficult. By using true/false items, we could present

the student with the following:

1. Mascagni scrisse Lucia di Lammermoor. a. True, b. False.

2. Unlopera di Giacomo Puccini Suor An a. True, b. False.

We could use completion items such as:

1. scrisse l'Amico Fritz.

(15) Language Area: Grammar units

Skill: Writing

Testing Device: Completion

Instructions:

Fill in the blanks with appropriate verb forms to indicate

a simple past tense:

1. Le ragazze venute.

2. I soldati si seduti.

3. Giovanni corso un miglio,

Answers: 1. sono, 2. sono, 3. ha

Comment:

The proper use of the auxiliary verbs is a major problem

for students of Italian whose native language is English. The

most difficult of these three items is the last one (Giovanni

corso un miglio.) because the verb correre takes the
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auxiliary verb essere when it is intransitive and avere when

followed by a direct object.

(16) Language 11-2a: Derivation

Skill: Writing

Testing Device: Completion

Instructions:

Fill in the correct derivative suffix in the following blanks:

1. Il mio fratell non vuole andare a scuola.

(My little brother doesn't want to go to school.)

2. Un buon giocat guadngna spesso.

(A good player often wins.)

3. Il pane fa it pane.

(The bread-maker makes bread.)

Answers: 1. -ino, 2. -ore, 3. -ttiere.

ComMent:

The sentences must be chosen with care in order to insure

that the student will be either completely right or completely

wrong in his choice of derivative.

(17) Language Area: Style

Skill: Writing

Tes.Lins. Device: Transformation

Instructions:

Change the following expressions to their informal equi-

valents:

1. Come si dhiama Lei?

2. ArrivederLa.
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3. Come stanno Loro?

Answers: 1. Come ti chiami? 2. Ciao. 3. Come state?

Comment:

These items test the student's ability to shift from

formal to informal style. The choice of items must be care-

fully considered to take into account alternate informal

expressions, such as the possibility of arrivederci for

answer No. 2.

(18) Language Area: Culture

Skill: Reading

Testing Device: Matching

Instructions:

Match the following authors and works. Write the appro-

priate letters from the second column in the spaces provided

before the authors' names.

011=1/1MINOS

1. Dante a. Il Prinsim

2. Machiavelli b. I Pramessi Sposi

3. Manzoni c. La Divina Commedia

4. Guareschi d. Don Camillo

Answers: 1-c, 2-a, 3-b, 4-d.

Comment:

Matching is a useful way tn,test specific literary knowledge.

4.3.3 Global Testing

Some teachers prefer items which do not focus on one specific

learning problem; such items specifically involve more than one skill,
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language area and testing device at the same time. This technique has

been called "global testing." The following is offered as a typical

example:

Instructions:

You will hear an answer to a question. Match it with

its written representation on your answer sheet and write a

question which could have prov&led the answer.

Spoken Answer: Non ne ho.

Answer Sheet: A. Non ne ha.

B. Non le ho.

C. Non ne ho.

Second Phase:

Student writes (for instance): Hai dei fiammiferi?,

or any other question that could have preceded the answer.

Comment:

The skills being tested in this example are listening

comprehension, reading, and writing. The language areas in-

volve tense identification (in the listening and reading

parts) and several problems in the writing part, such as the

partitive construction, vocabulary and verb inflection. The

testing devices are matching and transformation. In using

such items the teacher must be prepared to judge the con-

sequences of each possible error. If the' student misses the

first answer, his subsequent answers will also be incorrect.

There must also be some well understood procedure for classi-
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Lying possible errors if the teacher is to discern the

student's weaknesses. Grading such items can be difficult

if partial credit is given. Global testing may be used

effectively, however, whenever the student has acquired a

degree of moderate fluency and the teacher wishes to evalu-

ate his versatility in the foreign language.
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Chapter IV -- RUSSIAN

PREPARING TEST ITEMS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

. .

4.1.1 It is not easy to amass a large repertoire of effective test

items. In addition to the difficult task of writing understandable

instructions and credible distractors, the teacher must worry con-

stantly about how the test fits what he has taught. In foreign-
is

language work, it is often desirable for'a test to sample all the

language-skills; onstich atest,testing AeVices must be used which

are appropriate to each skill. We hope that the teacher will find r

the following sections helpful in making his own test items. This --

manual:claims neither novelty nor completeness. In Chapter IV, we

haye tried, first, to be explicit about the essential elements of

successful foreign-language tests and then to organize them into a

useful working outline accompanied by concrete examples.

4.2 THE ESSENTIAL MEMENTS OF A TEST

4.2.1 There are three basic sets of elements in any language test:

(i) the language skills' (2) specific testing devices, and (3) the

particular language areas to be tested.

4.2.2 The Language Skills

. 4.2.2.1 Teachers generally recognize four fundamental skills:

(1) listening comprehension, (2) speaking, (3) reading, and (4)

writing. In audio-lingual Trogromns, listening comprehension is con-
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sidered to have primacy over the others. The position taken is

that one cannot speak read or write meaningfully in a language

without being able to understand that language. The other three

skills are also interrelatedl but it is not clear that speaking

is as important for reading and writing as listening comprehension

is for all of them. Even in the native language, the reading skill

is often--perhaps always--more highly developed than the ability to

write.

4.2.2.2 Tests must take into consideration which specific skills

are to be evaluated. When the reading skill has been the main con-

cern of the course, for instance, tests should not emphasize listen-

ing comprehension; in audio-lingual programs, which generally begin

with listening comprehension and speaking, reading and writing should

not be tested in the early stages of instruction.

4.2.2.3 Of the four skills, listening comprehension and reading are

easiest to evaluate objectively. The difficulties inherent in test-

ing writing and speaking are readily apparent. With listening and

reading it is a comparatively simple matter to control the student's

responses, but it is difficult to do so when the student is to react

orally or in writing. Judgment of spoken and written responses in-

volves much personal interpretation by the teacher; it is difficult

to restrict the student to only one correct response. The burden of

grading and administering oral-response tests makes them unwieldy;

although written answers are somewhat easier to grade, they are just

as difficult to control as spoken responses. Having a number of
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teachers grade written responses may actually increase the degree

of subjectivity, although some experts disagree.1

4.2.3 Testing Devioen

4.2.3.1 The most commonly used devices in foreign-language testing

are: (1) multiple-choice items, (2) completion items, (3) matching

sets, (4) true/ false items, (5) translation, (6) dictation, and items

involing (7) expansion, (8) transformation, and (9) substitution.

The last three are especially useful to test speaking and writing.

Of the other devices, true/false items and translation are the ones

most often debated. It is very difficult to phrase a true/false item

so that it is clearly and unquestionably true or false but not trans-

parently so. Translation has several shortcomings. Using translation

from the native language into the foreign language to discover the

student's control of specific problem areas (the use of certain cases

with special verbs, for example, in Russian) is ineffective in cases

where the student can find an alternate possibility (a synonymous verb

taking a different case in this instance). Although translation from

the foreign language to the native language is easier to control, its,

effectiveness is also somewhat limited because the student can usually

1See, for example, The Measurement of Writing Ability by Fred
Godshalk, Frances Swineford and William Coffman, College Entrance
Examination Board, New York (1966). The articulation of norms
for written composition differs from language to language. For
an illuminating discussion of procedures, see How the French Boy
Learns to Write by Rollo Walter Brown, Harvard University Press
(1915), reprinted by the National Council of Teadhers of English
(1963)
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find clues to the meaning of the phrase or word to be translated in

language features (context, word order, etc.) other than the specific

feature being tested. Therefore, unless the 'macher can control quite

strictly the context of a particular word or phrase, it is difficult

to determine the student's actual command of the matter being tested.

Extensive use of translation is obviously subject to attack in any

curriculum that consciously emphasizes direct use and knowledge of the

foreign language with as little recourse as possible to the student's

native language. Perhaps translation is more accurately a specialized

skill than a testing device. There is certainly no proof that the

ability to understand, speak, read, and write a foreign language also

guarantees the ability to translate freely betweenthat language and

one's own language. Indeed, in institutions with a sound foreign-

languap program designed for specialists, translation is often taught

in a separate course to which students are admitted only after they

have demonstrated a command of the other skills.

4.2.3.2 Multiple- choice items (i.e., choice of one correct answer

from two or more possible answers) and matching sets are easy to

control since variation in answers is strictly limited. To be

effective, multiple - choice items must have distractors which are

sufficiently similar to the correct choice to. attract the student

who does not'really know what the correct answer is. Incorrect

answers can reveal the individual student's problems. A wrong choice

between CTOJI: and .CTOJIb or 6paT and 6paTE) in Russian, for

example, may mean that the student needs more practice in distinguish-
.

ing hard from soft consonants. By increasing the number of possible
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answers, the teacher can gain more information about the individual

student's weaknesses and needs.

4.2.3.3 There are two ways of constructing matching sets: (1) the

same number of items may be suppLied in each of two columns, or (2)

more items may appear in the column from which the "answers" are to

be selected, thereby leaving a residue when the answers have been

Chosen. In either case, matching is a type of interlocking multiple

choice. Guessing, however, can be a factor in both matching and

multiple-choice items. A formaa for penalizing random choices can

be used; it should be explained to the students in an effort to dis-

courage them from making irresponsible guesses.

4.2.3.4 Expansion items test the student's knowledge of the con-

struction of sentences in the foreign language. The s:udent may be

asked to expand a sentence in a number of different ways. In the

following example, he is being tested on his knowledge of possessive

modifiers:

Instructions: You will hear a pair of short sentences. Add
the appropriate possessive modifier to the second
sentence, referring to the owner indicated in the
first sentence.

Student hears:

Answers:

. f

BOT lemma lbaxa. 1,1BaH aanaz mmry.
BoT TeTpa,gb Bopzca. Hai BOOLOT TeTpaAb.

HBaH aanix 05010 xxxriy.

Hsa 800bMgT 81'0 mrdry.
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4.2.3.5 Transformation items are particularly suited to evaluating

writing. The student is given instructions and a model; for example,

he is given a sentence with a verb in the present tense to be changed

to a past tense. A series of sentences follows with the verb in the

present tense which the student is to change to the past. Trans-

formation items can be written to test more complex matters such as

making active sentences passive, inserting subordinate clauses into

simple sentences to make complex sentences, etc. It is always ad-

visable to furnish a model item as part of the instructions.

substitution items, the student is asked to replace a

word, part of a word, or phrase with another;

Instructions:

Sentence:

Replace the Underlined words with others
which are equally correct.

Mx eu484Ke exaem Beex 'wrypauTos.

Possible Answer: Mu eigg He saaem soex Aessrzeis.

4..2.3.7 Dictation is a well-known device in foreign-language

instruction. However, it is difficult to grade straight dictation,

The teacher must decide how to sort out and weight each student's

individual errors. One way to avoid many problems is to give the

student a partially filledLin answer sheet. As the teacher reads the

dictatiopl.thestudent'writes in only what has been omitted from the

text he has before.him. The blanks may become more numerous as the

student progresses'in his ability to take dictation.

4.2.4 The Language Areas

4.2.4.1 The third basic set of elements involved in the preparation
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of foreign-language tests, the language areas to be tested, is the

least clearly defined and by far the largest of the three. Opinions

about the relative importance of various language areas differ widely.

4.2.5 Contrastive Anal ma

4.2.5.1 The student's native language is carefully contrasted with

the f-reign language he is studying because it is believed that,the

language learner will make numerous predictable errors when he in-

correctly transfers the habits he has acquired in his native language

to the language he is studying. In other words, thelearner tends

to express himself in the foreign language in terms of the rules of

the language he alreaay knows. He will automatically assume that

whatever is not clearly different in the foreign language is the

same as in his own language. A thorough knowledge of the differences

that exist between the two languages can therefore help the teacher.

to anticipate problems.

4.2.5.2 A foreign-language test could well consist very largely of

items on the areas where the two languages differ. If the teacher

knows, for example, that Russian grammatical gender is different from

English gender, he can expect gender to be a problem for the English-

speaking learner and may therefore devote a large proportion of his

testing to gender in the early stages of instruction.

4.2.5.3 Wherever the native language of the student has a feature

Which is lacking or simpler in the foreign language, the problem is

relatively easy to solve. Where Russian has no articles, for example,

English has a comparatively complicated system. As a result, the
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English-speaking learner of Russian has to learn to express himself

without articles while the Russian student of English has to learn

to use correctly the English definite and indefinite articles.

4.2.5.4 Both the contrasts and the ways in which we state them

depend on the theoretical premisses we employ in our contrastive

analysis. We suggest the following outline as a.good guide to the

arrangement of basic language matters:

I. 13202212a (Sound System)

a. phonemes (distinctive classes of sounds)

b. distribution of phonemes (including diphthongs and
consonant clusters)

c. intonation (pitch changes in the voice to indicate
statements, questions and emotional coloring)

II. Morphology (Formation. of Words)

a. morphemes (the basic units ofzrammar)

b. inflection (changes in words according to number,
person, case, etc.)

c. derivation of words (formation of new words by com-
pounding or by the addition ,31! prefixes and suffixes)

III. synE (Arrangements of Words in Larger Constructions)

a. phrases

b. clauses

c. sentences
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4.2.6 Vocabulary

The size and nature of a student's vocabulary is obviously

important in language teaching. Various word counts exist,2 but

there is surprisingly little agreement about what words should be

taught at each level of language instruction. However, since the

teacher must test vocabulary, he should select vocabulary items as

shrewdly as he can to test those items that seem most useful. For

purposes AC lassification, idioms should be included in 'vocabulary'

It is also often useful to group words into families or general

categories.

4.2.7 Style

Russians make systematic use, of a number of different styles

of discourse of varying degrees of formality and impersonality,

both orally and in writing. Some distinctions in style affect even

basic grammatical forms. Sudh is the case with the forms of polite

and familiar address in Aussian. At least the most important dis-

tinctions of style are treated in most language texts and should be

tested.

2An interesting study has been done for English at Brown
University (see the forthcoming.pdblicationl CompAitL2911
Analyles of Present Da American Englishl edited by Henry
Kucera and W. N. Francis . In a text of 1,0140235 words, there
Were only 50,457 different words; 42,540 of these occurred only
ten times or. less.
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4.2.8 Literature

Literature is generally considered an essential part of foreign-

language instruction. In audio-lingual programs literature is not

ignored; rather, it is not treated until students can read with some

ease and with sensitivity to literary values. The choice of specific

literary selections varies, of course, from teacher to teacher and

from class to class.

4.2.9 Culture

There is no generally accepted, useful definition of culture in

the context of foreign-language teaching. Culture is understood

either in a narrow sense, meaning understanding of the literary and

artistic values general among the educated speakers of Wlanguage,

or it is extended to include the whole way of life and the history

of a people, the geography of the land they live in and their

political, religious and social instil'ions. Teachers seem to

agree, however, that culture is an essential part of language

instruction and that they should test their students on it.

1

1
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4.2.10 A Brief List of Language Areas

The following list of language areas is offered:

(1) distinctive sound classes (phonology) (e.g., the stressed
vowel sounds in' Tam, eger, mbA, Bracy, ,ZOOM ;

hard vs. soft consonantS, etc..);

(2) orthography (e.g., unstressed vowels);

(3) consonant clusters (e. g., 1.14 , double consonants, etc.);

(4) statement intonation;

(5) question intonation;

(6) basic grammar units (e.g., cases, aspects);

(7) inflectional procedures (e.g., nominal inflection);

(8) derivation (e.g., formation of diminutives, etc.);

(9) phrasal syntax;

i,(10) clausal syntax;

I

(11) sentence syntax;

(12) vocabulary (including both single words and idioms);

(13) style (e.g.,'colloquial' vs. 'literary' Russian);

(14) literature (names of well-known writers, reading
selections);

(15) culture (accepted ways of speaking in specified, social
situations, ways of addressing officials, etc.).

The list is open; additional features can be added to it and

the ones given can be made more detailed.
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4.3 WOWING OUTLINES FOR TEST WRITING

The skills and testing devices have been arranged on the

following chart:

Chart No. 1: Skills and Testing Devices

Skills Testing Devices

MC CO MA T/F TR DIC EX T SUB RA EC R

Listening
Comprehension X

Speaking X X X X X X X

Reading X X X

Writing X X X

Key: MC -

CO -

MA -
T/F -

TR -

DIC -
EX -

multiple choice
completion
matching
true/false
translation
dictation
expansion

T -

SUB -
RA
EC

X

transformation
substitution
readingaloud
extended composition
repetition
effective use

Anexamination of the chart leads.te some general observations on

the appropriateness of particular testing devices to specific skills:

(1) Generally speaking, completion items are hard to control.

In order to assure objectivity, completion items must be restricted

to absolutely unambiguous possibilities. (Visuals can be useful

for this purpose).

(2) Ambiguity is a major problem in true/false questions.

The teacher should be especially cautious in his use of ungrammatical
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sentences which the student is to identify as "incorrect." Just as

correct stimuli appear to reinforce, learning, incorrect stimuli may

create uncertainty where the student is well prepared.

(3) The use of translation to test all four skills is open.

to question. Problems arise in restricting translation so as to

test only specific points. Tianslation can also be considered a

distinet skill; as such, it, too, can be tested by a number of de-
. 4 ,

vices, such as multip1! choice, completion, matching and true/false

items,

(4) Expansion and transformation items are useful devices

for testing speaking and writing, but they are inappropriate de-

vices for testing the receptive skills of listening and reading.

It is reasonable to suppose that some testing devices are more

suitable than others to pupils of different ages. In the absence

of evidence from controlled experimentation, the individual teacher

must rely on his own judgment.

4.3.1 Chart No. 2, combining language areas and skills, is a check

list for the preparation of test items. By filling it with actual

test items of different kinds the teacher can achieve a broad

coverage of language problems. The following samples illustrate

item composition. Each item is numbered in cross reference to

Chart No. 2.



Chart No. 2: Language Areas and Skills

Language Areas Skills

Listening
Comprehension Speaking . Reading Writing

Sound Classes
(Phonemes) (3) . (5) (5)

Orthography (19)
. (19)

Consonant
Clusters (5)

Statement
Intonation ( ) (6)

Question
Intonation (4+)

Grammar Units
(Morphemes) (12)

Inflection (8)(9) (8)(9) (8)(9) (8)(9)

Derivation (10) . (10) (10) (10)

Syntax:.
Phrases (2)(6) (6) (2)(11)(12)

Syntax:
Clauses (2) (2)(13)(16) (16)

Syntax:

Sentences (2)(7)(8) (7)(8)
(2)(7)
(8)(14) (7)(8)(15)

Vocabulary (1)(2) (1)(2)(18). (18)

Style (17) (17)



4.3.2 Sample Test Items

(1) Language Area:

Skill:

Testing Device:

Instructions:

Answers:
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Vocabulary

Listening comprehension

Multiple choice

You will hear several questions in Russian one
time each. After each question you will hear four
short responses to the question. These also will
be spoken only once. After you have heard all
four, put down the letter (a, b, c, d) of the
response best suited to.the question.

Rax Aoaro BN OTOVNI B onepege

a.
b.
0.
d.

Bnepa.
BoU yTpo.
B nac.
B Pnle.

.

2. rAe noxynaloT npoiuxTm?

a. Ha eaHoAe.
b. B pacTpoHome.
c. B pecTopaue.
d. B anTexe.

.3. XOTHTe MATZ Ha xcligepT?

a. C yAoHo.aracTxnem!
b. BoT AocaAal
c. Bcero xopomero!
d. HoeApaanam Had!

This item could also be used in written form to
test reading.
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(2) Language Areas: Vocabulary/Syntax

Skill: Listening compreheacion

Testing Device: Multiple choice

Instructions: You will hear twice a descriptive passage of moderate
difficulty. After you have heard the passage you
will be asked fivequestions on the passage. Listen
to the choices, thea select from thechoices the
reply which is correct according to the information
in the Elam. Mark on your answer sheet the
letter which corresponds to your. choice.

ABe0TH RTUi0MeTp0B R ceaepo-aacToxy DT MOCRER.RWED-
Alvica =mos "Kpacm* o1Tx6p0. Boxpyr icoxxosa--onzom-

AeO, noTopia 000TORT 604bMeti.naoTbm pa emelt Ta
JleopHalt E aeue Ha ceaepe Pocoren4 AagT oco6eHRUM

xapaETep ZH3H11 .,E0Aeft B BTOM 4e0Tra SOM. .

Honaa a TOM pakoue ue.Onellb xopouza, HO noxxosuue
noza--daaroAaps xavue--AamT Aoacumxo.xopomxe
B momcose npon3aoA4Tou pozia; nmemana,_ °ago n HapTomma.
qacTuue oropow ROJIXO0REROB AMOT mo6aBox oaown--Eany-
oTsr, zsc, mopxoBb 1 orypnm. ,,DpyxToaux Aepeawia HeT, no-
TOMy 'LTO clam omnincom cypoaue.

Aorta x APYrne 3A&RDIR B.ROJECO0e 'ace Aepeauxuue. KpoMe
nacTaux Aomos ecTbnpauvieumekozxosa, a (mum swank Ha-
nazbuau mitozavAeTemanccalx 14,6146.71HOTeRep 11:8 DTAOABROM
3AeREE, 3aJi ma codpaxxli 'Tames.. Hemmen() DT Homcosa
ecTb maacalbicas oTaunan, rAe MO HO 000Tb ua-noesA B gocuay.

Ha moAxose It.Kpacuutt ouTs0pb zmagv-7euni CniTaTB.AeTeM--
no:71TopacTa nexosex. XoTst padoTamTaceleSpOo4me'4A4M,
auerAa e0Tb ReADOTRTOnHO padolnix. 3T0 0674cUaeTox.oneub
npooTo: mo.nowle zmAn He Mt:aim 00TeBaTbDE a.Aepeaue, B
3y.7IbTaTe tiero lowncos TepaeT do.nbule nozosxnu °Boa. mo.no-
Omni.

Student hears: (#1) Cegnao oxymatfire aonpocH. Bonpoc nowrops-
=CIE TOAbRO OAHE pas. Bonpoc uomep omi:

B maxoti nacTx COP HaX0AETWI H0=00 "Kpaomutf oxisdpb"?

i. Ha lore.
b. Ha ceaepe.
c. Ha BOOTOBe.

(#2) Bonpoo somep.Aaa: '11TO AagT cloodesniuft xa-
paimep =mum moAeff B mciutooe?

a. Oxpyzammge ;ma.
b. B.ngamwe Napa.
c. Kopomune aeTa.



Comment:
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(#3) Bonpoc xomep Hollemy HOT 4OPYRT0xxx Ae-
pesbeyEr s moxxose?

a. Rostma B 3TOM paRoxe Talc47 njloxas.
b. 3xmoll Cammom X0.710AHO B HOZXCee.
C. ROJIX03 Xe xaaxanex Aaa npoxasoAcTsa divyxTox.

(#4) Bonpoc HOMO p nempe: EOJIM cTaTb eTeR,
OHNIBRO.neA0BeH.BHBgT B xoaxoae "Rpacxx#
oxTa6pb"?

a. °KOZO AxyxcoT.
-\

b.. CTO HRTBA0OHT.
c. Mexime cTa.

(#5) Bonpoc xomep HRTID: Hollemy ROXX03 TepaeT
Coabme nozoxxxx caoeti mozoAgacx?

a. B noxxose HOT AOCTeT011H0 padoTx.
b. EB3Hb arme S APYrInc AePexxax.
c. Mo.noA4e amAx.npeAncolaTamT =TB s ropoAe.

This is a difficult type of item. It should be used
only when the student has acquired a rather substantial
amount of Russian. Items of this sort can also be
easily adapted to test reading.

(3) Language Area: Sound' classes (phonology)

Skill Listening comprehension

Testing Device: True/False

Instructions: You will hear a nuulber of Russian words. Listen
especially to the first consonant. Indicate whether
it was hard or soft by writing h for hard, s for
soft on your answer sheet. Here is an example:

/MAR

You would write s on your answer sheet.

Example:



Student hears:

Answers:

Comment:.
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1. tied= ACM

.2.: BOX

3. mary

h
2. s
3. s

4. h
5.

Tbma

Items of title kind are best considered modified
true/false items: The student is asked-to write
h meaning'"it is true, that the consonant is hard"

,

or 's meaning ".it iefalse thatthe consonant is
hard; it is'bogt."

(4) Language Area: 'Intonation

Skills Listening comprehension

TestitallEdsv Multiplechoice.

Instructions:' You. will heat a number of utterances in Russian.
Included are neutral statements, emphatic statements;
and questions. As you hear each, indicate on your
answer sheet the type of utterance itis. Use N'for

.neutral.statementi E for emphatic statement, and
for question.

Student hears: 1. 51 Ammo sae se smgeal

2. Bbt IIET8/111 aTy Emmy?

3. Bopic mozeT ":3To KyrixTbs

Answers:

Comment:

4.. Mapreut OMITS ccopmJiacb c mogpypoRt.

5. Bnepa 6m.71 neTsepr.

1. E
2. Q
3. Q

4. 'E
5 . N

The Russian utterances can be presented quite rapidly,
sincethestudent is listening for distinctive
Melodies more- than for lexical or grammatical features.
By moving at afairly rapid pace: the student
prevented from cross - comparing his answers, so that
the teacher can be reasonably certain that he has
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answered on the basis of his first impression. If a
large number of utterances are presentnd, it is
always clear whether the student recognizes the
contours. If he does not recognize some or all of
thc contours, a large number of responses makes
clear precisely where the difficulty lies.

LamamtlEll: Sound classes

Skills: Listening comprehension/Speaking

Testing Device:. Repetition

Instructions: You will hear several sentences. Repeat each.

sentence, imitating the speaker's pronunciation
as closely as you can.

Student hears:

Answers:

Comment:

1. CaMti WIEUT nceeb yze meep, meeages.

.2. Ha eTellespidexo meeTB eTaplax xapnix..

3. Bee 'ciemel xrpaio B maxmaTE.,

The teacher listens for the following:

.1. 1119 z

2. *CT

3. x

This same item could be presented in written form.
It would then test two abilities: the student's
ability to interpret Russian orthography correctly
and his ability to pronounce the language acceptably.

.

.

(6) Language Area Syntax (phrases)

. .

Skills: Speaking/Listening comprehension

Testing Device: Expansion ..

. .
.

Instructions: : 'You Wfill'he.given several simple Russian sentences, _1

.' H one at 'a time After you hear each sentence, you may
repeat it aloud once to help you remember it Next )

you will beigivenenadjective... Insert the correct
form of the'hdjective:intOjtS.proper plcce in the
:1eptende.Youwill'thenbegiven.6:Eussianmplber.
from one to five .- Insert the correct forms of!Thoili.. 1

the adjectiVe'and-theliuMber-into.their proper places _1

in the original sentence Remember to make all
necessary changee.:,

1
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Student is told:

Student says:

Student is told:

Student says:

Student is told:

Student is told:

Student says:

Student is told:

Student sa-s:
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(1) RynTtla pydamxy.

uoumM

H maim mosym pOanncy.

TPM

R mTTIHJ TPE 410EMIX pydammx;

(2) AtetTe ram wranai Boma.

domma

AaTe MM Comma cTaxa1 130,01.

Asa

Aatfte mm mut doommxik eTauana EOM.

Student is. told: (3) MM BRAAJI13 AeBymity.

Student is told:

Student says:

Student is told:

Student says:

Comment:

(7) animage

Skills:

Testing

xpacrauxii

Mu symezx xpacimym AeBYmEY.

MM EIHAWIld lieTuptix xpacraumx Aerlymen.

This type of item can be recorded so that the teacher
can play the students' responses back a second time
to evaluate their pronunciation, intonation, fluency, etc.

Area: Syntax (sentences)

Reading/Writing, or:
Listening cOmprehension/Speaking

Device Transformation

Instructions You will be given several sentences. You are to
change each sentence so that the present subject
will appear as an object, and the present object,
as subject in a new sentence. Here is an example:
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Example: OH dee mend ne nogAnT.
Answer: Si 6ee Hero xe noMAY.

1. Azexceen wiepa nix xa aexImm c Hxna.

2. Oxa 3T0 cgexaxa Axa }lac.

Answers,:

Comment:

1. Mama Bnepa 6xxa ma xexgxn o Axexceenum.
2. ME 3TO oAexaem Aza nen.

Items of this type can be presented equally effectively
orally or in written form. When they are presented
orally they should be dministered so that, the student's
responses are recorded to enable the teacher to
evaluate them with care.

(8) Language Area: Syntax (sentences) /Inflection

Skills: Speaking/Listening comprehension

Testing Device: Transformation

Instructions: You will be given several Russian sentences. Each
sentence contains only singular words or only
plural words. You are to make all singular words
plural, and all plural words singular. Here is an
example:

Example: CvpAenTxx nraTaax Aoma,
AnsWer: OtyAexTRa Iremaxa Aoma.

Student hears: (#1) 3TH JIMAI3 X OAR T R xop 011113M AOHTOpaM.

Student says: 3TOT 7iedionex xoAkT R xopomemy AoxTopy.

( #2) 110 DTOT R414010

Comoientl:

3T0 xmonz?

liPome eTorO:asropesankna 13 xamett ixoxe
ire KnooTganna.
KpOMe :6Tzka.n7'quercian, klialpot laxozax

'.-Itemeaf this type Can alsobe used to test writing
'(and:.readingi incidentally).

(9) Language Area:

Skills:

Inflection

Speaking/Listening comprehension

Testing Device:. Transformation
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Instructions: You will be given several sentences in which the
verb forms are all of the xiLst.tense. Repeat the
sentences changing the verbs to the present tense.

Example:

Answers:

Halt MI 3TO AG zazie
Answer: Kam MI 3T0 geaaeTe?

1. OTen BUJ' eltHIca B napx.

2. 110nelly TOJIbXO Aeaymax Taaneaaza?

3. 3Ta alma acHaza Ito/awry.

.1. BeAZT
. 2. Taxnyin
3. nthyT

Comment: Items of this type can also be administered in
writing to test writing (and reading, incidentally).

(to) Language Area: Derivation

Skills: Speaking/Listening comprehension

Testing Device: Transformation

Instructions: You will hear a number of statements containing
diminutives of names. Repeat each statement
substituting the full form of the name.

Example: Calla ceknac dozen.
Answer: AaexcanAp canac doaea.

Student hears: 1. Y OAK HeT KOHL4K013.

2. Mama Tenepb B MOORBO.

p. Mil C BOBoti nom.= ita BROVISKY.

4. Si noosom rpreime ceroAaa Bezepou.

1. Y Oxbrx aeT ROHBROB.
2. Mappla Tenepb s Mocase.
3, Mal BJ18.AMilip011 TIOULAN Ha BacTaaxy.
4. Si noaBoHm rparowno ceroAaa semepom.

Comment: It seems best to stretch the notion of transformation
to include phenomena of this sort. Items of this
kind can also be administered in written form to
test writing (and reading).
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Skill:

Testing Device:

Iontructions:

Answer:

Comment:

:12) Language Area

Skill:

Testing Device:

Instructions:
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Syntax (phrases)

Reading

True/False

Indicate whether the two sentences have the same
meaning by...checking true or false.

oa mar a B uncaskr.

Hamra y Ivrexa B uniacPy.

( ) True
( x ) False

As indicated.

If the student answers this item on the basis of
understanding (rather than guessing), it indicates
that he is aware that 2.-constructions are prepositional
phrases with adverbial force, structurally incapable
of modifying nouns. The meaning of both sentences
is close, to be sure, but the first person is present
in the subject in the first sentence, in the predicate
in the second, and there is no meaning of possession
whatsoever in the second sentence.

Grammar units

Reading

Multiple choice

Place an X in the, parentheses before the preposition
which correctly completes each of the following
sentences..

1. MaJIbIlkIftli IlAYT 140mott

( ) He
) 'OT

( X ) a
)

2. Ca6alta y6 excaza.
ItY74a ona anpaTazaaL.

( ) .or
( X ) .3 a
( ) go
( ) npo

yr OJI ae BHAeza,
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Comment: This item can also be considered to test knowledge
of phrase syntax.

(13) Language Area Syntax (clauses)

Skill: Reading

Testing Device: Multiple choice

Instructions: Place an X between the parentheses before the form
of the relative adjective which correctly completes
each of the sentences.

1. Ban', CTORT xa CTOJIe, mxe nogapxxa maTID.-

xoTopym
xoTopofl
xoTopaa
xoTopomy

2. 9To xmAx, xexBex sepxTB.

( ) xoTopme
( ) xoTopmx
( x) xoTopxm
( ) itoTopmmz

Answers: As indicated.

(14) Language Area: Syntax (sentences)

Skill: Reading

Testing Device: Multiple choice

Instructions: Place an X in the parentheses before the verbs which
_correctly complete each of the following Russian
sentences.

1. Hamhnoodemaxx,
B(Bpom no Aopqre Aomott.

eamax
Sam ii 011

3AMAIT
334COART

x xam.oerogxx

2. Bnepa 1.10111210 xi xezbea enaTb.

) (Ibiza

( x) dmxo
( ) duxx

Answers: As indicated.
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(15) Language Area: Syntax (sentences)

Skill: Writing

Testing Device: .Transformation/Expansion

Instructions: Given below are several groups of words. Write one
sentence for each group. Al]. the words in the group
should appear in the sentence, but you may add such
others as are required to complete the sense of your
sentence.

1. =TB, olcoao, rop0A

2. navel, zee, rpra6

3. xoTeTb, noAapox, 6paT

Possible Answers: 1. a. Rawl muceUT E ropoAet °Kozo solteaza.
b. Oxx =Lax °Kozo ropoAa.

2. a. AaBathe no2Atim zee as rpret6amx.
b. MozoAme AMAX EMI= B ARM, ea rpm6atua.

3. a. KTO ]coIeT Hyrum, nogapox Aza 6paTa?
b. Mott .6paT XIDTWI xyrnam noAapox

Comment: Many correct sentences can be written using the words
supplied. The problem is essentially global, since
the student is permicxed to add words. A variation
on this type is to require that the responses be
connected sequentially, so that the end result is a
dialogue or a paragraph rather than separate, unrelated
sentences.

(16) Language Area Syntax (clauses)

Skills: Writing/Reading

Testing Device: .Transformation/EXpansion

Instructions: -'61.ven'belaw'are'seVeral sentences containing
adverbial participles ("gerundt"). These have
been Underlined.. Rewrite each underlined participle
as an adverbial clause

Example: Hoexaxolutemracb, mozomie JImAn oTaJlx xopomemm

RorAa noexalcommaracki

Apy3BRME.

Halo.nbicb nbenakomiumo-b . , ....
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Comment:
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1. CHAS TB.71000HHIM Tpy6my, Azemceft PIBELHOBZI
THXO cmacaz azalo

2. He NatiAR pa6oTH B HBm-flopme, -modloArga inoAm
pemM.n noekaTE, B Raamcbopmmxi.

3. 3aarpaxam, OH caymaz HOBOOTX no paAmo.

1. Korga CHRJI
Ram TOXIDEO cHaz

2. UOToiy, ITO He Raman
Tax xam He Hamm'

3. Hama OH caHTpamaz
B TO Hpema, max aaHTpamaa

An item of this type, where several stylistic
variants are possible in the answer, can be used
only with sophisticated students.

..(17) Language Area: Style

Skills: Writing /Reading

Testiig Device: Extended composition

Instructions: Given below .is a short descriptive passage in Russian.
Using this passage as a basis, write a dialogue of
at.leaitfour lines. . Some material may be added, and
it is not necessary to include in the dialogue
everything that.appears in the passage.

MaR oTeg mexaHmx. OH pa6aTaeT B macTepcxo#. C Timm pada-
TamT,11-APYrIte mexammm.-:B,macTepcmoti nongHamT awrom06mAra
rpyaomaxm. Hitarga oTeg mHe noeHoameT xoprib B maaTepcxym.
R oneHb mo6.7no lia6xmAaTI!,.Kam. Tam.nozbaymTan HkaTpymexTamm.
liorAa Si s MaOTETOX02v. ElcerAa-wiymamcb mexaHmkoH, noTomy
nTa Tam anacito,

Suggested
Answer:

- -rAe pa6oTaeTHTHatioTeg?
OTO; mejtaHmk. OH pa6oTaeT B macTepcma.

Tam nonmkamT ainomodrunt H .rpyaoHlIkm.'
- -TisoM ()Ten Tee noamoaneT. xoAmTb.a macTepcxym?
--Ae4 mOrAa: 51 °nem, Jno6am-Ha6.71mAaTB, max'
naabcymTca .mgcTpymemamm. Ho gaAo 04yMATI7OR me-'
jcaHmMom, noTomy nTa B macTepqmoli.onacHo.

This type of item cannot be nied'until the studeat.has
dOne:sOMereadinvand.is.aware_of the_diEferences
-.between apokenccilloguial styleSnd:Simpie written

The.restatementcan be in either-direCtion
(i.e.,with either dialogue or expository passage
as cue).
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(18) Language Area: Vocabulary

Skills: Writing/EV:edit*

Testing Device: Completion

Instructions: Fill in the blanks in the following sentences with
words:suggested by the sentence context.

1. OTo CJITII4J100 b B 1125 -OM re/Ay,' TO eeTz,
B. Beim.

. B t7Me .TypxoT 3811.718.7,km ABa
HOC emb ea noAapolc.

Aoc5pm, puune Tiger. c
314mc-77xcnoirmo -'a Jle TOM

Answers:

Comment:

1. BeaaAgaTom
2. PYCLAR, .moneeit
3. nyAbTe
/i.. sapxo

This device is very effective for testing vocabulary.
No recourse to. English:is necesiary-.: lvloreoVer, it
folloWs the principle that vocabulary cannot be
divorced=fromcontext.::Itemsof this kind are not
easyto:write,however, for-the context which is
Inventedlindsti,e.:absolutely unambiguous. A. further

Weakness of thisdevice is that a student's general
knoWledge-..41sojs:Oftenteated.. For example, to
ansWerthe-firstqUestion above,. he must not only know
the)'EusSiamordinal numerals, bUt.also the convention

Hf011oWed in'RUSsian:for numbering,thei:Centuries.
:QueStiont oUthis 1014-are.best:adapte&to testing
olOsed. semantic subsystems ta:thelanguage, such as
parts of thel3Ody, :kinship terms, telling time, names
Of fl.WdaysOk:theweek and of the-months, etc.
AmbigiiitY.:is.leastAikely to occur in these areas.

(19) Language Area: Orthography

Skills: Writing/Listening

Testing Device: Dictation

Instructions: .You.'laVe'.:been-given a Russian text containing blanks
As this.passage-is.read to you, fill in the missing
word .ovwordi which.should appear in the blanks.
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Complete text .(to be read to the, student):

B AeToTpe, B nepBylo nopy .Ditozo,gooTx, tiedloBeE PIXTBCA B
mitozax: ypom TDDITezek.DnuiemT Ty geaL, liTo6m cAezaTb mBomy
OdpstapBaBiimmliedlOpemom.- Ho kor,ga OH sBxoADDT H3 mmomol, ne-
PecTaUT ynKTBe$, ero 04480811ke nogAeppuieleTea 11Teurelek,

BmecTO npexamX r I4TeJIeH, HoToprix caymax mamoixx
mikimai'BippOcABH ne4OBeR DmieeT on#y. Treltemamy - awkegaTypy.

Piepluametema/

B AeTcvie, nopy nexoBem yllyabca B

uncoaax: ypoicH HMEMT Ty , liTodm : mBorry

liexonelsom. Ho HorAs. OH HHAOAHT ,

erb.o6paaolimmei. .11Tenzem,

BmecTo npeament ynxTexeti, :oxymax maabliDlk H

muoula Bepoe4LIff liexoBex 0,4Hy Y4Texbapnly - JulTepaTypy

Comment: Omitted are words which'contain sounds or sound

'combinations difficUlt for gliphspeaking persons,
Or (2) whose spelling diverges ±athdr far from the
spoken form of the word. Also-omitted is the word

Imes,. This word' ii actually not difficult to spell,

13,1t,z!Ome students.have difficulty reconciling them-

selves tc writing two consecutive e's.. Listening

comprehension is tested in items of this kind, in
addition to spelling:.
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Chapter IVSPANISH

PREPARING TEST ITEMS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

4.1.1 It is not easy to amass a large repertoire of effective test

items. In addition to the difficult task of writing understandable

instructions and credible distractors, the teacher must worry con-

stantly about how the test fits what he has taught. In foreign-

language work, it is often desirable for a test to sample all the

language skills; on such a test, testing devices must be used which

are appropriate to each skill. We hope that the teacher will find

the following sections helpful in making his own test items. This

manral claims neither novelty nor completeness. In Chapter IV, we

have tried, first, to be explicit about the essential elements of

successful foreign-language tests and then to organize them into a

usefla working outline accompanied by concrete examples.

4.2 THE ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF A TEST

4.2.1 There are three basic sets of elements in any language test:

(1) the language skills, (2) specific testing devices, and (3) the

particular language areas to be tested.

4.2.2 The Language Skills

4.2.2.1 Teachers generally recognize four fundamental skills:

(1) listening comprehension, (2) speaking, (3) reading, and (4)

writing. In audio-lingual prograMs0, listening comprehension is
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considered to have primacy over the others. The position taken

is that one cannot speak, read or write meaningfully in a language

without being able to understand that language. The other three

skills are also interrelated, but it is not clear that speaking

is as important for reading and writing an listening comprehension

is for all of them. Even in the native language, the reading skill

is often--perhaps always--more highly developed than the ability

to write.

4.2.2.2 Tests must take into consideration which specific skills

are to be evaluated. When the reading skill has been the main

concern of the course, for instance, tests should not emphasize

listening comprehension; in audio-lingual programs, which generally

begin with listening comprehension and speaking, reading and writing

should ndt be tested in the early stages of instruction.

4.2.2.3 Of the four kills, listening comprehension and reading

are easiest to evaluate objectively. The difficulties inherent

in testing writing and speaking are readily apparent. With listen-

ing and reading it is a comparatively simple matter to control the

student's responses, but it is difficult to do so when the student

is to react orally or in writing. Judgment of spoken and written

responses involves much personal interpretation by the teacher;

it is difficult to restrict the student to only one correct response.

The burden of grading and administering oral-response tests makes

them unwieldy; although written answers are somewhat easier to

grade, they are just as difficult to control as spoken responses.
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Having a number of teachers grade written responses may actually

increase the degree of subjectivity, although some experts dis-

agree.'

4.2.3 Testing Devices

4.2.3.1 The most commonly used devices in foreign-language testing

are: (1) multiple-choice items, (2) completion items, (3) matching

sets, (4) true/false items, (5) translation, (6) dictation, and items

involving (7) expansion, (8) transformation, and (9) substitution.

The last three are especially useful to test speaking And writing.

Of the other devices, true/false items and translation are the ones

most often debated. It is very difficult to phrase a true/false item

so that it is clearly and unquestionably true or false but not trans-

parently so. Translation has several shortcomings. Using translation

from the native language into the foreign language to discover the

student's control of specific problem areas (the subjunctive, for

example, in Spanish) is ineffective in cases where the student can

find an alternate possibility (the infinitive, for example). Al-

though translation from the foreign language to the native language

is easier to control, its effectiveness is also somewhat limited

1See, for example, The Measurement of Writing Ability by Fred
Godshalk, Frances Swineford and William Coffman, College Ehtrance
Examination Board, New York (1966). The articulation of norms
for written composition differs from language to language. For
an illuminating discussion of procedures, see How the French Bo
Learns to Write by Rollo Walter Brown, Harvard University Press
(1911, reprinted by the National Council of Teachers of English
(1963
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because the student can usually find clues to the meaning of the

phrase or word to be translated in language features (context, word

order, etc.) other than the specific feature being tested. Therefore,

unless the teacher can control quite strictly the context of a partic-

ular word or phrase, it is difficult to determine the student's actual

command of the matter being tested. Extensive use of translation is

obviously sUbject to attack in any curriculum that consciously em-

phasizes direct use and knowledge of the foreign language w!.th as

little recourse as possible to the student's native language. Per-

haps translation is more accurately a specialized skill than a test-

ing device. There is certainly no proof that the ability to understand,

speak, read, and write a foreign language also guarantees the ability

to translate freely between that language and one's own language.

Indeed, in institutions with a sound foreign-language program designed

for specialists, translation is often taught in a separate course to

which students are admitted only after they have demonstrated a

command of the other skills.

4.2.3.2 Multiple-choice items (i.e., choice of one correct answer

from two or more possible answers) and matching sets are easy to

control since variation in answers is strictly limited. To be

effective, mmltiple-choice items must have distractors which are

sufficiently similar to the correct choice to attract the student

who does not really know what the correct answer is. Incorrect

answers can reveal the individual student's problems. A wrong choice

between Pero and 22=2 or carp and carro in Spanish, for example,
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may mean that the student needs more practice in distinguishing

/r/ from /B/. By increasing the number of possible answers, the

teacher can gain more information about the individual student's weak-

nesses and needs.

4.2.3.4 There are two ways of constructing matching sets: (1) the

same number of items may be supplied in each of two columns, or (2)

more items may appear in the column from which the 'answers' are to

be selected, thereby leaving, a residue when the answers have been

chosen. In either case, matching is a type of interlocking multiple

choice. Guessing, however, can be a factor in both matching and

multiple-choice items. A formula for penalizing random choices can

be used; it should be explained to the students in an-effort to dis-

courage them from making irresponsible guesses.

4,2.3.5 Expansion items test the student's knowledge of the con-

struction of sentences in the foreign language. The student may be

asked to expand a sentence in a number of different ways. In the

following example, he is being tested on his knowledge of the posi-

tioning of adjectival modifiers in noun phrases:

Instructions: In each of the following sentences insert
the word you are given:

Sentence No. 1: Ese seftor es el embajador.

Insert: mexicano

Answer: Ese Bettor es el embajador mexicano.

Sentence No. 2: Ayer recibimos las noticias.

Insert: males

Answer: Ayer recfbimos las males noticias.
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4.2.3.6 Transformation items are particularly suited to evaluating

writing. The student is giveh instructions and a model; for example,

he is given a sentence with a verb in the present tense to be changed

to a past tense. A series of sentences follows with the verb in the

present tense which the student is to change to the past. Trans-

formation items can be written to test more complex matters such as

making active sentences passive, inserting subordinate clauses into

simple sentences to make complex sentences, etc. It is always ad-

visable to Furnish a model item as part of the instructions.

4.2.3.7 In substitution items, the student is asked to replace a

word, part of a word, or phrase with another: '

Instructions: Replace the underlined words with others
which are equally correct.

Sentence: Me lave las mans.

Possible Answer: Me lave la care.

4.2.3.8 Dictation is a well-known device in foreign-language

instruction. However, it is difficult to grade straight dictation.

The teacher must decide how to sort out and weight each student's

individual errors. One way to avoid many problems is to give the

student a partially filled.;in answer sheet. As the teacher reads the

dictation, the student writes in only what has been omitted from the

text he has before him. The blanks may become more nUmerous as the

student progresses in his ability to take dictation. Dictation has,

however, only. limited utility in teaching Spanish.
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4.2.4 The Language Areas.

4.2.4.1 The third basic set of elements involved in the preparation

of foreign-language tests, the language areas to be tested, is the

least clearly defined and by far the largest of the three. Opinions

about the relative importance of various language areas differ widely.

4.2.5 Contrastive An alma

4.2.5.1 The student's native language is carefully contrasted with

the foreign language he is studying..2 because it is believed that the

.

language learnerIeAJmake numerous predictable errors when he in-

correctly transfers the habits he has acquired in his native language

to the language he is studying.. In other words, the learner tends

to express himself in the foreign language in terms of the rules of

the language he already knows. He will automatically assume that

whatever is not clearlY' different in the foreign language is the

same as in his own language. A thorough knowledge of the differences

that exist between the two languages can therefore help the teacher

to anticipate problems.

4.2.5.2 A foreign-language test could well consist largely of

items on the areas where the two languages differ. If the teacher

knows, for example, that Spanish grammatical gender is different from

English gender, he osu expect gender to be a problem for the English-

2
Cf. the Contrastive Structure Series (Spanish-English)
published by the University of Chicago pt6is, Charles A.
Ferguson, General Editor.
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speaking learner and may therefore devote a large proportion of his

testing to gender in the early stages of instruction.

4.2.5.3 Wherever the native language of the student has a feature

which is lacking or simpler in the foreign language, the problem is

relatively easy to solve. Where Spanish has L(no es) verdadt for

example, Ehglish has a far more complicated set of expressions. As

a result, the English-speaking learner of .Spanish has to learn one

invariable expression while the Spanish-speaking student of English

has to learn to use correct17 the set of English expressions aren't

we, couldn't we, etc.
..mmr

4.2.5.4 Both the contrasts and the ways in which we state them de-

pend on the iheoietical premises we employ in our contrastive analy-

sis. We suggest the following outline as a good guide to the arrange-

ment of basic language matters:

I. Phonology (Sound System)

a. phonemes (distinctive classes of sounds)

b. distribution of phonemes (including diphthongs and
consonant clusters)

c. intonation (pitch changes in the voice to indicate
statements, questions and emotional coloring)

II. (Formation of Words)

a. morphemes (the basic units of grammar)

b. inflection (changes in words according to number,
person, case, etc.)

c. derivation of words (formation of new words by com-
pounding or by the addition of prefixes and suffixes)
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III. Syntax (Arrangements of Words in Larger Constructions)

a. phrases

b. clauses

c. sentences

4.2.6 Vocabulary

The size and nature of a student's vocabulary is obviously

important in language teaching. Various word counts exist/3 but

there is surprisingly little agreement about what words should be

taught at each level of language instruction. However, since the

teacher must test vocabulary, he should select vocabulary items as

shrewdly as he can to test those items that seem most useful. For

purposes of classification, idioms should be included in 'vocabulary'.

It is also often useful to group words into families or general

categories.

4.2.7 Style

Speakers of Spanish make systematic use of a number of different

styles of discourse of varying degrees of formality and impersonality,

both 'orally and:in writing. SoMe distinctions in style affect even

basic grammatical forms. Such is the case with the forms of polite

3An interesting study has been done for English at Brown Uni-

versity (see the forthcoming pliblication, Computational Analy-

ses of Present Day American English, edited by Henry Kucera

4, and W. N. Francis). In a text of 1,014,235 words, there were
only 50,457 different words; 42,540 of these occurred only ten

times or less.
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and familiar address in Spanish. At least the most important

distinctions of style are treated in most lang ._7ge texts and should

be tested. For example, the student should be taught to recognize

the stylistic incongruity of a combination like Oye, profesor!

as well as he does in its English equivalent Hey, professor!

4.2.8 Literature

Literature is generally considered an essential part of

foreign-language instruction. In audio-lingual programs literature

is not ignored; rather, it is not treated until students can read

with some ease and with sensitivity to literary values. The choice of

specific literary selections varies, of course, from teacher to

teacher and from class to class.

4.2.9 Culture

There is no generally accepted, useful definition of culture

in the context of.foreign-language teaching. Culture is understood

either in a narrow sense, meaning understanding of the literary

and artistic values general among the educated speakers of a language,

or it is extended to include the whole way of life and the history

of a people, the geography of the land they live in and their

politicall religious and social. institutions. Teachers seem to

agree, however, that culture is an essential part of language in-

struction and that they should test their students on it,
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4.2.10 A Brief List of Language Areas

The following list of language areas is offered:

(1) distinctive sound classes (phonology) (e.g., the vowel
sounds in peso, peso, piso, polo, puso);

(2) diphthongs and longer combinations of vowels (e.g.,
seis, siete, fuiste, estudidis);

(3) consonants (e.g., the positional variants of /b/, /d /,

id);

(4) statement intonation;

(5) question intonation (e.g., ga a Madrid? versus Va a Madrid.);

(6) basic grammar units (e.g., por /para, ser/estar);

(7) inflectional procedures (e.g., verbal inflection);

(8) derivation (e. g., formation of diminutives, etc.);

(9) phrasal syntax (e.g., the positioning of adjectives:
el pobre hombre? ellmaremIrs);

(10) clausal syntax (e.g., use of noun clauses introduced by
ma, etc.);

(11) sentence syntax (e.g., sequence of tenses);

(12) vocabulary (including both single words and idioms like
hspkre, tener hombre);

(13) style;

(14) literature (names of well-known writers, reading
selections);

(15) culture (accepted ways of speaking in specified social
situations, ways of addressing officials, etc.).

The list is open; additional features can be added to it

and the ones given can be made more detailed.
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'IcRKING OUTLINES FOR TEST WRITING

The skills and testing devices have been arranged on the

following chart:

Chart No. 1: Skills and Testing Devices

Skills Testing Devices

MC CO MA T/F TR DIC EX T SUB RA EC

Listening
Comprehension X X X

Speaking X X X X X X X

Reading X X X X X

Writing X X X X X X X

MC - multiple choice EX - expansion
CO - completion T - transformation
MA - matching SUB - substitution
T/F - true/false RA - reading aloud
TR - translation EC - extended composition
DIC - dictation X - effective use

An examination of the chart leads to some general observations on

the appropriateness of particular testing devices to specific skills:

(1) Generally speaking, completion items are hard to control.

In order to assure objectivity, completion items must be restricted

to absolutely unambiguous possibilities. (Visuals can be 'useful

for this purpose).

(2) Ambiguity is a major problem in true/false questions.

The teacher should be especially cautious in his use of ungrammatical

sentences which the student is to identify as "incorrect." Just as

correct stimuli appear to reinforce learning, incorrect stimuli may
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create uncertainty where the student is well prepared.

(3) The use of translation to test all four skills is open

to question. Problems arise in restricting translation so as to

_ .

test only specific points. Translation can also be considered a'

.distinct skill; as such, it, too, can be tested by a number of de-

vices, such as multiple-choice, completion, matching and true/false

items.

(4) Expansion and transformation items are useful devices

for testing speaking and writing, but they are inappropriate de -,

vices for testing the receptive skills of listening and reading.

It is reasonable to suppose that some testing devices are

more suitable than others to pupils of different ages. In the

absence of evidence from controlled experimentation, the individual

teacher must rely on his own judgment.

4.3.1 Chart No. 2, combining language areas and skills, is a check

list for the preparation of test items. By filling it with actual

test items of different kinds, the teacher can achieve abroad

coverage of language problems. The following samples illustrate

item composition. Each item is numbered in cross reference to

Chart No. 2.
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Chart No. 2: Language Areas and Skills

Language Areas Skills

Listening
Comprehension Speaking Reading Writing

Sound Classes
(Phonemes) (1)

Diphthongs (7) (7)

Orthography (5) (5)

Statement Intonation (6)

Question Intonation (6) (16)

Grammar Units
(Morphemes) (2) (16) (2)(9)

Inflection (8) (8)

Derivation (10) (10)

Syntax: phrases (3)

Syntax: clauses (11) (11)(16) (3)(11) (11)

Syntax: sentences (11) (11)(16) (4)(11) (11)

Vocabulary (4) (12)

Style (13) (13)

Literature (14)

Culture (15)
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11112 Sample Test Items

(1) Language Area: Sound classes (Phonemic discrimination)

Skill: Listening comprehension

Testing Device: Multiple choice

Instructions: In each of the following items, you will hear
three Spanish words (2, 11, and c); two of the
three are the same, one is different. On your
answer sheet circle the letter that corresponds
to the one that is different.

Student hears: 1. pale. - pala - palo.

2. peso - beso - peso

Student sees: 1. a b c

2. a b c

Answers: 1. c

2. b

Comment:

In the first of these items, the student must distinguish

vowels accurately in a position in which his native-language

habits tend to mislead him. In the second item, he must hear

a distinction in voicing without the additional distinction in

aspiration between /p1 and /b/ to which he is accustomed in

English.

(2) Language Area: Basic grammar (morphemes)

Skills: Listening comprehension/Reading

Testing Device: Multiple choice

Instructions: You will hear a statement or a question. From
among the choices you are given, pick the one
which could follow it most easily in a normal
conversation.
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Student hears: 1. gTe gusta el vino?

Student sees: (A) Si; el vino to gusta.
(B) No, no vino.
(C) S/1 Tem no quiero ahora.
(D) No, no quiero ver el pino.

Student hears: 2. .gD6nde vas a pasar el verano?

Student sees: (A) Se pasiaha por el patio.
(B) Se ve*Con usted.
(C) No pasa.nada.
(D) Vuelvo al sur.

Answers: 1. (C)

2. (D)

Comment:

The student must first understand accurately what he hears.

He must then read accurately the four choices and select the one

whose semantic and structural properties are such that it could

follow the initial statement or question in a natural conversa-

tion.

(3) Language Area: Syntax (Phrases and Clauses)

Skill: Reading

Testing Device: Multiple choice

Instructions: Complete the following paragraph by inserting
words from those listed in the column to the
right. There are more words in the list than
you will need. Do not use any word more than
once.
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Su fama no depende del todo (1) su

participaci6n en _id_ politica,

(3)

(5)

tanibidn (4) . ,renoMbre

ha alcanzado en el mundo de

161_ letras. (7) .de ejercer la

profesion de abogado en su ciudad natal,

(8) trasiad6 a la capital

ha vivido (10) la fecha.

(9)

Answers:
(1) de (6) las

(2) la (7) despu6s

(3) sino (8) se

(4) del (9) donde

(5) qua (10) hasta

de
del
despu4s
donde
d6nde
en
hacia
hasta
la
las
pero
que
se
sino

Comment:

An item.of this kind tests simultaneously a large number of

different syntactic matters.' It tests the student's ability to

handle the language easily and accurately in the context of a

connected discourse.

Language Areas:

Skill:

Testing Device:

Instructions:

Vocabulary /Syntax

Reading

Multiple choice

'Read the following passage. After it yoU will

find some incomplete sentences. For each sentence

there are four suggested completions. Check the

most appropriate completion. Base your choice on

the information given in the passage.



Student sees:

Elisa continu6 su camino a lo largo del rio. De pronto
se sinti6 fatigada, y sentdndose en un tronco trat6 de
olvidarse de su miedo contemplando la corriente. No supo
cudnto tiempo permaneci6 sentada en el tronco. Un ruido
de algo que se movia la hizo volver en si, y vio con
terror un caimdn que sal/a de la maleza y se lanzaba al
aqua.

Elisa no pudo gritar, pero con un supremo esfuerzo se
levant6 y ech6 a correr. El miedo la habia enloquecido
la impulsaba a actuar a ciegas. Una raiz la hizo caer,
cuando quiso levantarse sinti6 en el tobillo un dolor
intenso.

(1) Elisa se detuvo Para
contemplar la corriente.

x descansar.
no cansarse.
pensar en sus temores.

(2)

(3)

Elisa estuvo sentada a la orilla del rio
mucho tiempo.
pasta que olvid6 su miedo.
pasta que oy6 algo.
sin volver en si.

Al huir del sitio, Elisa
x tropez6.

hizo ruido.
salid de la maleza.
as fij6 en el caimdn.

(4) El resultado de su precipitada fuga fue que
se volvid loca.
se qued6 ciega.
perdi6 el miedo.

x se hizo dab.

y
y

(The correct choices have been indicated by an x.)

Comment:

Although the questions are framed to ascertain whether the

student has really understood the lexical meaning of the words

and expressions used in the passage, syntax is inevitably involved

as well.
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(5) Language Area: Orthography

Skills: Listening camprehension/Writing

Testing Device: Dictation

Instructions: You will hear a passage of connected prose
read through once. It will then be dictated
to you in short units. It will then be read
through slowly to give you a chance to check
your work.

Student hears (and writes):

No conozco a Roberto Morro Arangueren, autor de la obra
sabre la civilizacion espaKola que vamos a estudiar en
este curso. El profesor se decidi6 y escogi6 ese libro
por varias razones--las cuales francamente me parecen
bastante vagas e incoherentes.

Comment:

The student must write /R/ correctly according to context

(with a single r in initial, preconsonantal, postconsonantal or

final position, rr in intervocalic position); he must use c

and z correctly if the dictation distinguishes /0/ and /s/, or

he must use 2, z and s correctly if the distinction is not made;

he must use b and v accurately to represent /b/; and he must

spell accurately a number of words (e.g., incoherentes) in which

he must know whether or not to write an b. Spanish orthography

is simpler than French, for instance, but it cannot be taken for

granted The teacher must decide what specific points he -cants

to test and work out his grading accordingly.

(6) Language Area: Intonation

Skill: Liitening comprehension

Testing Device: True/False



Instructions: You will hear a number of Spanish utterances.
On your answer sheet circle S if the utterance
is a statement and Q if it is a 1.221:bion.

Student hears: 1. No le gustan.
2. &Son hermanas?
3. &Van con su mend?
4. Ti eres amigo de 61.
5. Estd en la cocina.

Student sees: 1. S Q
2. S Q
3. S Q
4. S Q
5. S Q

Answers: 1. S

2. Q

3. Q
16 S

5. S

Comment:

Notice that this it is boat classified as a modified

true /false S means 'it is true that it is a statement'

and Q means 'it is false that it is a statement; it is a question.'

In constructing items of this kind it is obviously necessary to

use only utterances whose grammatical form itself is ambiguous;

any utterance containing interrogative words (e.g., gor qu4

no le gustan?) presents strong clues that make it impossible to

test the student's perception of intonation alone.

(7) Language Area: Diphthongs, etc.

Skills: Listening comprehension/Writing

Testing Device: Dictation

Instructions: Write the words you will hear; each word will be
read twice.
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Student hears and writes:

1. daos
2. peina
3. duds

vente
5. pens
6. das
7. deuda
8. veinte

Comment:

In order to test the accuracy of the student's perception

of diphthongs, the teacher must choose pairs of words with a

constant stress pattern; otherwise, the student is given

irrelevant clues; 'he may well know, for instance, that in

verbs like cerrar the diphthong ie occurs only in stressed syllables.

In grading an item of this kind, the teacher must be prepared to

make some sort of systematic allowance for errors other than

those involving the vowel(s) of the stressed syllables: for

example, a misspelling like bente in an item testing diphthongs

should not count against the student as much as an error in the

area actually being tested.

(8) Language Area: Inflection

Skills: Reading/Writing

Testing Device: Completion

Instructions: Fill in the blanks in the following text with
words that are appropriate in this context
in meaning and in form.

Student sees:

Alberto y su hermano Pablo se encuentran por is mile con
an amigo Luis. Pablo tiene catarro y 'no oye Bien.
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Alberto: Buenos dia, Luis. 1Ad6nde vas?

Luis: Voy al centro. Iba a to cam, Pero mi mama
me pidi6 que fuera a recoger unas compras en
el centro. iQuieren acompaaarme?

Pablo: No of bien. Alberto, sadonde va Luis?

Alberto: Dice que al centro. Le surname/

que (3) unas compras. Quiere saber si

nosotros (4) acompaaarle.

Student writes:

1. va
2. pidi6
3. recogiera
4. queremos

Comment:

A modicum of ingenuity in the construction of the context

makes it possible to avoid using multiple-choice items. The

student's range of choice is severely restricted and yet he is

required to perform more actively than he is when he recognizes

and selects one of four alternatives.

(9) Language Area: Grammar units

Skill: Reading

Testing Device: Multiple choice

Instructions: F,Jr each of the following incomplete sentences
check the word or phrase that best completes
the sentence: meaning, grammar and style are

all relevant considerations.

Student sees:

1. Se supone en Espata que el canpesino es mds direct°,
encillo, agudo y noble que el nacido en la ciudad y

crecido en ella.
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sea

eats

estara
este

es

2. Estos son otros t/tulos

a
en

con

desde

pare.

traducidos varios idiomas.

3. Las viejas las palabras

comentaron
comentaron a
comentaron de
comentaron en
comentaron sobre

del joven.

Comment:

An answer sheet can be easily designed for items of this

type. These items can he'condtructed only if enough

good distractors can be Toun4 it is generally not possible,

therefore, to make very widespread use of them until the

have progressed

(10) Language Area:

Skills:

Testing Device:

Instructions:

well beyond simple Spanish.

Derivation

students

Writing/Reading

Completion

In the second sentence of each of the following
Pairs there is an unfinished wOrd. Fill in the
blank with the missing part of the word. The
meaning of the completed second sentence in each
pair must be consistent with the meaning of
the first sentence of the same pair.
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Student sees:

1. Enrique nada muy bien.
Enrique es muy bien nad

2. Vimos claramente cudnto nos lo agradecia.
Su agradec era evidente.

3. Su reacci6n fue violenta.
R:).ac violentamente.

Student writes (in the blanks):

1. ador
2. imiento
3. eiond

Comment:

This format requires the student actually to produce the

appropriate elements. A multiple-choice item to test the same

knowledge would have two drawbacks: (1) it would require the

student merely to recognize the correct answer, and (2) it would

necessarily suggest a number of non-existent forms (the distractors).

(11) Language Area: Syntax (Clauses/Sentences)

Skills: ' Writing/Reading (Listening comprehension/Speaking)

Testing Device: Transformation

Instructions: In each of the following items a question
is followed by a series of words from which
you are to construct an appropriate answer
to the question. Your answer must be both
grammatically and stylistically appropriate.
You may add any words that are necessary
to make complete sentences; do not add any
unnecessary words.

Student sees:

1. 4D6nde estd to hermana?

estar / su cuarto / donde / vestirse / it / con / yo / al tine
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2. Con qui& hablabas cuando to vi?

habldr / profesor / quimica / porque / salir mal / examen

3. 1clud quer1a to papd?

querer / yo / ir / comprarle / cigarrillos

Student writes (or says):

1. Estd en su cuarto donde se viste para ir conmigo al cine.

2. Habldba con mi profesor de quImica porque sail mal en el

examen.

3. Querla que yo fuera a comprarle cigarrillos.

Comment:

By using a context of the kind that a question supplies, it

is possible to control carefully even rather complex responses.

(12) Language Area: Vocabulary

Skill: Writing

alLaelevice: Completion

Instructions: Complete the following list by filling in the
blanks with appropriate words.

Student sees:

1. (male/female)

(a) hombre
(b) yegua.

(c) perro
(d) toro
(e) gata

(f) rey

"=1

2. (antonyms)

(a) bueno
(b) bajo
(c) d.Bspertarse

(d) acostarse
delante

(f dd5ajo
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Student writes:

1. (a) mujer
(b) caballo
(c) perra
(d) vaca
(e) gato
(f) reina

2. (a) malo
(b) alto
(c) dormirse
(d) levantarse
(e) detrds
(f) encima

Comment:

This is one of the simplest and most direct ways to test

vocabulary without resorting to multiple-choice items. (Pairs

of sentences can be constructed to supply ample context in which

the student must fill in a blank with the grammatically and

stylistically appropriate word. However, it is time-consuming

to write such items; it-is therefore beat to use them to test

more advanced students and more subtle points than those illus-

trated in the examples given here.)

(13) Language Area: Style

Skills: Writing/Reading

Testing Device: Completion/Multiple-choice

Instructions: Complete the ..iollowing dialogue with words or
phrases chosen from the list to the right of
the passage. Write your answers in the blanks
provided. There are more words and phrases in
the list than you will need. Some words or
phrases may be used more than once.
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(Maria y Elena son Buenas amigas. Son mexicanas. Tienen
16 anos de edad. Se encuentran por la calle. Luego se
acerca a ellas un senor anciano de aspecto muy distinguido.)

Maria: Buenos dias, Elena. &Como ? decid

di
Elena: Muy bien, gracias. LY ? diga

digan
Maria: 4Ad6nde con tantas prisas? estd

estds
Elena: Iba precisemente a casa. le

Queria pedir un favor. senor
siga

Maria: Bueno, me lo que es. sigue
su

El senor: Buenos dias, muchachas. Por favor, te
me donde se halla el Banco tu

Nacional. Se me ha dicho que estd to
por aqui. usted

va
Maria: Estd muy cereal . Para llegar vas

a la entrada principal del banco,
derecho por esta calle.

Tara unos cien metros de aqui, en
este mismo lado.

Student writes in:

estds - to - vas - tu - te - di - digan -

senor - siga - usted

Comment:

The student must choose between to and usted according to

relevant social criteria) and he must choose between digan and

decid on the basis of his knowledge of Mexican usage.

(14) Language Area: Literature

Skill: Reading.

Testing Device: Matching

Instructions: Each of the authors in the left-hand column is
generally associated with one of the choices in
the right-hand column. Enter the letter
corresponding to your choice from the right-
hand column into the blank to the left of the
number corresponding to each author.
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1. Benito Perez Galdes (A) Naturalismo literario
(B) Elegancia de estilo

2. Jose Maria de Pereda (C) Actitud conservadora general
ONEMI1110

(D) Actividad politica de
3. Emilia Pardo Bazdn tendencia socialista

(E) Innovation en cuestiones
4. Juan Valera religiosas

(F) La realidad vital de la
vida espatola del siglo XIX

Answers:

1. F
2. C

3. A
4. B

Comment:

This item requires the student to associate a general

characteristic with a writer; it aemands more than mere recall

of memorized titles, dates, etc. The authors are a homogeneous

group of nineteenth-century novelists. Items of this type are

difficult to write.

(15) Language Area: Culture

Skill: Reading

Testing Device: Matching

Instructions: Enter into the space to the left of each number
the letter corresponding to the region with which
each of the following products is associated; no
region can be used more than once.

1. pescado (A) Extremadura
(B) La Alcarria

2. corcho (C) La Rioja
(D) Navarra

3. vino (E) Asturias

4. naranjas
(F) Andalucia

Answers:

I. E
2. A
3. C

. F
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Comment:

This item tests the student's knowledge of Spanish

agriculture, geography and associations that are frequent

among'Spaniards.

(16) Language Areas: Intonation/Grammar units

Skills: Speaking/Reading

Testing Device: Transformation

Instructions: You will hear a number of statements. In each

case formulate a question to which the statement
is an appropriate answer.

Student hears:

1. Va a Madrid.
2. Se fue con'Paco.
3. Sali6 mal porque no habla estudiado bastante.

Student says:

1. zAdonde va?
2. zCon quidn .se fue?
3. zPor qud sali6 mal?

Comment:

Written cues could also be used for an item of this kind.

This item can easily be administered in a language laboratory.

Items of this type take much time to grade; the teacher must

spend hours listening to students' tapes. For that reason they

must be written and administered with considerable forethought

so that the information they yield justifies such an expenditure

of time and effort.
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CHAPTER V

The Interpretation and Use of Test Results

'5.1 What is a Test?

Basically, the purpose of all testing techniques is to provide

information for the teacher about his students' progress. There are

many techniques the teacher can use to obtain information. Any

technique is a 'test' to the extent that it yields the information

the teacher seeks.

5.2 What is a Good Test?

A test is effective or ineffective only in relation to its

particular function. For example, when a test is designed to evaluate

mastery of subject matter it is not necessary that this same test also

discriminate clearly between the slightly above average and the slightly

below average students. A test designed to measure the student's

ability to organize facts may not be an effective instrument for

measuring his ability to recall information. A test designed for

grading purposes may be good neither for motivating students nor

for isolating weaknesses in teaching or student shortcomings. In

ether words, the purpose of the test should determine the content of

the test) the form of the test questions, and the use that is made of

the.test results;

5.g.1 The quiz is typically brief in length and tests a relatively

small body of material. The quiz is a somewhat more formal kind of
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continuing evaluation than day-to-day oral questioning of students

in class.

Quizzes are used by teachers for two purposes. (1) They are

used to encourage students to do their work regularly and to organize

their knowledge systematically. (2) Teachers also use quizzes to judge

the progress of a course; they confirm that the students have mastered

specific facts or principles and reveal what is not clear and needs

further elaboration.

5.1.2 Some teachers feel that quizzes should not be announced in

advance or given at regular, predictable intervals because students

will presumably study more regularly if a quiz is possible at any

time. Others feel that quizzes should be given regularly and pre-

dictably so that students can prepare for them systematically. In

general, unannounced quizzes tend to have punitive overtones and imply

distrust of the students; the result is usually poor classroom morale.

5.3.3 In planning the classroom quiz the teacher must strive to in-

sure that the students will recognize clearly the relationship be-

tween what they have studied and the content of the test. Analyses

of classroom tests reveal that many teachers do not observe this

principle.

Students are very quick to perceive a teacher's bias in 'testing.

They naturally tend to study whatever they think will be useful for

passing tests.. If the teacher wants to encourage his students to

master certain specific skills and concepts, he should be explicit

about the nature and form of the questions to be used in the examina-

tion; he should not expect the students to infer the character of the
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examination from such clues as they are able to extract from the

teacher's presentation in class.

5.4 The Unit Test

Most teachers subdivide the work of a term or semester into

units or blocks of instruction organized around particular topics.

The common theme in any particular unit should be evident to the

student. It is important that the teacher make explicit the relative

importance of different aspects of a particular topic so that his

stuuents will know how to budget their time effectively in preparing

for an examination. His explanation may be nothing more than a

simple list of topics or it may take the form of a more elaborate

outline in which individual topics are broken down into subtopicL.

Unless he is told otherwise, a student is likely to assume that the

amount of time spent on a topic in Blass directly reflects the im-

portance of the topic for the teacher. The teacher should tell his

students explicitly what the relative importance of each topic is

for a test. A detailed plan of this sort can be drawn directly from

the teacher's class outlines. The plan ran also serve as a useful

reminder for the teacher in preparing the test itself.

5.5 The End-of-Term Examination

The end-of-term examination is necessarily somewhat different

from other tests. Evaluations made during the term (continuing

evaluation in class, quizzes and unit tests) provide feedback both

to the teacher and to the student. The end-of-term examination, how-

ever, is essentially an achievement Ixamination that should reveal
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the extent to which the student has mastered the material of the course.

Some teachers do not explain clearly to the student exactly what

it is they want him to learn in a course. It does not help him much

for the teacher to say merely that one of the objectives of a language

course is to develop in the student an appreciation of the culture of

another country; the teacher must make explicit which particular

aspects of that culture he will treat. Instructional objectives must

be made sufficiently precise for the teacher to be able to decide

whether the student understands what he has studied. In addition to

making clear, both in his instruction and in his examinations, which

particular aspects of the foreign culture, for example, he wants the

student to master, the teacher must plan in advance a specific pro-

cedure for assessing the student's mastery of the material.

5.6 Length of the Test

5.6.1 Teachers frequently ask how long a test should be. Since the

50-60 lainute class period has come to be a standard unit of time, the

question may be restated to ask how many questions may be used in one

class period. We might say that ideally the teacher should spend as

much time evaluating each student as he needs to make a reliable

judgment. This implies that different amounts of time might be spent

testing different students. For example, for a student who has de-

monstrated his competence in the language itself on numerous occasions,

the teacher needs relatively little time to verify the student's

command of the language. Similarly, if a student has characteristically

performed poorly in the language, only a relatively brief series of

I
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questions is needed to confirm that the student'q performance has not

improved. For the teacher, the most difficult problems in evaluating

student achievement arise for students in the middle range of ability,

or with students whose performance has been erratic. To make the most

economical possible use of testing time it can be argued that the

;teacher should plan to spend only as much time with the very able and

very :nept students as he needs to confirm that they have followed's,

predicted pattern. He can then concentrate on those students whose

behavior is contrary to his expectations and on students in the middle

range of achievement.

5.6.2 However, most teachers do not individualize their testing;

instead, they test all students in the same way. This procedure

obviously has certain advantages of ease and simplicity of administra-

tion, and most teachers seem to be convinced that more individualized

assessment is impractical. Whether or not more individualized assess-

ment is impractical, in actual practice group' tests for entire classes

of students are the norm. For this reason, the remainder of this

discussion will concentrate on group-testing procedures.

5.6.3 Various writers have suggested rules of thumb for determining

the number of items of a given type that can be used in a specified

number of minutes, but such guidelines are of limited usefulness.

An example is the 'rule' that students can answer approximately one

multiple-choice question a minute or three true-false questions per

minute. In deciding on the number of items.which students should be

expected to consider in a given period of time, two important factors

must be taken into account. The first of these is reading time. The
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reading time of a test is the amount of time required of the student

to read and understand both the directions and the intent of each

separate question. The second is the amount of time required for the

student to respond to the question. If the student is familiar with

the item type and has a thorough grasp of the subject being tested,

the problem - solving process may occur almost simultaneously with the

reading phase, especially when the items are relatively simple. How-

ever, when the student is expected to reformulate, reinterpret and

synthesize prior experiences to solve new problems he will generally

need additional time to respond to an item once he has read and under-

stood it.

5.6.4 Teachers should also bear in mind that students vary in their

approach to test questions. Some students,for example, pace them-

selves so that they consider at least briefly all the items a test

contains, no matter how long it is, while others seem to need to

answer each item satisfactorily before leaving it to go on to the

next. There is no obvious correlation between a student's approach

to a test and ability in a subject. We find both good and poor

students moving rapidly through examinations and some of both kinds

ponder-and worriover thorny questions even at the price of not having

time to consider all of the items in the test.

5.6.5 To some extent the students' approaches to tests can be modi-

fied by the teacher through appropriate phrasing of directions. Some

students, however, seem unable to budget their time effectively in

order to complete the test in the available time.
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5.6.6 Research on the correlation between completing a test and rank

in class seems to indicate that, within very broad limits, allowing

enough time for all students to finish a test does not appreciably

improve the standing of the slower students in the class. Experi-

ments have been carried out in which examiners have stopped all students

at the moment when the fastest student completed the test, scored the

papers, and then allowed those students who wished to do so to spend

more time to complete the examination; these experiments indicate that

the relative standing (rank) of students In a class is not very

different under these conditions. These findings have been replicated

sufficiently often to indicate that the primary benefit of allowing

a student as much time as he feels he needs'to complete the examina-

tion is psychological, not statistical: the student who has had time

to finish the test may feel better'about it, even though he has not

improved his standing in the class. Most teachers avoid examinations

which are so long that the majority of students cannot complete them.

In general, a test ought to be designed so that the fastest students

will finish it in about three-fourths of the available testing time.

The teacher's own exlierience with different types of items of his own

making should guide him in deciding how many items and how many of

each kind to put into a test.

5..1.1.7efghting the Examination

When the teacher prepares his own achievement tests, there are

two ways in Which he can reflect in them the relative importance of

the various topics treated in the course. First, he may make the
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proportion of items treating a given topic in the test correspond to

the importance of the topic in the course as a whole. Secondly, he

may explicitly assign more points to some items than to others. The

teacher may also include in the test some items whir;:;. he judges to

be more difficult than others and to which he assigns a larger number

of points for that reason. He must be sure in any case that in the

context of the whole test the total weight of all items related to

a particular topic is proportional to the importAnce of the topic.

However, the teacher should always bear in mind that he can estimate

only more or less accurately the real difficulty of an item in a test;

only the results of an actual administration of the test will present

a clear picture of the relative difficulty of the items that make it

up. Nevertheless, it is important in composing a test constantly to

bear in mind the probable relative difficulty of the items in it.

5.8 Administration of Examinations

'5.8.1 Many teachers are impatient with the details involved in re-

producing, administering and mechanically processing test papers.

However, much of the testing time can be wasted, both by the teacher

and by the students, unless the test papers are clearly legible, the

directions for the various parts of the test are clear and explicit,

and everyone understands exactly how the test is to be administered

and scored. For example, if the teacher has to interrupt the class

while it is taking a test to point out typographical errors in the

text of the test itself, the studentsitraill if thought will be dis-

rupted., and they may conclude that since the test was not prepared
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with great care they need not be careful in answering the questions

in it. Students have a right to expect that tests will be carefully

prepared and edited.

5.8.2 Directions.for each part of a test should be clear and com-

plete. The more familiar students are with a particular item type,

the simpler the explicit directions for it can be. However, the

realistic teacher is well aware that many students completely ignore

printed or oral directions in their haste to begin to respond to the

questions themselves. It is particularly important, therefore, that

students be made aware of any unusual features of any part of a test

before they begin to take the test itself. It is particularly important

that young children who have had relatively little experience with

written test materials understand exactly what they are to do. It

is wise to use standardized directions for each separate item type;

such standardized directions may be borrowed from the public domain

or they may be evolved gradually by the individual teacher himself.

The adequacy of a set of directions can be checked by submitting the

directions and some sample items to students of modest ability; if

directions are not clear to students of average or below-average

ability when they are not being tested, they will surely not be clear

to the majority of the students taking an actual examination. Un-

clear directions necessarily have an adverse effect ou the individual

student's performance; his performance on a test in which the directions

are unclear is not a true index of his ability or his achievement.

5.8.3 A number of minor matters tend to be ignored in the administra-

tion of tests. Remember to bring extra paper if the student is expected
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to prepare a written response. Provide staples or paper clips in

order to prevent the loss of papers. Remind the students to put

their names on each sheet of paper so that if the pages become

separated they may be properly collated. Decide beforehand on the

arrangement of students in the room so that the test can be adequately

proctored. Rehearse with the proctors whet assistance they will be

allowed to give students who are having difficulty. Arrange for ade-

quate means of distributing and collecting the test papers so that the

security of the test can be maintained. Each of these problems and

many others can be awkward or irritating for the test administrator

if he has not anticipated them ahead of time.

5.9 Forms in Which Test Results May Be Expressed

5.9.1 If testing is the collection of information upon which

instructional decisions can be based, the kind of decision to be

made should determine the form and the content of the test and the

way in which the results of the test are expressed. The form in which

the test score is reported should be appropriate to the purpose for

which the test is being used.

5.9.2 For example, a teacher may conduct a question-and-answer

session in class to find out whether the students know the past tense

of the verb to be. A simple check -mark in a grade-book is sufficient

to record the results of such an evaluation. Tests designed to elicit

more complex responses from the student require more complex reports

of the students' responses. In general, as the length of the test

or of the individual responses which the student makes increases,
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more complex grades become necessary, such as: superior, good, average,

poor, or unacceptable; A, B, C, D, and F; or 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, etc.

5.9.3 In the case of objective tests (containing multiple-choice,

completion, true/false items, etc.), each individual item is designed

to measure something relatively specific. It is assumed, however,

that such a test, taken as a whole, constitutes a complex evaluation

of the student's ability or performance. The student's score is

ordinarily the total number of questions answered correctly and is

referred to as a raw score.1

5.9.4 By itself, a raw score (weighted or unweighted) for an individual

student is relatively meaningless. To know, for example, that a student

has a raw score of 32 points tells us almost nothing without further

information either about the test (for example, the total number of

points possible) or about the test performance of some appropriate

reference group (such as the other members of the class). If we know,

for example, that there are a total of 40 points possible on the test,

we know that the student obtained 32/40 of the total number of points

possible. If we set arbitrary standards about the proportion of the

total a student should earn in order to get a grade of A or B orb

1The assumption underlying this type of raw score is that all items
are equally important and two students, each of whom has a raw
score of 32, are judged equally competent, even though they may
not have answered the same 32 items correctly. If, however, all
items are not equally important, more than one point is assigned
to some questions and a student's total score is obtained by
adding together the number of points assigned to each question
answered correctly. A total score based on this procedure is
called a weighted raw score. On many tests weighted scores can
be shown to provide a more satisfactory result than unweighted
VW scores.
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we can assign each student a grade based on his raw score. Under

such a system of interpreting test results, it is possible that all

students could receive an A.

5.9.5 Where the teacher has designed the test with questions of

different levels of difficulty (that is, with some items which only

the A students should be able to answer correctly, another group of

items which both the A and B students should be able to answer,

etc.), we can say with some assurance that students who are able to

answer from 35-40 items correctly should receive an A, students who

answer from 30-34 items correctly should receive a 31, and so on.

5.9.6 More often, however, tests are not designed with items of

carefully gauged different levels of difficulty; instead, they are

designed to cover certain material at a level' corresponding to the-

average student in the class. Furthermore, many teachers are re-

luctant-to set arbitrary standards (such as: 35-40 points is an A),

if they are not sure that any student will achieve such a score.

Teachers seem generally to prefer to relete each individual score to

the scores of the other members of the class through the use either of

rankings or of some kind of converted (standard) score. In effect,

what most teachers want to know is not that a student answered 32

questions correctly, but how his score of 32 ranks in comparison to

the scores earned by other students in the same class. If no one

else in the class earns a score higher than 32, then 32 is regarded

as an excellent score, even though the student has missed 1/5 of the

questions in the test. Conversely, if most of the scores in the class
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are higher than 32, 32 is regarded as a poor score. For many teachers,

then, the meaning of a raw score depends on the scores of other stu-

dents in some reference group such as the remainder of the class.

Once the teacher knows the rank of each student in the class, he can

make a decision about the proportion of the class that should receive

each letter grade.

5.9.7 In all cases, the distribution of grades, whether based on an

absolute system (such as the proportion of correct answers) or a

relative system (such as rank in class) involves certain arbitrary

decisions by the teacher. No matter what grading scheme a teacher

decides to use (numbers, letters, or descriptive phrases), he cannot

avoid the responsibility for arbitrarily establishing "cut-off" scores

or proportions of students in each grade or letter category. What he

can and must do, by appropriate use of tests, is assign grades in a

manner which is as unbiased and objective as possible.

5.9.8 The teacher will sometimes have several test scores or other

grades which he wishes to combine into a composite evaluation of the

student; in these cases the teacher should have a clear notion about

the relative contribution that each separate piece of information

should make to the composite description. For example; a teacher

may have three unit tests and a final examination which he wishes

to combine into a summary evaluation of a student's performance in

an entire course. Generally, it is not possible simply to add up

the total number of points a student has earned on the four examina-

tions and divide that total by four to get an average, since four

different tests will usually vary in length and importance. Let us
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suppose that the teacher decides that the three unit tests are equally

important and that the final examination should receive the same

weight as the three unit tests taken together. The simplest method

is to give each student a rank on each test; the ranks for each student

on the three unit tests are then combined and divided by three to ob-

tain an average rank for the three unit tests. This average rank is

then added to the student's rank on the final examination and this

total is divided by two yielding a weighted rank2 in which each of the

unit tests is given eval weight, and the three unit tests together

are weighted equally with the final examination. Such overall com-

posite ranks can be arranged in order and grades assigned as if there

were only one measure.

5.10 Test Statistics for Nonstatisticians

5.10.1 Descriptive statistics for use in test interpretation need

not be complicated. As a case in point, consider the mean or 2 a-..ae.

In order to determine the exact mean of a set of scores the teacher

adds the scores made by each student and then divides this total by the

number of students in the class. The mean, however, is only one of

the statistics used to represent a center point in a distribution of

scores. While there are certain statistical advantages to using the

mean, for purposes of test interpretation a better measure of central

tendency is the middle score. The middle score, as its name implies,

2Technically, the values obtained are ;:ot ranks; however, the
distinction does not alter the final outcome of the problem.
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is the score earned by the student who ranks exactly in the middle

of his class. In a group of 25 students, for example, the middle

score is the score earned by the student who ranks 13th in his class.

This value may not be exactly the same as the mean. The mean and

middle score will usually not differ by more, than a point or two.

Without exception, the teachers will find the middle score entirely

adequate for representing the center of a distribution of scores, and

much easier to find than the mean.

5.10.2 Let us now consider the standard deviation. Technically, the

standard deviation is a measure of variation of the distribution of

scores around the mean. The standard deviation is useful to the

teacher for two reasons. First, the standard deviation of a test is

a rough index of the reliability of the test. Other things being equal,

a set of scores which is widely dispersed will provide more reliable

descriptions of students than a test where all of the scores are

tightly grouped around the mean or middle score. If scores are very

close together small changes in performance, due perhaps to guessing

or other chance factors, can substantially influence the order in which

the scores appear. When scores are more widely dispersed, however,

small variations due to such factors will be less influential in

determining the arrangement of scores.

5.10.3 Secondly, the standard deviation is useful in interpreting

test results when the teacher wants to compare the results of two or

more tests. It can be shown that the weight (contribution) of a sub -

test in a composite score is proportionate to the standard deviation

of that subtest. In other words, if we add together two tests one of
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which has a large standard deviation and the other a smaller standard

deviation, the test having the larger standard deviation is more

influential in determining the final order of scores than the test

with the smaller standard aeviation.

5.10.4 Fortunately there are useful approximations to the, standard

deviation which do not involve long calculations. One such approxi-

mation, which works surprisingly well, is found as follows: arrange

the student scores in rank order, count down from the highest score

to the rank which divides the upper one-sixth from the lower five-

sixths and add up the scores in the upper one-sixth. Next, beginning

from the lowest score, mark off the lowest one-sixth of the class and

add up those scores. Then, subtract the sum of the scores in the

lowest one-sixth from the sum of the scores in the upper one-sixth,

multiply this difference by two (2) and divide the resulting product

by the number of students. The resulting figure is a good approxi-

mation of the standard deviation. The estimate of the standard

deviation obtained by this procedure is entirely satisfactory for most

purposes of test interpretation. A second way to calculate an approxi-

mation of the standard deviation is to arrange the scores in rank order,

count down one-sixth of the scores and record the score earned by the

student one-sixth of the way down the distribution, then go to the

bottom of the distribution, count. up one-sixth and record the score

earned by that student, and, finally, subtract the two scores and

divide the difference by two.

5.10.5 A third statistic of some importance in test interpretation is

known as the standard error of measurement. The standard error of
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measurement reflects the reliability of a test; it provides an esti-

mate of the amount of variation in individual scores that would be

obtained if the students were tested a second time. The standard

error of measurement is useful in interpreting test results because

it reminds the teacher that the particular score earned by the student

depends both on the student's true ability and on unreliability of the

test, guessing, and other factors not directly related to the student's

ability or achievement.

5.- 10.6 The standard error of measurement provides an estimate of how

much of the student's score is due to his true ability. It is an

indication of the approximate range within which one would expect a

student's score to vary from one occasion to another. For most

teacher-made tests, the standard error of measurement is between five

and six-tenths (.5 to .6) of the standard deviation )f the test. For

example, consider a test which has a standard deviation of six points.

For this test the standard error would be from three to about-:,three

and a half points (0.5 x6 = 3.0, 0.6 x 6 = 3.6). In other words,

for most students, one would expect scores on a second administration

of a test to be within 3 to 3.5 points above or below the score they

made on the first. Although the teacher would still use the actual

score earned by the student, the standard error of measurement should

remind him that the score he has before him is based upon one sample

of the student's performance and that with another sample the student's

score might vary several points from the value actually obtained.

5.10.7 Statistics are an aid to interpretation. By calculating cer-

tain simple values from the distribution of scores, the teacher can
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obtain a great deal of information which is us,,nful in describing

both the performance of individual students and the performance of

the class as a whole. The teacher who uses test results without

employingany descriptive statistics relies on impressions which may

or may not be justified, and he fails to use all of the useful in-

formation that is readily available to him from the test itself.

2..11 Test Reliability

5.11.1 In most texts on measurement, the concept of reliability is

explained in such obscure and unfamiliar statistical terms that the

teacher may not see what relevance it has to what he does in teaching

and testing. It is unfortunate that reliability has been cast in this

light since it is precisely in the context of classroom measurement

that reliabi7ity is of most pressing concern.

5.11.2 For the teacher using published (standardized) test materials,

reliability is a relatively simple matter. Any test which is marketed

by a reputable publisher can be assumed to have adequate reliability

if it is carefully administered and scored. In using standardized

tests all the teacher needs to do is to read carefully the manual

provided with the test and remember that test scores are always

approximations rather than absolute values.

5.11.1 With teacher-made tests, however, reliability is an important

question. It is important because the reliability of classroom measures

can be greatly affected by the procedures used by the teacher and be-

cause evidence shows that teachers' judgments are often highly un-

reliable and thereby misleading.
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5.11.4 Whenever we describe an object or event, what we describe

does not stand in isolation but exists as part of a stream or con-

tinuum out of which we have '6aken certain elements: a sample. For

example, we realize that a test intrudes on a student at some point

in time, but we assume that the underlying behavior of the student is

a continuous characteristic which is stable and predictable from one

occasion to another. We do not expect that a student will be at the

top of his class on one day and at the bottom on another, that a

student will be able properly to conjugate one verb and not another

similar verb, or that a student will be able to write an acceptable

paragraph one day and not another. This assumption of continuity

and stability is essential to any meaningful or useful concept of

reliability. Without this assumption we would never be able to relate

one event to another or to separate real changes in the student from

unreliability in our descriptions or measurements.

5.11.5 If classroom measurements describe relatively stable character-

istics of students, it is useful to be able to specify the extent

to which a description (measurement) of student ability made on one

occasion predicts a similar measurement or description made on another

occasion. In other words, to what extent can we expect descriptions

of a given individual to agree from one time to the next and from one

observer (teacher) to another? Reliability is this property of a

measure to be relatively constant through time, or the agreementiby

two or more observers on the same description. Measures and descrip-

tions which do not have at least one of these characteristics are said

to be unreliable.
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32_2_..6 Let us now explore some of the kinds of consistency and agree-

ment which teachers might wish to find in their measurements or

descriptions. A teacher would hope to be consistent in his description

of a student's understanding of a given fact or principle. For example,

we might like to be able to describe an individual student's ability

to use the subjunctive and we might further like to place the student

in one of three descriptive categories: (1) he can use and recognize

the subjunctive with adequate facility; (2) he can usually recognize a

subjunctive form and can sometimes use it appropriately; (3) he can

rarely recognize or use the subjunctive correctly. In order to

evaluate a given student's ability, we would select a number of items

in which the student could demonstrate his ability to use the sub-

junctive. From this sample of instances we should like to be able

to generalize about the student's ability to use the subjunctive

properly. Because the teacher is dealing with only a sample of the

student's behavior, it is important that this sample be representative

of the larger class of behavior about which the teacher would like to

generalize. In other words, we would like to be able to describe the

student's ability to deal with the subjunctive in such a way that our

description would not be invalidated by anther sample of items. We

are concerned with the stability of our description (and the student's

performance) from one set of items on the subjunctive to another.

5.11.7 A second kind of stability which should be of concern to the

teacher involves the consistency of his own judgments on two or more

occasions.' Let us consider the case of a teacher reading a set of

student papers. By chance, he happens to read two very good papers
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and then reads a poor paper. To what extent might the teacher's

judgment about the third paper be influenced by what he has read

in the first and second papers and how different might his judgment

of the third paper have been had it been preceded by two equally poor

papers? Ideally, we might hope that the order in which the papers

are read will not affect the teacher's judgment. Research indicates,

however, that judgments are made in a context and that events immediately

preceding a judgment do influence a judge's decision. We also find that

teachers have considerable difficulty judging objectively the behavior

of students for whom they have made prior judgments on ether occasions.

As teachers, we have all been tempted to let our prior experience with

students override new impressions that do no; agree with our precon-

ceived notions. Who has not given a capable student the benefit of the

doubt in cases where the student's responne to a question is not com-

plete or entirely clear? Conversely, which of us has not resisted the

tendency to change his opinion of a student on the basis of one or

two favorable impressions scattered among a large number of unfavorable

ones?

5.11.8 It is obvious that we could greatly increase the consistency

of our judgments or descriptions of an individual student by taking

into account our previous experience of him. But consistency due to

prior knowledge constitutes bias. Our real concern is to understand

what consistency would result if our judgments were made completely

independently of one another.

5.11.9 A third type of consistency which is of concern to the teacher

is the degree to which two or more observers (teachers) would agree in
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their description of a given student's behavior. It seems reasonable

to suppose that two competent, independent observers should agree on

their description of a student's behavior. The evidence suggests,

however, that unless independent observers have been trained to look

for similar things in the student's behavior and unless they have been

given a common set of descriptive categories, agreement among them will

not be high.

5.11.10 In each of these types of consensus or agreement, reliability

is important to the teacher: (1) consistency of a particular student's

behavior from one sample to another; (2) consistency of a given teacher's

judgment on two or more occasions; (3) agreement among teachers con-

cerning the description of a particular student's ability or performance,

5.11.11 Let us consider ways of improving the reliability of such

descriptions. A teacher wants to know, for example, Whether e. student

can distinguish between two vowel sounds.' He selects a large number

of words in which the vowel sounds occur and draws a sample of such

words to be read to the student. He needs to know how large a sample

of words to use to distinguish between students who can and those who

cannot hear the distnction. If he uses only one word, there is a

very good chance that a student who is not generally able to make the

distinction will simply guess the correct answer. Conversely, there

is also the possibility, for a variety of reasons, that a student who

is generally able to hear the distinction may miss the sound on a

single, specific word. If we include a second item, we will not

expect the inept student to guess correctly on both items and, similarly,

we will not expect the able student to miss the vowel sound in both
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words. Therefore, pairs of items are more reliable than single items,

and the addition of further items adds still more reliability to the

description. At some point,howevier, additional items result in very

little increase in the reliability of the description.

5.11.12 The two primary factors which affect the reliability of a

test item are the difficulty of the item and the relationship of the

item to other items in the test. It is obvious that if a test item

is so easy that every student answers it correctly, it 'annot dis-

criminate between good and poor students. Similarly, if an item is

so difficult that no student answers it correctly, it is also useless

for this purpose. One may include several easy items in a test to

motivate the student, but such items have no value in terms of re-

liability. Items of moderate difficulty prove to be the most dis-

criminating (and therefore the most reliable in this sense). The

optimum value for item difficulty (the proportion of a group answering

the item correctly) falls in the .a where between one-half and three-

fourths of the class answers the item correctly. The second charac-

teristic of an item which influences the reliability of the test is

its relationship to other items in the test. In general, the more

narrowly focused the content is of a group of items in a test, the

more reliable the test will be. Conversely, the broader the content

included in a test, the rester the number of items that are

required for useful reliability.

5.11.13 Reliability of teacher Judgments on two or more occasions can

be estimated in several ways; in its simplest terms it may be re-

garded as a problem in ranking. Let us consider a class of 20 students

1
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It0 have been arranged in rank order from best in the class to poorest

(:!ranked 1, 2, . . . 20). 'We would like to know the degree to which

These ranks would remain the same if, using the same information, the

!same teacher ranked the students again (without, of course; referring

%to his previous rankings). ,Experiments show that the agreement among

:rankings is quite high at the extremes. In other words, with rela-

tive consistency, teachers can pick out the most able and the least

able students in a group. Near the middle of the group, however, the

differences between students become less obvious and the rankings on

successive occasions become more variable. When a teacher bases his

rankings on objective records, his reliability increases. On the con-

trary, when his rankings depend on more subjective judgments, re-

liability decreases. This is not to say that subjective judgments must

be ignored in ranking students; however, when such data are used,

:..,judgments must be made as objective as the material will permit.

5.11.14 In the reliability of rankings, what degree of precision can

reasonably be expected? To pursue our example further: it is un-

reasonable to expect a teacher to be able to reproduce two sets of

20 rankings with complete rank-by-rank agreement. However, it is

reasonable to expect a very high degree of agreement if the teacher

is asked only to group the students into upper quarter, lower quarter,

and middle half. The fact that a given student might be ranked first

on one occasion and third on the second occasion would not move the

student out of the upper quarter. Similarly, a shift in rank even

from 6th to 15th would still leave the student in the middle half of

the group. This second principle has clear implications for the
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reliability of the teacher's judgments. When ranking students, it

is rarely important to be able to put students in 15 or 20 different

categories, since most decisions (such as grades) are based on only

four or five categories. The majority of any class'of students can

be placed in three, four, or five categories with little difficulty,

although there will always be a few students whose performance cannot

be so neatly categorized. For those few cases, the teacher may either

turn to measures which are entirely objective or to additional factors

which are entirely subjective, such as attitude or motivation (with

the justification that, when all achievement factors are equal, the

interested or cooperative student should be encouraged).

5.11.15 The third type of consistency which is of concern to teachers

is agreement among professionally competent observers. Whenever

teachers' judgments are intended for use outside the classroom (as

is the case, for instance, for term grades), it is important that such

judgments represent the behavior of the student in some readily under-

standable way. If the teacher records student achievement for his

personal use, it makes little difference what system he uses. Term

grades, however, are a medium of communication whereby the teacher

informs the student, his parents, other teachers, administrators,

college admissions. officers, and potential employers of the degree to

which a student has met the objectives of a certain unit of instruction.

Research on agreement among teachers indicates that when teachers

specify clearly to one another what it is they wish to evaluate and

when they define their rating scale carefully, they can achieve very

high levels of agreement. Without such a common understanding, it
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is only by coincidence that two teachers will assign similar grades

to a class of students.

5.12 Validity of Classroom Tests

5.12.1 By definition, a classroom test is valid if it provides the

teacher with information which he finds useful in making instructional

decisions. It is valid ih the same way that a ruler is a valid measure

of length or a scale is a valid measure of weight.

5.12.2 The problem concerning the validity of classroom tests resides

in a possible lack of agreement between what a teacher actually measures

and the kinds of abilities and skills he demands of the student. Just

as we would question the validity of calling measurements made with

a ruler "weights," we can, question the validity of measuring "reason-

ing" by a test made up predominantly of highly factual items. The

question of validity of classroom tests is posed when the teacher

thinks he is measuring one ability and other, objective observers

(including his students) believe he is measuring something else.

5.12.3 To illustrate the problem, let us consider a teacher who pro-

fesses to use an audio-lingual approach to language instruction in

his classes and then employs only paper-and-pencil tests to examine

his students. Although it can be argued that certain aspects of

audio-lingual ability can be tested in written form, to carry the

argument to an extreme and use no other type of item would raise

certain questions about the validity of tests purporting to measure

audio-lingual skills in general.
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5.12.4 A classroom test is invalid, then, only to the extent that a

teacher thinks it is measuring one specific ability while it is, in

fact, measuring something quite different. It is not difficult to

diagnose such discrepancies. (Students are very quick to notice such

discrepancies and tend to have little hesitation in deciding how to

expend their time and effort. Regardless of what the teacher may say

about his emphasis in a course, his students will be guided by the

kinds of tests he uses.) All a teacher needs to do in order to know

what his test is measuring is to sit down with a few students and ask

them (1) how they studied for the test and (2) what they think specific

questions mean.

5.13 Item Analysis

5.13.1 Many of the discussions of item-analysis techniques which appeux

in the literature on testing were not written primarily for the class-

room teacher. These discussions often do not recognize that most

teachers have not been shown how item analyses can contribute to their

effectiveness as teachers. Nevertheless, if the teacher can readily

.obtain information of this kind about items on his examinations he

will find it extremely useful.

5.13.2 An item analysis can be broadly divided into two phases.

Phase I consists of identifying the statistical characteristics of

items. The second phase involves interpretation of these statistics

to determine which items serve their intended purposes and which items

need revision.
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5.13.3 Let us look at two very simple procedures for collecting the

data necessary for an item analysis. The first of these procedures

involves using the students themselves to help summarize the individual

item responses. After the teacher has scored the papers, he arranges

the papers into three groups. Group 1 should contain the papers with

the highest one quarter of the test scores, Group 2 the middle 50 per-

cent, and Group 3 the lowest quarter of the class. (The teacher should

put a piece of masking tape over the name of the student or otherwise

conceal the identity of each student during the item analysis.) The

papers are then marked "1", "2", and "3*, to J.ndicate which group they

are in, and distributed to the students. Each student now has a paper

(probably not his own) to be used in the following tabulation procedure.

The teacher asks how many papers marked "1" have the first item

answered correctly. The students raise their hands if the answer on

the paper they are holding is correct. The teacher counts the number

of hands and makes a tally, and proceeds to do the same for the papers

marked "2" and "3". After he has gone through the entire examination

in this way, the teacher has a tally of the number in the upper 25

percent of the class who answered each item correctly and the number

in the lower 25 percent who answered the item correctly. The teacher

may also have discussed the items with the class while making the

tabulation, thereby using the time both to collect the item statistics

and to review the examination with the students.

5.13.4 If an item is to discriminate among students according to

their ability, we should expect that the more able students--those
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receiving the highest total scores on the testwill answer the item

correctly more often than the less able students, In other words,' a

larger portion of the students in the upper 25 percent of the class

should answer the item correctly than in the lower 25 percent. If

the number of students who answer the item correctly in the two groups

is approximately the same, then the item is said to be nondiscriminat-

ing: it does not discriminate between students according to their

general ability (as measured by.the total Score on the test). If, on

the other hand, the more able students do tend to answer the item

correctly more often than the less able students, the item is said

to discriminate positively. In general, positive discrimination is

a desirable characteristic of an item; it tends to increase the range

of scores and the reliability of scores. When the difference between

the number of students in the upper 25 percent and those in the lower

25 percent of the class is negligible (or favors students in the lower

25 percent), an item is described as nondiscriminating (or negatively

discriminating) and should be very carefully reviewed in the second

phase of the item analysis,

5.13.5, From the number of correct responses in the upper and lower

quarters of a class we can also obtain an index called item difficulty.

This index is obtained by converting the number of students in groups

1 and 3 together into a percentage. This number, the item difficulty

index, is a statement of the proportion of the whole group of students

who answered the item correctly. In general, item difficulty indices

should fall in the middle range (i.e., between 50 and 60 percent).

A mmall'number of relatively easy items near the beginning of a test

can be defended because they help build a student's confidence, and a

number of rather difficult items near the end of the test can be
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defended because such items challenge the most able students. More

will be said about item difficulty in the treatment of the second

phase of item analysis.

5.13.6 A second and less elaborate procedure for obtaining approxi-

mate estimates of the item difficulty and discrimination indices of

a classroom test can be carried out entirely by the teacher, parti-

cularly where classes are small (between 25 and 30 students). The

teacher goes through the papers of the most able students in the class

and tallies whether or not they gave the correct answer to each question.

He also goes through the papers of the poorest students. In phase I

of the analysis the teacher identifies items which need further scrutiny.

In phase II he examines them carefully.

5.13.7 If each item in an examination is included for some parti-

cular purpose, an item analysis should show whether it served the

purpose for which it was included.. If an item was included near the

beginning of a test in order to build the student's confidence, the

item was presumably intended to be easy. Such items, therefore,

should be answered correctly by most or all of the students in the

class and missed only by obviously incompetent students. If the item

statistics indicate that this ir; how an item performed, the item should

be judged to have served its purpose and therefore to be a good item.

Similarly, if the teacher has included some very difficult items

near the end of the test, he should expect these items to be answered

correctly by only a few very able students. If the item statistics

indicate,that this was the case, then these are also good items.

(
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5.13.8 The more difficult items to evaluate are those which fall

into neither of these obvidus categories and which make up the bulk

of the test. In general, teachers should judge items according to

two criteria. First, some items are unexpectedly easy or difficult

for the class. An item which is identified as easier than the teacher

had anticipatvd may indicate that the teacher has misjudged his

students' abilities. This innacurate judgment may be the result of a

.lack of perceptiveness on the part of the teacher, it may be the

result of the students' having prepared themselves particularly well

for the examination, or it may be the result of some technical flaw

in the item which allowed the student to choose the correct response

without really understanding the latent of the item. The teacher

should attempt to discover what the reason is for the unexpectedly

good performance of the students.' If he decides that the explanation

is that he misjudged the sludents or that they prepared unusually

well for the examination, all he need do is record his conclusion.

However; he should be especially sensitive to the possibility that

the students were able to answer the item because of scoring procedures

which were not sufficiently rigorous or some technical flaw in the

item itself. If technical or scoring problems appear to be the

explanation for unusually high scores on aniteml, the teacher may wish

to restore the item (if it is a co...I' tructed response) or modify cer-

tain response options (if the item is of the selected response form)

for future use. If the item appears to have been unusually difficult,

a parallel set of explanations is possible. The teacher may have mis-

judged the students' ability. The students may not have anticipated
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that the teacher would ask certain questions and may therefore have

ignored certain topics in their preparation for the examination.

(Either of these explanations suggests insufficient communication

between teacher and pupils.) There may be some mechanical problem

in the way that the item is presented or scored.

5.13.9 Let us now turn to discrimination. The effect of nondis-

criminating items is to make the range of scores smaller and thereby

diminish the teacher's ability to distinguish between one student and

another in terms of their ability or achievement. Items which do not

discriminate between the most able and the least able students should

be examined very carefully in an attempt to decide why they do not

discriminate. In multiple-choice items, lack of discrimination is

most often the result of poorly conceived distractors or poorly

phrased correct responses. In the ideal multiple-choice item the

correct answer-seems obviously correct to the more able students

while one or more of the distractors appear to be correct to the

less well prepared students. To prepare the distractors, the teacher

should draw on his experience of the kinds of errors students typically

make with the point being tested. In constructed-response items the

most common explanation for lack of discrimination is the tendency of

teachers not to use the full range of scoring options available to

them. If the teacher is using a 1-2-3-4-5 scale for scoring short-

answer questions and he assigns all 3's and 4's to the students, such

items will obviously not be very discriminating. Before he begins

the actual scoring of such items, the teacher will find it useful to

scan the papers to form a general idea of the range of the achievement
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represented in the responses. He should then decide on some allocation

of points so that he will use the entire range of scores. If the

student responses are so homogeneous that the teacher cannot make

useful discriminations, the item probably needs substantial revision

or should be eliminated altogether.

5.13.10 Occasionally a teacher will observe that the pattern of right

and wrong answers to a given question seems to bear no relationship to

overall test scores. He may find, for example, that many of the most

able students unexpectedly missed the item and many of the least able

students unexpectedly answered the item correctly. If such a pattern

of responses to an individual item emerges, it should serve as a warn-

ing to the teacher that there is something unusual about this item and

that it bears further special attention. It is possible that there is

nothing wrong with the item other than that it happens to measure some

ability or understanding which is different from those measured by the

majority of other items in the test. More probably, however, it is

simply a poor item.

5.13.11 Item analysis has two phases. Phase I involves the collection

of item statistics to identify items in need of further attention.

Phase II involves examination of these items. The implicit assumption

underlying any analysis of test items is that the teacher intends to

improve the quality of his testingy utilizing information obtained

from each administration of his items. This in turn suggests that

teachers should build their own files of items which have worked well,

and that they should attempt to determine how they can improve their

test-writing style. In the individual item responses the teacher may
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also find information about particular students' abilities or de-

ficiencies which may be useful in planning further instruction.

5.13.12 Many teachers consider only overall test scores. There is,

however, a great deal more information implicit in the results of the

administration of a test than simply the single overall score. Let

us say, for example, that among the items in a test the teacher has

deliberately included several items which he feels every student should

be able to answer. After the examination has bee., administered the

teacher goes back through the students' papers to see whether they

have actually mastered these points. He may examine the responses of

an individual student who has not done well on the test as a whole to

see whica of the items dealing with basic information or basic con-

cepts the student answered incorrectly. This type of detailed analysis

is particularly useful when among the items included in a test there

are some that test basic knowledge that is essential for a student to

move to the next level of instruction. Examination of such minimum

performance items allows the teacher to plan his teaching better than

he can if he uses only the single overall test score. If the items in

the test have been carefully planned, it is also possible to diagnose

subtle difficulties of better students.

5.13.13 A substantial part of what is called item analysis is based

on the intuition and judgment of the teacher. The statistical pro-

cedures which underlie item analyses can help the teacher to identify

items which have unusual characteristics, but the final explanation of

why an item works or does not work is largely a matter of the judgment

of the individual teacher. With classroom tests very elaborate
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statistical analyses are generally not warranted. The teacher can

usually identify those items which are working well and those items

which are working poorly by jurnciously selecting the better papers

and the poorer papers and examining the response patterns represented

in these two extreme groups.

i`
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GLOSSARY

The following are brief explanations of some technical terms

as they are used in this Handbook.

Chance score: the score that can be obtained by guessing alone.

Contrastive analysis: the procedure whereby two languages are
compared to specify the ways in which they are different.

Consonant cluster: a succession of consonants which is difficult
to pronounce for non-natives (e.g., Italian /sb/ in sbaglio).

Control: formulation of a question so as to limit the ways in which
It can be answered.

Corrected true false item: a true/false item in which the key part
of the stimulus statement is underlined. The student is directed
specifically to use that crucial element to decide whether the
statement is true or false.

Converted score: standard score; a general term referring to any
of a variety of "transformed" scores in terms of which raw scores
may be expressed for reasons of convenience, comparability, ease
of interpretation, etc.

Diagnosis: use of test results to isolate those points which need
further elaboration either for a few individual students for for
the class as a whole.

Discriminating power: the ability of a test item to differentiate
between good and poor students.

0.1

Distractor: an incorrect answer furnished in a multiple-choice
question; the ideal distractor shares all of the features of the
correct answer but the one being tested.

Distribution of scores: a tabulation of scores from highest to
lowest showing the number of individuals that obtain each score
or fall below it.

Global teatim: the use of questions which do not attempt to focus
on one specific learning problem and that, consequently, are likely
to involve more than one skill, language area and testing device at
the same time.
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Halo effect: a bias in ratings arising from the tendency of the
rater to be influenced in his rating of specific traits by his
general impression of the person being rated.

Inflection: changes in words according to number, person, case,
etc.

Item analysis: examination of test results to obtain data on score
distribution, test reliability, etc.

aLngE!ge areas: various aspects of a foreign-language curriculum
e. g. morphology, syntax, vocabulary, style, literature,
culture).

Language feature: a specific element of a language where errors
can be detected and corrected.

Language, skills: the ways in which language competence can be
displayed (listening camprehensionl speaking, reading, writing).

Linguistic model: a method of explaining or describing a language
according to a specific theoretical orientation (e.g., the structural
model, the transformational model, etc.).

Modified true/false items: true-false items designed to reduce
guessing by offering a choice among true uncertain, false, etc.
(see also corrected true/false items

looheme: basic unit of grammar; the smallest meaningful unit of
language. (It may be a word, or part of a word; unfriendlz has
three morphemes: un-, friend, -1) .

Morphology: the study of the classification of morphemes and the
ways in Vhich they combine to form words.

Oral-response test: a test in which the student speaks the answers
directly to the teacher or into some sort of recording device.

Percentile: a point (score) in a distribution below which falls
theproportion of cases indicated by the given percentile (the
15th percentile denOtes the score below which 15 percent of the
scores fall).

Phoneme: a distinctive class of sounds; the smallest unit of speech
that distinguishes one utterance from another.

Phonology,: the branch of linguistics that deals with the sounds
of a language and their permissible combinations.

.
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Positively discriminating: said of a test item if a higher pro-
portion of good students than of poor students answers it correctly.

Raw score: the total number of questions answered correctly. (The

assumption underlying this type of score is that all items are equally
. important; two students with the same raw score are judged equally
competent, even though they may not have answered the same items
corinctly.)

Reliability: the consistency with which a test measures, or the
degree to which repeated measurement of the same individual would
tend to produce the same result.

Response set: a pre-disposition to answer questions in a certain
way if there is uncertainty as to the correct answers.

Specific determiners: words giving clues which enable the student
to answer an item correctly without possessing the specific knowledge
desired.

Standard score: see converted score.

Stem: in a multiple-choice item, an incomplete sentence which is
followed by several completions of that sentence among which the
student is to choose the suitable one.

Stimulus: a brief statement, question or phrase to which the student
is asked to respond either orally or in writing.

Syntax: arrangeients of words in larger constructions, e.g., phrases,
clauses, sentences.

Nestin1 device: any of the various techniques used by the examiner
to elicit the student's response (e.g., multiple-choice, true/false,
or completion items, essay, dictation, etc.).

Validity: the extent to which a test measures what its author
intends it to measure.

Weighted raw score: the total score which results when each item
is assigned a number of points commensurate with its relative impor-
tance as compared with other items on the same test.
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been to make the basic ideas clear." (From the Preface.)

21. Adams, Georgia Sachs. Measurement and Evaluation in Education,
Psychology, and Guidance. In consultation with Theodore L.
Torgerson. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1965. xiii,
654 pp., bibliographies, index.

Appendices: A. A Selected List of Standardized Teits for the
Elementary and Secondary Schools; B. Publishers of Standard-
ized Tests; C. Methods of Expressing Test Scores (Based on theNormal Curve);. D. .Selected Tables; E. Glossary of Symbolsand Terms Used in Measurement and Evaluation.

"In this volume, almost every chapter focuses on the developmentof concept4. By attaining a thorough understanding of these con-cepts, students will be helpedto selector develop measurement
procedures appropriate to their purposes and to interpret measure-
ment data with due respect for (1) the inevitable errors involvedin any sampling procedute and (2) the limitations of indirect
approaches typically used as efficient substitutes for direct studyof behavior." (From the Preface.)

22. Anastasi, Anne. PsxchsiziLlalIesting. Second Edition.
New York: Macmillan, 1961. xiii, 657 pp., author indei,
subject index, bibliographies.

Appendix: Test Publishers.

"An excellent introduction to the principles.of psychological test-ing and to the major types of tests in current use. Approximatelythe first quarter of the text is devoted to a description of the usesand characteristics of psychological tests in general and to funda-mental test statistics. The remainder reviews critically the classi-fication, aptitude, achievement, and personality tests now available.'(David P. Harris.)
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* 23. Furst, Edward J. Constructing Evaluation Instruments. London:

Longmans, Green, 1958. xv, 334 pp., index. Each chapter contains
a list of References and another of Further Readings.

"In writing this book, I have intended it mainly for teachers
and dprospeetive teachers in our schools and colleges. . . The.

major purposes of fhis book are to help such persons (a) acquire
an understanding of the several basic problems involved in
developing any evaluation technique, (b) further their under-
standing of principle's of test construction, (c) become familiar
with some of the best references in the field, and (d) broaden
their understanding of the purposes which can be served by tests
and other techniques of appraisal." (From the Preface.)

V 24. Gerberich, Joseph Raymond. Specimen Objective Test Items: A Guide
to Achievement Test Construction. London: Lc_gmans, Green, 1956.
ix, 436 pp., indices, glossary, bibliographies.

"This book is designed for use by both teachers and test specialists.
Its primary purpose is to serve the classroom teacher as a guide to
achievement test construction. Its secondary purpose is to provide
for the test specialist several systematic classifications of instru-
ments and techniques used in achievement testing."(From the Preface.)
Covers all subjects, very detailed bibliographies.

* 25. Ghiselli, 1E:E. Theory of Psychological Measurement. New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1964.

An ifttermediate to advanced treatment of test theory for the reader
who is a serious student of measurement and has a firm grasp of basic
statistics and mathematics through algebra. The discussion is parti-
cularly helpful in relating individual item statistics to over-all
test characteristics. (Lathrop.)

* 26. Helmstadter, G.C. Principles of Psychological Measurement.
New York: Appleton-Century.Crofts, 1964.

A second level discussion of basic concepts used in measurement in-
eluding reliability, validity and standardization. The treatment
presumes no advanced mathematical sophistication and, although brief
in some sections, is very readable to the person interested in going
slightly beyond the very elementary discussions of measurement
principles. (Lathrop.)

* 27. Lindquist, Everet F., ed. Educational Measurement. Washington,
D.C.: American Council on Education,.1951.
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"The comprehensive reference work and textbook on the theory
and techniques of educational measurement. Twenty authorities
on testing have contributed chapters in the areas of their
specialization. The level of difficulty varies from chapter
to chapter, and many sections are most definitely not for the
beginning student of tests and measurement." (David P.Harris.)

An important collection of statements of particular interest
to the serious student of testing. Although now somewhat dated
many of the chapters on planning and building tests are still
very useful to the 'classroom teacher. The chapters vary in
difficulty and style. The volume, however,still represents one
of the best collections of statements on measurement available
in a single volume. (Lathrop.)

* 28. Remmers, Hermann Henry. A Practical Introduction to Measurement
and Evaluation. New York: Harper & Row, 1960.

29. Thorndike, Robert L. and Elizabeth Hagen. Measurement and

Evaluation in Psychology and Education. Second Edition.
New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1961. viii, 602 pp., index. .

Each chapter contains bibliographical references and questions
for discussion.

Appendices: I. Computation of Square Root; II. Calculating
the Correlation Coefficient; III: Section A--General Intelligence
Tests. Section B--Aptitude Test Batteries. Section C--Reading Tests.
Section D--Elementary School Achievement Batteries. Section E--High
School Achievement Batteries. Section F--Interest Inventories.
Section G-'- Adjustment and Temperament Inventories; IV. Sources
for Educational and Psychological Tests.

An introductory but rather technical text. "We continue in the
basic belief that it is as important for students to learn what
tests will nct dc$ as to learn what they will do; as important to
exandme their own purposes and objectives for testing as to examine
the tests. It is in the hope.of developing more restrained, dis-
criminating, and insightful testers that we offer this book to
our colleagues and students." (From the Preface.).

This volume is intended for the reader who wishes to obtain an
overview of the variety of testing devices used in schools including
teacher-made tests, standardized achievement tests, tests of special
aptitudes, and tests used in counseling and guidance. The treatment
of topics is generally nonstatistical although appendices are pro-
vided describing common statistical procedures. (Lathrop.)

See also: Item #6.
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IV. Foreign Language Testing

30. Ayer, George W. "An Auditory Discrimination Test Based on Spanish."
Modern Language Journal, XLIV (May 1960), 227-230.

31. Birznieks, Paul and Mechthild. "Written Production Tests for the
Audio - Lingual' Classroom." The German Quarterly, XXXIX (May 1966),
358-364.

32. Borglum, G.P.
an Instrument
XXXVII (Oct.

33. Briere, Eugene
Compositions."

and H.L. Edsall. "The Departmental Examination as
of Standardization." Modern LansamlEmvall,
1953), 273-286.

"Testing the Control of Parts of Speech in FL
Language Learning, XIV, 1-2 (1964), 1-10.

34. Brooks, Nelson. "New Developments in Foreign Language Testing."
Educational Horizons (Fall 1964), 21-25.

"Investigates new trends in foreign language testing, including
tapes, test evaluation and speaking tests. Also comments on role
of professional teacher in language testing and the positive effect
of good testing upon learning."

35. ----, Chairman. "Report of the Committee on Tests." Pp. 49-56 in
Foreign Language Teachers and Tests: 1954 Northeast Conference on
the Teachinof Foreign Languages--Reports of the Working Committees.
Ed. Hunter Kellenberger. Providence, Rhode Island: Brown Univ.

All Northeast Confetence Reports (1954 to date) are available from
Materials Center, Modern Language Association, 62 Fifth Avenue,
New York 10011. Price: $3.00 per year.

36. ----, Chairman. "Report of the Committee on. Tests." Pp. 64-68 in
Culture, Literature, and Articulation.: 1955 Northeast Conference on
the Teaching of Foreign Languages--Reports of the. Working Committees.
Ed. Germaine Brie. New York: New York Univ.

Available from: See item #35.

37. ----, Chairman. "Report of the Committee on Tests:'Spoken Language
Tests." Pp. 20-23 in. The Language Classroom: 1957 Northeast Conference
on the Teaching of Foreign Languages--Reports of the Working Committees.
Ed. William F. Bottiglia. Cambridge: Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.

Available from: See item #35.
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38. ----, Chairman. "Report of Working Committee IV: Definition of
Language Competences Through Testing." P p. 49-56 in The Language
Learner: 1959 Northeast *Conference on the Teaching of Foreign
Languages--Reports of the Working Committees. Ed. Frederick D.
Eddy. Boulder: Univ. of Colorado.

Available from: See item #35.

39. ---- "Tests and Measurements." Chapter 15 of Language and Language
Learning: Theory and Practice, Second Edition. New York: Harcourt,
Brace & World, 1964, pp. 199-225.

40. "Making your Own Language Tests (Suggestions to teachers for
preparing classroom'examinations). " Modern Languages: Teaching and
Testing. A work kit to accompany a film and filmstrip program.
Developed by Cooperative Test Division, Educational Testing Service,
Princeton, New Jersey, 1966 (pp. 9-21).

Materials developed with the assistance of the Modern Language
Association of America to illustrate the audiolingual approach to
teaching and to provide guidelines for making better classroom
tests. The kit includes: 1 filmstrip, 1 long-playing record, 26
pre-printed Ditto-Masters. Complete set of materials: $10.

Available from: Cooperative Test Division, Educational Testing
Service, Box 999, Princeton, New Jersey 08540.

41. Bryan, Miriam M. "The MLA Cooperative Foreign Language Tests: An
Innovation in Foreign Language Testing." The Bulletin of the
Penns lvania State Modern Language Association, XLIII (April 1965),
97-100.

42. Carroll, John B. "Fundamental Considerations in Testing for English
Language Proficiency of Foreign Students." Testing the English
Proficiency of Foreign Students. (Reports of a conference sponsored
by the Center for Applied Linguistics in cooperation with the Institute
of International Education and the National Association of Foreign
Student Advisors.) Washington, D.C.: Center for Applied Linguistics,
1961, pp. 30-40.

Reprinted in Teaching English as a Second Language: A Book of Readings.
Ed. Harold B. Allen. New York: McGraw -Kill, 1965, pp. 364-372.

43. Clark, John L.D. "MLA Cooperative Foreign Language Tests." Journal
of Educational Measurement, II (Dec. 1965), 234-244.

44. Deitz, 'Patricia. "An Oral Performance Rating Sheet." The French Review,
XXXV (Oct. 1961), 54-58.

Contains very practical suggestions about oral testing.
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45. Delattre, Pierre. "Comment tester la facilite de parole dans un
laboratoire de langue." Le francais dans le monde, 3 (aoat-
septembre 1961), 36-38.

46.. ---- "Testing Student's ProgresO in the Language Laboratory."
International Journal of4imerican Linguistics, XXVI (Oct. 1960),
77-98.

46a. A Description of the College Board Supplementary Achievement Tests.
New York: College Entrance Examination Board, Revised annually.
Approx. 60 pp.

Describes the following Supplementary Achievement Tests: French,
German, Italian, Russian and Spanish Listening Comprehension Tests;
Greek Achievement Test; Italian Achievement Test. The College Board
offers secondary schools these tests each year.

Available free of charge: See item #11.

47. Dufort, Mary R. "An Audio-Comprehension Ability Test for FL Programs
in the Elementary School." California Journal of Elementary Education,
XXX (Nov. 1961), 121-128.

48. English Testing Guidebook Part I: Instructions for Ratin Aural/Oral
Proficiency in English Using the AULC Interview Rating Form.
By David P. Harris. Prepared at The American University Language Center
for the International Cooperation Administration. 11 pp.

49. Eriksson, Marguerite, Ilse Forest, and Ruth Mlhauser. "Techniques of
Review and. Testing." Chapter VI of Foreign LanguaRas in the Elementary
School. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1964, pp. 53-69.

50. "Evaluation and Testing." Bulletin of the California State Department
of Education: French -- Listening, Speaking, Reading, Writing. Sacramento:
California State. Department of Education, 1962, pp. 115-130.

51. "Evaluation and Testing." Bulletin of the California State Department
of Education: Spanish -- Listening, Speaking, Reading,.Writing.

Sacramento: California State Department of Education, 1961,.pp. 44-56.

52. Guerra, Emilio L., David A. Abramson, and Maxim Newmark. °The New York
City Foreign Language Oral Ability Rating Scale." The Modern Language
Journal, XLVIII (Dec. 1964), 486-489.

53. Hitchman, P.J. "The Testing of Spoken English: Review of Research."
Educational Research, VII (Nov. 1964), 55-72. /

54. Jones, Willis Knapp. "A Prognosis Test for Spanish." Hispania,.XLVIII,
(March 1965), 104-109.

55. Kaulfers, Walter V. "Wartime Development in Modern-Language Achievement
Testing." The Modern Language Jouraal, XXVIII (Feb. 1944), 136-150.

"The theory and practice of aural-comprehension and oral-fluency
testing illustrated with concrete examples" (Author's summary).
"The foregoing diOcussion is obviously not presented with the
thought that the problems presented by oral fluency testing are
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solved herewith, but rather to indicate possibilities and practical
lines of approach to those who are interested in pioneering in a
heretofore unexplored, but increasingly important field. The only
real handicap to effective progress is the 'correlation fallacy'
or common delusion that a high total-score on silent group-tests
of vocabulary, grammar, or reading can automatically be taLen to
mean readiness to speak the language fluently in actual life-situations.
In fact, not even ability to understand the spoken language provides
any guarantee of comparable ability to speak it. One need only look
at the world about one to find the proof in countless numbers" (pp.
149-150). A lot has happened in the field of foreign language test-
ing since this article was written, but much remains to be done with
respect to what Kaulfers calls "oral-fluency" testing. A comparison
between the situation in 1944 and what is now being done in schools
and colleges with respect to "oral-fluency" testing may be quite
revealing.

56. Keesee, Elizabeth. "Testing Oral Skills." Modern Foreign Languages
in the Elementary School: Teaching Technqiues. Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1960, pp. 55-61.

57. Lado, Robert. "How to Test Cross-Cultural Understanding." Studies
in Languages and Linguistics in Honor of Charles C. Fries. Ed.
Albert H. Marckwardt. Ann Arbor: English Language Institute, Univ.
of Michigan, 1964, pp. 353-362..

58. ---- "Language Testing." Chapter 16 of Language Teaching: A
Scientific Approach. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1964, pp. 158-170.

59. ---- Language Testing: The Construction and Use of Foreign Language
Tests. A Teacher's Book. London: Longmans, Green, 1961. xxiii,
389 pp. Bibliographical notes and selected references after some
chapters.

The complete text of the London edition was published in the United
States, without abridgment or change, by McGraw-Hill Book Company
in 1964.

"Primarily intended for teachers of foreign languages and of Eng-
lish as a second language. Beginning with a discussion of the
nature of language and language learning, it proceeds to .a consider-
ation of how the various language skills may be tested. Techniques
for measuring cross-cultural understanding are also proposed.
Several chapters at the end deal with fundamental test statistics."
(David P.Harris.)

60. Language Structure at FLES Level Including Testin
Structures. New York: National Information Bureau of AATF, 1962.
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61. MLA Bulletin of Information: 1967-68 MLA Foreign Language Proficiency
Tests for Teachers and Advanced Students. See item #6.

62. MLA Cooperative Foreign Language Tests. Handbook. 24 pp.
Directions for Administering

and Scoring. 40 pp.
Booklet of Norms. 82 pp.

Princeton, N.J.: Educational Testing Service, Cooperative Test
Division, 1965.

Available from: Cooperative Test Division, Educational Testing Service
Box 999, Princeton, New Jersey. Price of each booklet: $1.00.

63. MLA-Cooperative Foreign Language Tests . . . in Brief. Princeton, N.J.:
Cooperative Test Division, Educational Testing Service, 1964.

Available free of charge: See item #40.

Describes the MLA foreign language tests for secondary schools and
colleges (French, German, Italian, Russian, Spanish). See item #62.

64. Mueller, Theodore. "Grade Standards in Foreign Language Instruction."
French Review, XXXII (April 1959), 443-447.

65. "Oral Rating Form for Rating Language Proficiency in Speaking and
Understanding English." Washington, D.C.: The American Language Institute,
Georgetown Univ.,'1960.

66. Pike, Eunice V. "A Test for Predicting Phonetic Ability." Language
Learninc, IX (1959), 35-41.

67. Pimsleur, Paul. "A French Speaking Proficiency Test." French Review,
XXXIV (April 1961), 470-479.

"Reports on a standardized French Speaking test which attempts to
go as far as possible in the direction of complete objectivity.
Reviews past efforts and discusses the present test in detail."

68. ---- "Predicting Achievement in Foreign Language Learning." International
Journal of American Linguistics, XXIX, 2, Part III (April 1963), 129-136.

"Describes an aptitude battery, consisting of several sub-tests, each
of which measures some relatively well-defined characteristic related
to foreign language learning. Includes linguistic analysis test and
sound-symbol test among others.

69. ---- "Predicting Success in High School Foreign Language Courses."
Educational and Psychological Measurement, XXIII (Summer 1963),

34g-357.
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70. ---- "Testing Language Aptitude." International Conference on
Modern Foreign Language Teach*., g. (Papers and Reports of Groups
and Committees, Preprints--Pazt 2), published by Paedagogische
Arbeitsstelle and Sekretariat Paedagogisches Zentrum, Berlin, 1964,
pp. 49-60.

71. ---- "Testing the Speaking Skill." International Conference on
tadernForeinuaeTeachin. (Papers and Reports of Groups
and Committees, Preprints - -Part 2), published by Paedagogische
Arbeitsstelle and Sekretariat Paedagogisches Zentrum, Berlin,
1964, pp. 61-74.

72. ---- "Testing Foreign Language Learning." Trends in Language
Teaching. Ed. Albert Valdman. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1966,
pp. 175-214.

72a. Rice, Frank A. "The Foreign Service Institute Tests Language
Proficiency." Linguistic Reporter, I (May 1959), 4.

73. Sapon, Stanley M. "Report of the Committee on Tests." Pp. 33-38 in
Foreign Language Tests and Techniques: 1956 Northeast Conference on
the Teachin: of Fore :n Lan ua es--Re orts of the Workin Committees.
Ed. Margaret Gilman. Bryn Mawr, Penn.: Bryn Mawr College.

"Having completed its work on a test of auditory comprehension, the
Committee continues its efforts this year with an intensive examination
of the needs and problems involved in the area of 'speaking tests,'
or tests of oral production" (p. 34).

Available from: See item #35.

74. Scheider, Rose M. "Evolution of the Listening Comprehension Test."
College Board Review, XLVIII (Fall 1962), 24-28.

75. Seelye, H. Ned. "Field Notes on Cross-Cultural Testing." Language
Learning, XVI, 1-2 (1966), 77-85.

76. Stack, Edward M. "Monitoring and Testing: Remedial and Evaluative
Techniques." The Language Laboratory and Modern Language Teaching.
New York: Oxford Univ. Press, 1966.

77. Strain, Jeris E. "Difficulties in Measuring Pronunciation Improvement."
Language Learning, XIII, 3-4 (1963), 217-224.

78. Testing the English Proficiency of Foreign Students. (Report of a
Conference sponsored by the Center for Applied Linguistics in cooper-
ation with the Institute of International Education and the National
Association of Foreign Student advisors.) Washington, D.C.: Center
for Applied Linguistics, 1961. iii, 103 pp., "Additional Background
Materials."

See also item #42.
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79. Upshur, John A. "Language Proficiency Testing and the Contrastive
Analysis Dilemma." Language Learning, XII (Sept. 1962), 123-127.

80. ---- "Cross-Cultural Testing: What to Test." Language Learning,

XVI, 3-4 (1966), 183-196.

81. Valette, Rebecca M. "Language Quizzes: A Means of Increasing
Laboratory Effectiveness." Foreign Language Annals, I (Oct. 1967),

45-48.

82. ---- Modern Language Testing: A Handbook. New York: Harcourt,

Brace & World, 1967. xvi, 200 pp., bibliography, index.

"It is clear that. . .new methods of teaching require new methods
of evaluation. This handbook introduces the teacher to a diversity
of testing techniques based on modern measurement theory; the book's
emphasis, however, is on the classroom situation, theory being intro-
duced only when it has a direct application for the teacher. Many
examples have been given to help the teacher prepare tests that will
effectively evaluate proficiency in the four fundamental skills. A
special section also discusses literature tests." (From the Preface.)

83. ---- "Oral Objective Testing in the Classroom." German Quarterly,
XXXVIII (March 1965), 179-187.

84. ---- "The Use of the Dictee in the French Language Classroom."
Modern Language Journal, XLVIII (Nov. 1964), 431-434.

"In this article I examine the reliability of the dicfee both as a
testing technique and a teaching technique for beginning French courses
taught by an audio-lingual method. In the experiment, 120 college
students were divided into two groups which differed only in that
the first group was given a daily dictation. The analysis of per-
formance on a common final examination indicates that (a) the dictee
constitutes avalid test of overall language skills only for students
with little practice in dictation, and that (b) emphasis on dictation
develops proficiency in that skill alone without leading to proportion-
al proficiency in other aspects of language learning." Rebecca M.
Valette, ML Abstracts, #851.

85. Vasu, Leon V. "Measurement of Fluency--Direct and Indirect."
Review, US Army School (Spring 1961), 1-5.

86. Wilkins, George W., Jr., and E. Lee Hoffman. "The Use of Cognates
in Testing Pronunciation." Language Learning, '_IV, 1-2 (1965),
39-43.
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Addenda to Section IV

87. Dufau, Micheline, Chairman. "From School to College: The Problem
of Continuity." Pp. 102-108 in Foreign Language Teaching: Challenges
to the Profession. Re orts of the Workin: Committees Northeast
Conference on the Teaching of Foreign Languages, 1965. Ed. G. Reginald
Bishop, Jr. New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers Univ. (Section 4: Placement
Tests, Section 5: Choosing a Placement Test.)

Available from: See item #35.

88. Sadnavitch, Joseph N. and W. James Popham. "Measurement of Spanish
Achievement in the Elementary School." Modern Language Journal,
XLVI (Nov. 1961), 297-299.

V. Statistics and Interpretation of Evaluation Results

A. General

89. Diederich, Paul B. Short-cut Statistics for Teacher-made Tests.
2nd ed. Evaluation and Advisory Service Series No. 5. Princeton, N.J.:
Educational Testing Service, 1964. 37 pp.

Explains and demonstrates simple, time-saving techniques for use
by teachers.

"A useful guide to teachers who wish to go one step beyond the
intuitive approach to examining test results. The style is
sympathetic to the teacher who has had no prior experience with
statistics." (Lathrop.)

Available free of charge from: See item #14.

* 90. Ferguson, George A. Statistical Analysis in Psychology and
Education. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1959. vii, 347 pp., index,
tables, glossary of symbols, bibliography. A new edition
appeared in 1966.

"The object of this book is to introduce students and research
workers in psychology and education to the concepts and appli-
cations of statistics. Emphasis is placed on the analysis and
interpretation of data resulting from the conduct of experiments
. . . I have attempted not only to introduce the student to the
practical technology of statistics but also to explain in a non-
mathematical and frequently intuitive way the nature of statistical
ideas." (From the Preface.)

* 91. Guilford, J.P. Fundamental Statistics in Psychology and Education.
Fourth Edition. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1965.
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"An intermediate level treatment of descriptive statistics and
measurements concepts. The treatment presumes some mathematical
background for the reader, at least through basic algebra. The
treatment of correlation, reliability, predictive validity and
standard scores are well written for the reader who has had a
prior elementary exposure to these concepts."

* 92. McCollough, Celeste and Loche V.an Atta. Introduction to Descriptive
Statistics and Correlation: A Pro ram for Self-Instruction. New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1965. xii,.159 pp., index.

"This text presents the elements of descriptive statistics and
correlation in a form suitable for self-instruction. It has been
prepared in response to the request for a briefer introduction to
statistics than is provided in our earlier programmed text,
Statistical Concepts: A Program for Self-Instruction [McGraw-Hill,
1963] . . . The book is intended to provide an introduction to
elementary statistical concepts for students of applied social
science. Emphasis has been placed on interpretation of these
concepts rather than on the computation of statistical measures
or their mathematical derivation. Although the book can be of
assistance to students taking a formal statistics course, it is
not meant to serve as a textbook or a substitute for such a
course." (From the Preface.)

B. Norms, Scores, and Their Interpretation

93. English Testing Guidebook, Part II: Fundamentals of Test Construction
and Interpretation. See item #15.

94. Lyman, Howard B. Test Scores and What They Mean. Englewood Cliffs,
N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1963.

95. McLaughlin, Kenneth F. Interpretation of Test Results. Bulletin
1964, No. 7, Office of Education, U.S. Department of Health, Education
and Welfare, Washington, D.C., 1964. vi, 63 pp., selected references

Available from: U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
Price: $0.30.

96. Wormer, Frank B. Test Norms: Their Use and Interpretation.
Washington, D.C.: National Association of Secondary-School Principals,
1965.
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Bibliographical Sources

97. Buros, Oscar Krisen, ed. The Sixth Mental Measurements Yearbook.
Highland Park, N.J.: Gryphon Press, 1965. xxxvi, 1714 pp., indices.

The best single reference source in the field of testing and
measurement problems. Previous publications by Buros appeared
in 1936, 1937, 1938, 1949, 1953 and 1959.

98. Locating Information on Educational Measurement: Sources and
References. Evaluation and Advisory Service Series No. 1.
Princeton, N.J.: Educational Testing Service, 1965. 39 pp.

Provides suggestions for using various sources of measurement
information, including reference volumes, books, professional
journals, and test publishers. An excellent source of information.

Available free of charge: See item #14.

99. Nostrand, Howard Lee, David William Foster, and Clay Benjamin
Christensen. Research on Language Teaching: An Annotated
Bibliography, 1945-64. Second edition, revised. Seattle:
Univ. of Washington Press, 1965. xxi, 373 pp.

Section 2.7 Evaluation of Achievement in Language Learning, pp. 173-184.
Section 3.3 Aptitutde and Prognostic Tests, pp. 216-226.


